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FOREWORD

The Magadi soda lake is one of the natural wonders of the world. It was first examinedby geologists in the early years of the twentieth century btit. until the present survey wascarried out by Mr. Baker. no comprehensive mapping or geological examination had beencarried out over the area as a whole. As the rocks of the area, apart from lake beds. consistalmost entirely of late 'I"ertiary and Pleistocene lavas, the expectancy of finding mineraldeposits was small. Yet Magadi has provided more mineral wealth for Kenya than any otherpart of the Colony. Between 1016 and l953 nearly two million tons of soda ash wereproduced. and between W33 and 1953 nearly a quarter of a million tons of common saltas well as other products were obtained. The soda deposits have a remarkable advantagein so far as they are not a wasting asset as are most minerals that are mined; as is shown inthe report, the lake is receiving increments of salts at a rate greater than that at which theyare being remm ed.

Various theories have been put forward to account for the unusual accumulation ofsalts at Magadi. but none has accounted fully for the powerful effect of the weathering ofthe volcanic rocks in the Rift Valley over long periods, nor for the leaching of the weatheredproducts by rain and the accumulation of the solutions so formed in the lowest part of thevalley. A theory, put forward as the “surface leaching hypothesis" is embodied in the reportand accounts for these important factors. The hypothesis does not lose sight of the factthat the hot springs at Magadi are vital in producing and maintaining the soda deposits.It is a corollary that were that part of the Rift Valley not a volcanic region, it is unlikely
that the deposits would have accumulated.

The Olorgesaiiie prehistoric site lies in the northern part of the Magadi area. Anaccount of the geology of the lake beds that occupy this prolific site. with its many levels onwhich prehistoric man left his tools, is given in the report, but the various artifacts are notdescribed as it is known that a full account of the prehistory of the site is in preparationelsewhere.

WILLIAM PULFREY,Nairobi, Chief Geologist.2nd June, 1955.
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GEOLOGY OF THE NIAGADI AREA
i—ix'rRoin'crioN

'fhe lvlagadi area as delined for the purpose of this report is the south—west quarter of
Degree Sheet 51 (Kenya Colony) bounded by latitudes l 30/ and 2 00/ S. and longitudes
3t» 00' and 36 30' 1:. 11 is some 1.200 square miles in e\‘tent. The area was formerly in the
Masai l-\ti‘tt—Proyincial District btit is now in Southern Province. that part east of the
bguruman escarpment being administered by the District commissioner. Kajiado. while
the part west of the Nguruman escarpment is administered from Narok.

l-ield work in the area was done between the 11th. of April and October the 24th. 1952.

(‘limulc um! fut-clarion. ~With the exception of the upper part of the Nguruman
escarpment at the western margin of the area. the climate is dry and hot as the rainfall
ligures below suggest.

Rainfall at i-1-Izlg'(l(ii

(Taken from the records of the East African Meteorological Department)

1 . Average
1950 1951 '1 1952 1953 for 28

‘ years

im-ln-x inc/res int-lies int-lies I'm-lies
Magadi (altitude 1.983 feet) .. 12-70 22-11 . 14-35 10-33 14-56

Almost all the rainfall is concentrated in two “rainy" seasons. March to April and in
December. and often occurs as a result of isolated storms accompanied by strong winds
from the east and north-east. Humidity is moderate to low. varying from 27 to 50 per cent
of saturation. Shade temperatures vary from 72 F. in the cloudy season and are usually
between 95 F. and 105 in the dry season. the maximum so far recorded being 109 F.

The low rainfall. high daily temperatures and the character of the prevailing lava bed-
rocks combine to produce a semi-arid landscape. Soil of any thickness is generally found
only in the fault-troughs. which are infilled with lake beds or alluvium. The lava surfaces
are boulder strewn or rocky with only rare patches of yellow-brown silty soil. The vegetation
is limited to stunted thorn bushes and small patches of grass. but watercourses are marked
by lines of isolated trees. In the larger basins like the Koora plain. the plain east of 01
.”)oinyo Nyiro. and the Kwenia Swamp. which are the centres of small internal drainage
systems. and in the low-lying ground adjacent to the Uaso Nyiro river, the soil tends to be
dark and supports a more luxuriant vegetation. These dark soils are related to “black cotton
soil“ and exhibit large deep cracks when they dry up in the hotter months.

At the base of the Ngurunian escarpment. at the outer margins of the alluvial fans of
the ()loibortoto and lindosapia perennial rivers. are belts of dense forest and undergrowth
which remain green throughout the year. The only cultivation in the area is found in this
zone. A small area of fields clustered about a village called Kalemma is found on the alluvial
fan of the Endosapia river. The village is a settlement of ll’umn/‘o. members of a northern
Tanganyika tribe. The Kalemma Wilson/"u have much in common with the Masai. who
inhabit the rest of the area. and show considerable skill in using the Endosapia water in
irrigating their fields. They have no cattle on account of the tsetse fly that infest the forest
zone. and the Masai are rarely seen west of the Uaso Nyiro for the same reason. The Magadi
Soda Company has a small plantation irrigated by the waters of the Oloibortoto river.
1n it are grown banana. orange. grapefruit and papaiya trees.

The Soda Company has till recently cut much of the forest in the vicinity of the bridge
over the Uaso Nyiro for use in firing the kilns in their factory.
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Indigenous peoples—Apart from the few Wasonio at Kalemma village referred to
previously, the inhabitants of the area are nomadic Masai. They are not numerous on account
of the poor nature of the grazing for their cattle and the paucity of water during the greater
part of the year.

Communications.——All the roads in the area have been built by the Magadi Soda
Company and are maintained in unusually good condition. The principal roads are the
Magadi-Olorgesailie-Ngong-Nairobi road and the Magadi-Uaso Nyiro-Oloibortoto dain—
site road. These are gravel surfaced and are only impassable during very heavy rains. The
Magadi-Uaso Nyiro road crosses the surface of the soda lake by a causewayavhich is liable
to subside when the trona is softened by solution. Branching off from the Magadi-Uaso
Nyiro road are several partly overgrown tracks formerly used by trucks carrying firewood
to Magadi. The principal ones are shown on the map since they were cleared for the present
survey.

Leading southwards from Magadi factory to the southern end of the lake and on
towards Shombole is a rough motor-track suitable for robust vehicles only. A further track
leads northwards from Magadi factory along the eastern margin of the lake and then along
the base of the Magadi “trough" to the northern boundary of the area. It is only passable
with great difficulty.

In addition to the above tracks several motorable routes were discovered into otherwise
inaccessible parts of the area. These routes are only practicable to small four-wheel—drive
vehicles. One such route extends from mile 15% (from Magadi) on the Magadi-Nairobi
road southwards along the Koora plain to Koora railway station, and thence southwards
along a narrowing fault-trough to the southern boundary of the area. The west bank of the
Uaso Nyiro is motorable from a point six miles north of the bridge as far south as Lake
Natron. A rough track was made extending from a point five miles east of the Uaso Nyiro
bridge, northwards along the east bank of the Uaso Nyiro for 14 miles. It is also possible
to motor over most of the country comprising the alluvial flats of the Uaso Nyiro in the
south-western part of the area.

Place-Names.—~Most of the place-names quoted on the map are Masai, but some others
are included that have originated through the activmes of members of the Magadi Soda
Company, as some of the names they have used have found their way on to other published
maps.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in determining Masai names, firstly because it
was only rarely that one encounters Masai in the area, secondly because the Masai only
appear to name the largest mountains and rivers. Many of the alluvium-filled troughs were
called Karamat or Karamatian and it is assumed that this means a “plain" and has been
omitted from the maps except in one or two places. An alternative name for the Uaso Nyiro
( : small muddy river) appears to be Meme Nt'iro (i the mud-coloured water).

The name Magadi probably originated from the Masai word magad meaning bitter.
The i suffix probably came to be added through the use of the word in Kiswahili.

Mel/rods of .il/lap/iing and .Mups used-The 1:125,000 map accompanying this report
was compiled by the writer entirely from air photographs. Ground control was provided
throughout the area by plane~table surveying. Some place—names and form-lines were taken
from the 1250.000 Boundary Commission map, G.S.G.S. No. [764. This latter map is
sketchy and represents the only previous attempt at large—scale surveying.

As is often the case in arid areas the air—photographs proved very useful in that lines
of geological structure could be discerned on them. This was particularly so in the case
of the innumerable almost uneroded Pleistocene fault escarpments. Furthermore. the
difference of shade in lava and lake-bed areas shows up extremely well on the photographs.

Field operations in the area were limited by lack of roads and the scarcity of water. it
was only possible to make two porter .s‘ujiiriv into the dillicult north-west corner of the area
and much of the northern boundary was not visited. The north-western and south-eastern
corners of the area were not visited and the geology of those parts shown on the map is
tentative.



lI—PREVIOL'S WORK

.l. W. Gregory (IQZI. p. 179)* briefly records the early work done in the Magadi area
A. Fischer. the first European to visit the area. passed along the foot of the Nguruman
escarpment in April. H83. and noted the abrupt cliffs and banded terraces (Fischer. 1884.
pp. 58. 60. 75 and 76; and 1885. p. 199). He collected specimens of gneiss and basalt which
were described by Maggc (l885. pp. 577. 605). Kaiser (1898. p. 322) reported basalt flows
in the Nguruman district. his rocks being described by Kilnzli (l90l. pp. ISO—160. 163~»lo4)
as basalts. some with olivine.

According to A/Iuyudi (‘u/l/‘nc. a booklet published by the Magadi Soda Company.
Lake Magadi was surveyed by Major F. Burnham in l904 and later. in NOS. by J. S. Coates.
a Colonial ()lfice geologist. A report based on the work of Coates was published in 1923
(we Anonymous. 1923). and gives several analyses of trona. lake liquors. spring waters
and rocks from Magadi.

Parkinson‘s work in the Magadi area is the most detailed geological work published to
date (Parkinson. 1913). He described the fault escarpments and horsts or fault blocks in
the Magadi region and recognized that Lake Magadi lies in the lowest part of the faulted
Rift Valley floor. He noted the wide distribution of lacustrine sediments which extend
eastwards from the lake and occur at different levels in various fault troughs. and explained
this by regarding the faulting as being contemporaneous with lake sedimentation. Parkinson
described local silicification along fault-lines and silicification of lake—beds in the Magadi
trough. He collected specimens of a fossiliferous limestone from the escarpment west of the
south-west lagoon 0f the lake. the fossils being identified by R. B. Newton of the British
Museum. Parkinson found other fossils which were dated as post-Pliocene in age by Newton.
in a lOO—foot shaft in lake-beds north of Koora Station. Parkinson speculated on the origin
of the salts of the springs. concluding that they are derived by leaching of alkaline lavas.
This aspect of his work is more fully discussed in the section dealing with the alkaline
springs (p. 55).

J. W. Gregory (l92l. pp. 178—183) visited Magadi and traversed from the Kedong basin
towards Olorgesailie and ()l Doinyo Nyegi and on to Magadi. and finally along the railway
towards Kajiado. He obtained rock specimens from the Nguruman escarpment which were
described as quartzite, gneiss. nepheline augitite. olivine basalts and nepheline tephrite.
He recognized that the upper part of the Nguruman escarpment is composed of Basement
System rocks and that it is formed by two distinct faults.

As a result of his observations Gregory suggested the following volcanic sequence for
the Magadi area2~ u

phonolitic trachyte
analcite basalt (in the east)
olivine basalt (in the east)
phonolitic rhyolite
augitite
nepheline tephrite.

In 1932 J. A. Stevens. at that time a chemist of the Magadi Soda Company. wrote a
paper (unpublished) entitled “Lake Magadi and its alkaline springs". This paper deals
with the location. temperature and composition of the numerous alkaline springs at the lake
margin; the contents of Lake Magadi; and contains valuable chemical analyses of spring
waters. lagoon liquors and various salts. Much of the information in the section on alkaline
springs (p. 51) in this report is taken from Stevens‘s paper.

Dr. R. M. Shackleton, formerly of the Mines and Geological Department. Kenya.
wrote a short report (unpublished) on the Olorgesailie Prehistoric Site in 1944. His work
followed the discovery in 1942 by Mrs. Leakey. wife of Dr. L. S. B. Leakey. Curator of the
(.‘oryndon Museum. Nairobi. of numerous hand—axes and other artifacts which have sub—
sequently been shown to belong to the Acheulean culture. Dr. Shackleton‘s report deals
with the succession of lake-beds in the vicinity of the Site and with the geology of the
surrounding country. He showed that the artifacts frequently lie on former land surfaces.

'References are quoted on p. 79.
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Dr. Shackleton continued his work on the Olorgesailie lake-beds during a subsequent visit
to Kenya, and it is hoped that his paper on the detailed geology will be published in due
course. Dr. Leakey, who has made an examination of the artifacts from the Site. read a
short paper summarizing its history and some of its more interesting features before the
First Pan-African Congress on Prehistory in 1947 (Leakey, 1952. p. 209).

J. A. Stevens and P. C Spink (1946) wrote a short account on the geography of the
Nguruman escarpment in the neighbourhood of the Endosapia riser. They also described
lake beds, taffs and agglomerates seen during a journey from Magadi to Suswa. which lies
about 22 miles north of the northern boundary of the present area.

In 1951 Dr. B. N. Temperlcy. formerly of the Mines and Geological Department.
Kenya, wrote a report (unpublished) on investigations in the vicinity of Lake Magadi.
This report deals primarily with the search for liquors rich in common salt. carried out in
an attempt to assist the Magadi Soda Company, but Dr. Temperley made some geological
observations on the sequence of lake beds in the Magadi trough and discussed the origin
of the salts and springs. Many aspects of Dr. Temperley‘s work are discussed in later sections
of the present report on the evaporite and on the alkaline springs.

A general account of the soda deposits and the method of processing at the Magadi
factory was given by L. A. Lyons in I952.

T. H. White published a short account of the High Magadi beds in 1953 and described
the fossils in them. He was of the opinion that repeated flooding of the Magadi area, “over
a period of perhaps half a million years", might account for the extraordinary purity of the
soda deposits in the lake, having led to frequent recrystallizations.

Since 1927. when the present Magadi Soda Company was formed, much information
has been gained by members of its staff and, by courtesy of the Company. has been made
available for use in this report. Chemical analyses, at short report on diatomite deposits,
the report by Stevens (1932) on the lake and springs and sundry unpublished papers on
water-supply have been made available by the Company together with technical information
on plant and treatment processes. This valuable information has been drawn on freely
by the writer and is acknowledged wherever possible.

IlI—PHYSIOGRAPHY
The area mapped covers the greater part of the width of the Rift Valley and includes

the western boundary faults. The Nguruman escarpment, which forms the western wall
of the Rift Valley. descends to the east by moderate slopes from an altitude between 6.000
and 6,500 feet to a platform at about 4,500 feet. after which it drops spectacularly to the floor
of the Valley. The upper part is clearly an old escarpment, consisting of deeply dissected
Basement System rocks, while the lower scarp is young. precipitous. and relatively recently
formed in volcanic rocks. Several perennial rivers that descend the escarpment have built
up alluvial cones of considerable size: some of these extend several miles from the base of
the escarpment on to the valley floor.

The Rift Valley floor is broken by small fault escarpments. which are so numerous that
the country is broken into table— and step-like Strips with intervening troughs. all generally
narrow and all trending a little east of north. The floor of the valley descends. with many
steps due to the escarpments. from east and west down to the deepest trough which is central
in the area and occupied in its more southerly part by Lake Magadi. The floor of the valley
declines southwards at a rate of approximately fifty feet per mile and the “horsts” and
“troughs" are similarly tilted. though locally they are level or even tilted northwards. The
surfaces of the horsts and troughs are generally featureless being composed of originally
flat—lying plateau lavas of Pleistocene age on which erosion has had little effect beyond the
cutting of shallow impersistcnt stream channels.

From west to east the principal depressions in the Rift Valley floor are the Liaso Nyiro
valley. the Kordiya plain. the Magadi trough. the Koora plain and the nenia plain. fhe
Liaso Nyiro depression is occupied by the perennial Llaso Nyiro; the northern part of the
depression is a tectonic basin through “Mb the “"9“ “m” in 11 dCCl‘ gorge. “‘t the “NC"
part is the alluvial plain of the LFaso lNyiro. The Kordjya plain. though not great in area.
is the alluvium-tillcd plain formed by internal drainage into a fault basin on the lava surface.
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The Magadi trough is occupied in its southern part by Lake Magadi, which at 1,977 feet is
the lov» est part of the area being described; it is bounded by fault escarpments and traverses
the area completely from north to south.

Also traversing the area is the Koora plain and its eastern branch the Kwenia plain.
Both originate from the Legemunge plain to the north of Olorgesailie mountain; the Koora
plain passes west and the Kwenia plain east of Olorgesailie. Both plains narrow to the south
and are delimited by fault escarpments.

Rising from the Rift Valley floor are several isolated volcanic mountains—‘Olorgesailie
5,780 feet, Ol Doinyo Nyegi 3.835 feet. Shanamu 4,400 feet, and minor hills such as Kisamis
and Koriamat. The oldest of these and the only one to show appreciable denudation is
Olorgesailie. Its streams are at a late youthful stage of dissection but the volcano-like
profile is clearly discernible from a distance. The other hills mentioned are relatively young
in geological age and are almost uneroded. Ol Doinyo Nyegi stands up as a dome-like
mountain with cliffs on its eastern and western sides due to faulting.

The principal flowing river in the area is the Uaso Nyiro. the head-waters of which rise
on the south-west of the Mau range west of the Rift Valley. The Uaso Nyiro carries a
considerable volume of water during the rains due to its large catchment area on high ground
and is one of the few large rivers in the Colony to rise outside the Rift Valley and to flow
into and end in it.

Right bank perennial tributaries of the Uaso Nyiro fiowihg off the Nguruman escarp-
ment are (from north to south) the Lengitoto, the Endosapia and the Oloibortoto rivers.
The Lengitoto river has spectacular falls some 350 feet high at the point where it descends
from the Naimithigirya plateau, while the Endosapia and Oloibortoto rivers have cut deep
gorges into the escarpment and have many minor falls and rapids in their descent to the
valley floor. Only the Lengitoto flows into the Uaso Nyiro in the dry season; the others
pass underground into their alluvial fans.

The Turoka river in the south-east corner of the area rises in the hills south-west of
Kajiado and descends several small escarpments before turning south into the Kabongo
depression. lt flows during the rains only and has a wide sandy bed. When in spate it forms
a lake in the Kabongo depression which sometimes persists through two or three dry seasons
after exceptionally heavy rains. Also rising in the east is the 01 Keju Nero river which
descends several escarpments east of Olorgesailie. passes round the north end of the mountain
and down the Koora plain to the west and finally is lost in the Koora plain north-east o
Koora railway station.

Streams on the grid—faulted area are seasonal and consequent in character; they flow
either into Lake Magadi or into small alluvtum-filled basins of internal drainage caused by
faulting.

In the north—western part of the area there are some unusual small-scale topographical
features on the lava surface. The surface here is of relatively low relief and consists of small
hills. plateaux and groups of isolated “tors", none of these features being higher than two
hundred feet above the leyel of the surrounding country. Many of the hills have well-marked
defiles running across their upper parts. the deliles sometimes crossing and giving the hills
the appearance of a large “hot cross-bun". as they were named by Temperley in his un~
published report on the Magadi area H951). The plateaux. which vary in size and shape.
frequently have grassy detiles along their edges. Not all have marginal deliles. and yyhere
the deliles occur they do not always continue all round the plateaux. While the plateau are
sometimes several miles across the "hot cross-buns” are never more than two hundred and
fifty yards in diameter. The tor topography is reminiscent of that well knoun from granite
country. Isolated ridges and hills are topped by piles of large rounded boulders resting
on top of one another.

These structures are found to be composed of the same lava a highly porphyritic
trachyte. distinctive in appearance from all other lavas in the area. This law e\tends o\er
almost the entire width of the Rift Valley. most of it out-cropping some distance to the north
of the present area. Wherever it is seen it is clearly distinguishable at a distance by the
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uneven character of its surface and by the structures mentioned which are found on it.
Since the structures are so unusual and since they appear to have lormed as a result of
erosion rather than volcanic action or tectonic influence their origin will be discussed here.

Temperley (I951) originally discovered the structures while examining aerial photographs
of the north-western part of the area. He concluded that the structures. in particular the
defiles. may have been formed by local subsidence following upon the removal of underground
soluble or easily eroded material This suggestion was based on the possibility that there
might be underground salts in the form of evaporite beds interbedded in the lavas of the
district or below the porphyritic trachyte. The fact that the structures are limited to the area
of outcrop of one lava suggests that they are due to some inherent peculiarity of the lava
rather than to subsidence. Furthermore there is no evidence for the existence of any lake
beds, evaporites or other deposits apart from a local, impersistent bole immediately below
the porphyritic trachyte lava.

There are several features of the porphyritic trachyte outcrop which distinguish it from
the other lavas in the area. They are:—

l.The lava outcrops only on the hills. tors. “hot cross—buns“ and plateaux; between
the outcrops are moderately level plains of soil;

I‘J . The soil between the features is deep but in two places where streams have cut channels
in it in shallow basins the underlying plateau trachyte outcrops;

I.» . The surface of the shallow soil-filled basins between plateaux is level in their central
parts but slopes up towards the lava outcrops;

4. Where the porphyritic trachyte is cut by faults the escarpment so formed when seen
an face is irregular in outline, indicating that the topography was probably already
developed to a large extent before the faulting.

5.Small exposures of the porphyritic trachyte are surrounded by numerous small
fragments of broken rock. felspar cleavage fragments and dark streaks of ferromag-
nesian minerals on the soil.

6. In all exposures the lava is found as sub-rounded fragments and boulders, these
being pitted and cracked far more than other lavas in the area.

All the above observations suggest that the lava has undergone and is still undergoing rapid
erosion and disintegration. possibly as the result of diurnal variations of temperature.
Moreover, the most southerly outcrops of the lava are probably outliers of considerable
relief resting on the plateau trachyte and partly buried under their own detritus. Stream
channels near to two of the “hot cross-buns" at the northern margin of the area indicate
that the slope of the hill sides, which is approximately 40. continues downwards beneath
the soil to at least one hundred feet below adjacent plain level and that only the upper parts
of these unusual structures are visible at the present day.

Since a careful examination of the structures does not reveal any tectonic cause for the
defiles and since there is abundant evidence that erosion working on the easily disintegrated
rock has been responsible for the development of the broad land-forms on the porphyritic
trachyte, it is suggested that erosion may also be responsible for the development of the
defiles. The defiles are not orientated in any preferred direction and are frequently curved,
particularly the plateau defiles. In the group of plateaux near the Uaso Nyiro, however,
and in other groups of structures to the north of the area mapped. the defiles in some cases
locally trend in similar directions and this suggests that they may be eroded along major
joints. There is also a possibility that they may be structures originated by local variations
in direction and rate of flow when the lava was extruded. Temperley (1955) has suggested
that the “hot cross-bun" and plateau structures are pressure tumuli and plateaux formed
by the up-doming of the solidified lava crust as a result of the inflow of additional molten
lava into the still unconsolidated interior of the flow. Such structures have been observed
on a much smaller scale in the recent lavas of Hawaii. The defiles in structures of such
origin would be formed by the cracking open of the lava crust along lines of maximum
tension i.e., radially on the pressure domes (tumuli), along the crests and radially near the
ends of ridges, and along the margins of the plateaux.
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IV—SUMMARY OF GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL SUCCESSION

The oldest rocks in the area are the gneisses, quartzites and schists of the Basement
System, a formation which is generally considered to be Archzean in age. The Basement
System rocks are confined to the upper slopes of the Nguruman escarpment where they form
a dissected strike ridge. The Nguruman escarpment was formed as a result of two periods
of faulting, the movements taking place along the same plane south of the Oloibortoto
river, but probably along new lines north of the river. The first movement down-threw the
Basement rocks about 1,500 feet to the east and was followed by a period of erosion of the
escarpment so formed. A series of olivine basalt lavas (the Kirikiti Basalts) was erupted
on the down-throw side of the fault and inundated the lower part of the escarpment. These
basalts were isolated as a ledge on the escarpment by the second movement of the Nguruman
Rift fault, which threw down the rocks to the east another 1,500 feet.

In the eastern part of the area a volcano of central type (Olorgesailie) built up a pile of
lavas consisting of augitites, trachyandesites, alkali trachytes and nephelinites. The age of
these volcanic rocks relative to the Kirikiti basalts cannot be determined, but since olivine
basalts similar to the Kirikiti Basalts (01 [<e Nero and Singaraini Basalts) occur resting on
Olorgesailie lavas the Kirikiti Basalts are tentatively correlated with them and thus appea1
as younger than the Olorgesailie lavas in the table of geological succession.

There is evidence that the faulting on the east side of the Rift Valley did not begin until
after the Olorgesailie vulcanicity, for nephelinites similar to thpse forming the upper part of
Olorgesailie have been found in the upper part of the escarpment between Singaraini and
Ngong.

The floor of the Rift Valley must at this time have been partly covered by basalts of
Kirikiti, 01 [<e Nero and Singaraini types with the extrusives of Olorgesailie lying below.
The extensive period of extrusion of plateau-type alkali trachytes then ensued, with the result
that the greater part of the valley floor was covered by up to twenty flows of these uniform
lavas. Resting conformably on the plateau trachyte in the north of the area is the orthophyre-
trachyte, a distinctive rock closely allied to the plateau trachytes in composition but differing
greatly in appearance and mode of weathering. The plateau trachyte vulcanicity was brought
to a close by the formation of a number of small ash and scoriaceous lava cones. all small
with the exception of 01 Doinyo Nyegi

On the almost level surface of alkali trachytes a thin layer of lake beds (the Oloronga
Beds), consisting principally of reworked volcanic dust and debris, was deposited.

Grid-faulting which is so easily discernible at the present day followed the deposition
of the Oloronga Beds. Numerous sub-parallel faults cut the Rift Valley floor and resulted in
a general downfaulting of the central strip which is now occupied by Lake Magadi. Several
subsidiary fault troughs were formed and lake sediments accumulated in them. The Olor-
gesailie lake beds, which contain Acheulian artifacts and fossils of Middle Pleistocene age.
accumulated as diatomaceous clays, while in the Uaso Nyiro depression fine silts and clays
accumulated. Cherty rocks consisting largely of silicified bedded clays were laid down in the
Magadi fault-trough. though deposition of these beds may well have begun before the grid-
faulting episode was ended (sec p. 81).

Subsequent minor faulting with associated tilting affected the Olorgesailie lake beds
and also tilted the Uaso Nyiro beds westward.

A further period of lake deposition was confined principally to the Magadi trough
and the Uaso Nyiro basin. Elsewhere lacustrine gravels and clays were deposited in fault
troughs. In the Magadi trough fine silts and clays (the High Magadi Beds) were laid down
to a level 40 feet higher than the present surface of the lake. Later these beds were partly
eroded from the trough. principally by wind action. Finally. the onset of alkaline spring
activity. together with the accumulation of muds during the wetter periods. resulted in the
deposition of a series of beds of sodium carbonates intercalated with clays. These form the
Evaporite Series which is still in process of formation at the present day.
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The geological succession in the area is indicated in the following table: --

Geological Succession

Recent . . . . Evaporitc Series—Boulder beds
#7 77777777777~~7A~——‘777~—_ erosion 7—!-7777v—-—~77~77 7—7v‘—~

Upper Pleistocene . . High Magadi Beds—UUaso Nyiro alluvium
77 7--~~7-7—minor faulting and erosion- 7777—— ——7—7A—77

Middle Pleistocene . . Oloigesailie Lake Beds—*Chert Series wNgare Nyiro Beds
~-7~7-v7~777-7—~-——7————— grid faulting—erosion W—mw

Oloronga Beds
Minor volcanic vents—OI Doinyo Nycgi Volcanics

Orthophyre trachyte
Lower Pleistocene . . Plateau alkali trachytes

77 77a 7 —77777~rift faulting—second Nguruman fault—7—-7——777v7h 7
Lengitoto Trachyte and underlying sediments

Pliocene t?) . . . . Ol Keju Nero Basalts—Kirikiti Basalts
Olorgesailie volcanics

--v-7——7v—~7~7-7first Nguruman faultuerosion7-————7~»——
erosion

Archzean . . . . Basement System

V—DETAILS OF GEOLOGY
l. Metamorphic Rocks—Basement System

Schists and gneisses of the Basement System are only found in the western part of the
area on the higher slopes of the Nguruman escarpment. Basement System rocks outcrop
extensively, however, immediately to the west of the area and the summit ridges of the Looita
and Lebetero hills, which form the crest of the Nguruman escarpment, are all composed of
these rocks.

At all points but two, the Basement system rocks pass out of sight below the Kirikiti
volcanics. They are exposed below the Kirikiti platform at a point two and a half miles
north—west of the site of camp V which is on the central reach of the Uaso Nyiro. Another
place where they are exposed is in the gorge of the Oloibortoto river, the most powerful
river which descends the Nguruman escarpment in the area. and which has cut a deep gorge
exposing Basement rocks in the bottom. The sketch (Fig. 2) below indicates the relationship
between the Basement System rocks in the upper part of the escarpment and the Kirikiti
volcanics along the Oloibortoto gorge. The section exposed in the Oloibortoto gorge is
most instructive and contains the only exposures seen in the area of a fault separating
Basement System and volcanic rocks. The fault breccia is approximately 100 feet wide and
consists largely of almost white. fine-grained. angular quartzite fragments cemented by
cryptocrystalline white quartz mylonite, though small rather rounded lava fragments are
also found in its eastern part. The quartzite fragments vary greatly in size from large blocks
to small fragments. The breccia is traversed by curved fractures dipping between 40’ and 50’
to the east. On the surfaces of these fractures a series of strong vertical grooves and slicken-
sides are developed. In the lavas immediately east of the fault-zone irregular, more or less
vertical, crush-zones a few inches wide are seen to be orientated in a north-south direction.

About 40 yards west of the fault breccia well-bedded muscovite-quartzites are exposed
in the river-bed striking at 213" and dipping at 10” eastwards. The quartzites are veined
by thin concordant quartz stringers carrying books of muscovite up to one inch in diameter.
A well-defined lineation due to the orientation of muscovite flakes on bedding planes plunges
at 8“ towards the south-east

‘Subscquent work has shown that the Chert Series 0 curs lower in the succession See Appendix
1
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Fig. 2.—l)iagrammatic section along the Oloibortoto river gorge.

Towards the west the quartzites become thin-bedded and interbedded with slips of
muscovite—quartz schist. The dip is generally steep and towards the east-north-east. The
last accessible exposure upstream in the gorge indicates that the quartzite rocks grade
westwards into laminated micaceous gneisses containing quartz. felspar and biotite with
subordinate muscovite. The gneisses contain pegmatitic pods and streaks and the laminations
and foliation dip at 78; to the east-north-east.

Descending from the ridge immediately to the north of the Oloibortoto gorge one or
two prominent ribs of muscovite quartzite can be followed from near the summit of the ridge
to the river below. They strike 6” west of north and dip at 31‘ to the east. The rocks are
well bedded and apparently unalTected by their proximity to the fault. They are reddish
brown on weathered surfaces, rather fine-grained, and have an abundance of slightly greenish
muscovi‘re flakes visible on bedding surfaces.

The Basement System rocks to the immediate north of the Oloibortoto river were not
visited. but their structure is visible on arr photographs. They dip steeply to the east as in
the Oloibortoto section and strike a few degrees west of north.

The unnamed river descending from the southern part of the Naimithigirya plateau.
some six miles north—north-west of Kalemma, exhibits an interesting section. Here the
platform of Kirikitr basalts is narrow and, at a point about one mile north of the section.
Basement System rocks are exposed in the face of the lower escarpment. In the river the
lower part of the section shows alluvial boulder beds with occasional exposures of Kirikiti
basalts. but just past the entrance of the gorge there are exposures of migmatitic biotitc
gneisses dipping 22 to the east. and striking some 15" west of north. Further to the west
the gneisses vary in dip and strike and small shatter-zones point to the proximity of a fault
The shatter-zones, all narrow, hade westwards at angles near 68 . which is contrary to
expectations. On numerous bedding planes at lineation is seen to pitch gently southwards
at about ll .

The rocks above the Basement System gneisses are conglomerates consisting of boulders
of metamorphic rocks. followed by sandstones and further conglomerates. Details of the
section are not available because the cliffs are inaccessible. The Kirikiti series lies with strong
unconformit) on the eastward slopes of the Basement System rocks. in accord with observa-
tions made in the Oloibortoto section.

One mile north of the river section described two miles west of the centre point of air
photograph 4155047. flaggy biotitc gncisses outcrop in a small stream—bed about half-way
up the lower escarpment. They dip at some 6*) eastward and the rock type and dip are
maintained up to the level of the Kir'ikrti basalts. The contact with the la\as is not seen
but ewosures of atrgrte basalt were found forty yards from the Basement System rocks.
Actually in contact with and o\er'l_\'ing the gneisses in the \alley are alluvral conglomerates
and cross-bedded sands.
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l’etrogiaphieally the Basement System rocks are similar to those described from other
areas. One of the musco\ite-quart/ites (Fl 385” carries an unusually large amount of
sphcne. It has numerous small interstitial tlakes of muscovite and small irregular grains of
microcline. The quart/ grains are clear and exhibit uneven e\tinction due to strain or to
recrystalli/ation.

The more important features of the Basement System rocks are: the parallelism ol
their strike with the Nguruman escarpment. and their predominant easterly dips.

Z. Volcanic Rocks
tl) THr \“oitrwit‘ Rocks oi THI: ()t.oRr,ii~,s.xitit‘ Aiti »\

()lorgesailie is the highest mountain in the part of the Rift Valley described in this report.
The southern and northern summits rise to 5.780 and 5.752 feet respeetheh and are con-
nectcd by a narrow ridge. The western slopes are steeper than those in the east. due to
faulting along the west side of the mountain and to its being tilted westwards. The westward
tilt is indicated by the fact that the fault-block of plateau trachytes south of the mountain
is also tilted. the plateau trachytes and the faulting being younger than the Olorgesailie
volcanics. lnliers of lavas similar to those that form the bulk of ()lorgesailie occur on
Shanamu to the west. and on two small hills north-east of Shanamu that project above the
level of the surrounding plateau trachytes.

As seen in the gorge about one mile north-east of Shanamu the volcanics dip at approxi-
mately 35 to the west. Conglomerates and silts overlying the Shanamu volcanics With
strong uneonformity are also seen in this gorge.

Olivine basalts. described as the O! Keju Nero Basalts in a later section. overlie the lower
lavas of Olorgesailie on the northern and parts of the eastern margin of the mountain. These
lavas. although described separately, may have originated from small vents on the flanks
of Olorgesailie and so be part of the Olorgesailie vulcanicity.

(‘11) Olnrgt'sai/iu Volcanic Series
Lack of time during mapping made a comprehensive survey of Olorgesailie lmpOSSlblC

and work on the mountain was confined to reconnaissance traverses on the northern and
north-western slopes up to the northern summit. Specimens were also collected from the
lower eastern and south—eastern slopes. it is therefore possible only to give petrographic
descriptions of the larger lava flows making up the succession.

So far as the structure is concerned all the evidence points to the mountain being a
normal central volcano. composed for the greater part of lavas with little inter-bedded
fragmentary material. Dipsnin the lava sheets are normally quaquaversal about a point
situated between the north and south summits.

At the base of the mountain at its north-west side a small hill of lava rises out of a large
alluvial outwash fan. The lava is hard and mottled dark and light grey in colour. In thin
section (specimen 51,366) it is seen to resemble trachytes found in the small outlying mass. of
Olorgesailie lavas east-north-east of Shanamu hill. The rock carries glomeroporphyritie
clusters of ragged anorthoclase phenocrysts and small rare green augite microphenocrysts
set in a dusty matrix of augite granules. opaque iron ores and small tabular potash felspar
crystals showing (Talsbad twinning. One group of opaque ores is roughly hexagonal in
outline and suggests complete oxidation of a basaltic hornblende crystal. The rock is thus
a variety of alkali trachyte similar to the lavas of the small outlier by the roadside which
occurs about a mile north-west of this hill.

On the north-west slope of Olorgesailie. on a spur running north-westwards. the lower
lavas are seen to be similar to that already described. In a small stream gorge about 600 feet
above the level of the base of the hill an agglomerate bed 75 feet thick was seen. It consrsts
of lava fragments up to several inches across in a matrix of brown ash. and there is no
semblance of bedding. Above the agglomerate up to an altitude of 3.830 feet are augttc
trachytes and varieties similar to pyroxene trachytes of the southern ridge of Shanamu hill.
They grade upwards into highly porphyritic alkali trachytes without \isible augite. which
are similar to lavas at the base of the north-west slope of the mountain. At 4.410 feet trachytes
with augite micro-phenocrysts are again common; the augite is always subordinate to the
phenocrysts of alkali felspar.

‘Numbers 51 MS. etc. refer to specimens in the regional collections of the (ieolog-eal Stine . Nairobi.
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On nearing the north summit of ()lorgesailie the rock type changes to a hard green—greylava with abundant waxy greenish grey nepheline phenocrysts No felspars are seen in handspecimen (5|,i’367). This nepheline-rich lava forms the north summit of Olorgesailie andextends some distance down the slopes on the upper parts of the spurs. The specimen takenfrom the summit of the ridge (specimen Slv367(2)l shows large idiomorphic nephelinephenocrysts with zones of aegirine-augite inclusions near their margins. Smaller nephelinephenocrysts with more rounded outlines do occur but they usually show at least one goodcrystal face. Well-formed aegirine-augite micro-phenocrysts are common and smallerpaler grains of aegirine-augite and needles of aegirine occur in a trachytoid groundmass ofalkali-felspar microlites. Sphene is a common accessory mineral.
Specimens collected by Shackleton indicate the presence of the ne'phelinite over aconsiderable area on the northern slope of the mountain. A thin section of a specimencollected from 4.330 feet on the northern slopes (specimen 5M3) shows numerous idio-morphic nepheline phenocrysts together with small aegirine-augite micro-phenocrysts in apale green matrix consisting largely of fine-grained aegirine in a colourless isotropic base.Twinned sphenes are common and reach four millimetres in length. Specimen 5l/27,collected by Shackleton on the north slope of the mountain, is similar to the preceding onewthe nepheline. however, is traversed by numerous cracks containing a brown amorphoussubstance.

At the base of the eastern side of the mountain, the lowest rocks exposed above thealluvial fans stretching from the bottom of the slope are dark grey. compact non-porphyriticolivine basalts. An example of these rocks. specimen 51/431, contains labradorite (An55)felspar. and much granular pale brown augite and a few colourless olivincs. The basalt issimilar to the Cl Keju Nero basalts and may belong to that series.
Higher on the eastern slopes exposures are of dark grey trachytes with numerous tabularfelspar phenocrysts visible in hand-specrmen. They resemble trachytes found on SouthShanamu.

The Olorgesailie volcanics are overlain by members of the Cl Keju Nero basalts at thenorth base of Olorgesailie. but in other places they are overlain by the plateau trachytes.The writer believes that the O] Keju Nero basalts represent a last local phase of the Olor-gesailie vulcanicity. but since they cannot be traced to vents on the mountain their derivationis uncertain. The Ol Keju Nero basalts are locally overlain by members of the upper partof the plateau trachyte series and thus are older than them. Since their derivation is uncertainthough their place in the volcanic sequence is known they are treated below as a separateseries.

(/7) Shana/7m
Shanamu hill is aligned in a north—south direction and consists of two parallel ridgesseparated by a shallow "col". Both its western and eats ern sides are steep. and the resultof faulting. Structurally. therefore. the hills are due to block-faulting and represent anLip-standing inlier of ()lorgesailie volcanics between two valleys. the upper Koora valley onthe east and the Nengeba valley to the west. both these valleys being covered by lake bedsor alluvium.

At the southern extremity of thc Shananiu ridge. near the pass crossed by the Magadiroad, exposures at the base of the hill show plateau trachyte lavas abutting against a slopingsurface of porphyritic trachyte of ()lorgesailie type. This lava is exposed as a rather fissilerock with rare vesicles and common small felspar phenocrysts. The matrix of the rock (speci-men 5l/‘349l is dark grey. and has a sheen due to the presence of numerous felspar microlites.Under the microscope the rock is seen to contain euhedral tabular anorthoclase phenocrystswith slightly corroded terminal faces. Rare small pale green micro—phenocrysts of acgirinc-augite are also seen. sometimes associated with opaque iron ore grains. The groundmassconsists of orthoclase microlitcs arranged in lluidal and stellatc patterns. Specks of opaqueores are also common but no fcrromagncsian minerals. apart from small granules ofaegirinc—augite. are seen in the groundmass. The rock has the constitution of an alkalitrachyte, but is quite distinctive from the plateau alkali trachytes. being more porphyritic.darker in hand—specimen. and lacking cossyrite such as is almost always found in the latterrocks.
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Fig. 3.—-l)iagrammatic Section through Shanamu hill.

On the summit of the southernmost hill comprising the Shanamu ridge are rocks similar
to that described above; the thin section 61354) shows that the anorthoclase phenocrysts
are somewhat ragged and sometimes show very fine lamellar twinning. Some of the pheno-
crysts have a narrow marginal zone showing a smaller extinction angle than the main part of
the crystal. the marginal zone being free of twinning. The zone is probably due to deuteric
alteration. Aegirine—augite is more common as microphenocrysts and as granules in the
groundmass than in the exposures near the Magadi road‘ and several strongly pleochroic
brown hornblende crystals margined by dusty opaque ores are also present.

The small outlier of Olorgesailie lavas by the roadside a few miles north-east of Shanamu
is composed of lava similar to that described above. A thin section (51/430) shows anortho-
clase phenocrysts exhibiting fine “cross—hatch” twinning, some of the crystals being arranged
in glomero-porphyritic groups. Corroded margins are common on the anorthoclase and
some have a narrow zone of dusty inclusions near their margins. Several “basaltic" horn-
blende phenocrysts crowdet with densely packed opaque grains are present and can be
diagnosed by their pseudo—hexagonal outlines, and there are occasional sphene phenoerysts.
The groundmass is somewhat richer in augite than in the previously described rocks and the
felspar microlites are shorter and make up a smaller proportion of the rock.

On the south—west side of the inlier north-east of Shanamu the plateau trachytes are
seen to overlie the trachytes that form the hill. The contact is not well exposed. btit the
disposition of exposures shows that the surface of the older trachytcs was undulating and
weathered before the deposition of the plateau trachytes.

The upper part of the southern ridge of Shanamu hill is composed of the trachyte
already described. On descending the eastern side of the ridge exposures of a distinctive
porphyritic basalt are found about half-way down the hillside and about one mile south-east
of the summit. The basalt clearly underlies the trachyte but the contact is not exposed.
The rock (specimen 5l/355) contains many augite phenocrysts set in a vesicular fine-grained
brownish grey matrix. In thin section the atigite phenocrysts are seen to be euhedral. pale
mauve. and feebly pleochroic. and are probably titaniferous. The margins of some indivi-
duals are darker than the cores. The augite phenocrysts often contain inclusions of opaque
iron ores and the groundmass contains bright red-brown iddingsite and tabular micropheno-
crysts of andesine (ca. Anag). The matrix consists of felted andesine prisms, augite. iddingsite
and opaque iron ores.

The sequence in the stream section immediately south-east of the eastern summit of
Shanamu shows that basalts with phenocrysts of augite are common in the succession of
lavas. The lowest rocks are basalts similar to that already described. lnterbedded in the
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sequence are line-grained types and others. with few or no augite phenocrysts that grade byincrease in porphyritic felspars into glomeroporphyritic andesine basalts. Specimen 5l/356is an example of these. In hand-specimen the rock is non-vesicular with glomeroporphyriticfelspars and brown spots in a dark grey matrix. Under the microscope the porphyriticfelspars are seen to occur in clusters of tabular. occasionally Ioned. crystals showing albitetwinning. The larger individuals are andesine (An53). while the micro-phenocrysts of thematrix are somewhat more sodic (An47). The matrix is rather richer in felspar laths thanthe basalts but contains the same minerals. i.e. granular augite, opaque iron ores, andesinemicrolites and iddingsite.
Overlying the lavas without augite phenocrysts are basalts rich in augite phenocrysts.approximately 30 feet thick. Such rocks are found from this point, which is 530 feet abovethe road. up to the east summit of Shanamu. lnterbedded with these lavas are thin agglom-erate beds consisting of fragments of similar lavas in a fine tuffaceous matrix. The upperseries of lavas is rather more fine-grained and contains a higher proportion of felsparphenocrysts than the lower lavas. The rock of the summit (SI/358) is micro-vesicular withsmall felspar and augite phenocrysts in a hard dark grey matrix. The augite phenocrystsare from 5 to 8 millimetres long. The felspar micro-phenocrysts are andesine (Amtv) andoccur as albite and carlsbad-albite twins of tabular habit. lying in a groundmass of plagioclaseprisms. brown augite granules and iron ore grains. A few variable-sized olivine crystals,altering to iddingsite. are also present. Several vesicles filled with calcite occur in the slide.The rock appears to be transitional between the specimen 356 and the augite-rich olivinebasalts.

The section in the gorge about one mile north-east of'Shanamu shows a sequence oflavas and agglomerates dipping westwards. At the mouth of the gorge at the level of theupper Koora valley are exposures of lava similar to the trachytes at the southern end of theShanamu ridge. ln thin section the rock (specimen 51/362) is found to be composed ofgroups of rather stout irregular anorthoclase phenocrysts in a micro-crystalline trachyticmatrix. Brown micro-phenocrysts of basaltic hornblende are common and are surroundedby loosely compacted coronas of small crystals of greenish pyroxene associated with granularopaque oxides. Much rarer are small pale greenish grey augite phenocrysts. while minutegranules of augite are common in the groundmass which consists of felspar needles withtrachytic arrangement and specks of iron ore. There are rare sphene microphenocrysts.
In the main part of the gorge a sequence of five lavas with porphyritic augites is seento be interbedded with agglomerates composed of blocks of rock of a similar type. The lavasdip at variable angles westwards and are all between 3 and 15 feet thick. The sixth lava whichlocally forms the surface is about 30 feet thick and resembles some members of the plateautrachyte series. although it is clearly part of the Shanamu sequence. In hand-specimen thisrock (Lil/363) is medium grey and highly vesicular, the interior of the vesicles being olivegreen. Felspar phenocrysts up to 5 millimetres in size are very rare. In thin section the rockresembles the plateau trachytes even more closely. Microphenocrysts of alkali felspar arenumerous and consist of stout complex-twinned orthoclase crystals. frequently containingzones of inclusions near their margins. Extinction is gradational from one side of the crystalto the other. The small short tabular felspars of the matrix seem to be orthoclase also.Associated with the orthoclase of the groundmass are flecks of brown cossyrite and raregranules of pale green augite.
At the north-western end of the gorge the volcanic series is overlain with strong un-conl‘ormity by conglomerates and brown silts. Projecting above the silts in the stream-bedat the north end of the gorge is a most unusual rock. ln hand-specimen (5] '365) the rock iscompact and hard and is crowded with rounded felspar phenocrysts which vary from oneto eight millimetres in si7c. The rock also contains small xenoliths of lighter—coloured lava.The matrix of the rock is dark grey and contains scattered ferromagnesian minerals up tothree millimetres in size. As seen under the microscope the felspar phenocrysts are ratherragged anorthoclase crystals. which frequently have sutured and lobate margins due toresorption by the matrix. They are variable in size. and exhibit tine lamellar and cross—hatchtwinning. Many are patchily replaced by calcite. Several rounded basaltic hornblendecrystals that have been partly resorbed by the groundmass are present. A few porphyriticbrown bi’xtite crystals with resorbed and darkened margins were recogni/cd in addition.while well-formed pale green augite phenocrysts are common. All the above minerals.together with scattered large iron ore grains. occur as phenocrysts of various sr7es in a
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fine-grained ore-speckled translttcent groundmass consisting principally of microcrystalline
felspar. The various phenocrystic minerals are anhedral with the exception of the atigite
and biotite. It is probable that almost all of them are xenocrysts. or that the lava represents
the mixing of two rather dilTerent magma types.

A xenolith occurring in the thin section described above is about one centimetre in
diameter and consists of wellvformed interfelted tabular orthoclase crystals. The crystals
are extensively replaced by calcite spots and stringers and the interspaces between them are
filled with calcite. A few acicular aegirine-augite crystals and occasional basaltic hornblende
crystals occur in association. The xenolith probably represents a fragment of deep—seated
alkaline rock carried up and extruded with the lava in which it occurs. It suggests that
carbonate metasomatism may have occurred in the deeper parts of ()lorgesailie volcano.

(2) Oi. KlJl.‘ Niito BAStLrs
These basalts outcrop in the OI Keju Nero river to the south-west of the Olorgcsailie

prehistoric site. The section exposing the lavas is about one mile long and shows five super-
posed flows with various interbedded fragmental deposits. The whole sequence has a variable
dip of 10 to 15 to the west-north-west. The basalts also outcrop in the upper part of the.
scarp north-east of the Olorgesailie prehistoric site. The succession established in the
valley iszw

(Plateau trachytes) /(’(‘/
7. Fine-grained scoriaceous black lava . . . . . . thin
6. Agglomerates. ashes, volcanic grits and gravels . . . . 35
5. Red-brown olivine basalt . . . . . . . . . . 2’
4. Weathered lava breccia . . . . . . . . . . 2—3
3. Reddish grey olivine basalt . . . . . . . . . . 2‘
2. Dark grey compact basalt . . . . . . . . . . a few feet
1. Highly scoriaceous red-weathered basalts . . . . . . c. 200

(Olorgesailie lavas)

The lowermost lavas are exposed in the eastern part of the section. The third flow. which
occurs in a part of the river running through steep cliffs, has a blocky outcrop and contains
lines of vesicles. Some evidence of the existence of north-south fracture-zones were seen
in this lava. '

The reddish grey lava (bed 3, specimen 5l 439). when examined in thin section. is seen
to be a fine—grained basalt with rather rare mircophenocrysts of augite and common rounded
bodies ofa red—brown mineral set in a micro—crystalline dusty matrix. The red brown mineral
has the lamellar structure, parallel extinction and moderate axial angle of iddingsite. an
alteration product of olivine. The rock is therefore a partly altered olivine basalt. The red—
brown lava overlying the lava breccia has small augite phenocrysts in a glassy matrix. In
thin section this rock (specimen 51/440) shows well-formed very pale green augite phenocrysts
set in a dark iron—ore-clouded matrix containing spots of red-brown iddingsite.

The fragmental beds in the upper part of the sequence are bedded agglomerates. ashes
and volcanic grits and gravels about 35 feet in thickness. Kunkar limestone beds up to one
inch thick are common in the brown grit in the middle part of the succession. The thin
scoriaceous black lava overlying the ashes and agglomerate in the western end of the section
overlies trachytic lavas of the Olorgesailie Series.

On the crest of the fault escarpment about one mile north-east of the Olorgesailie
prehistoric site basaltic lavas form the upper part of the ridge south of the road. North of
the road, however. the basalts arc overlain by a highly porphyritic trachyte similar to that
i‘omting the uppermost lava ofthe plateau trachyte series. The basalt underlying the trachyte
is a highly vesicular rock with a sheen of small plagioclase felspars visible in the dark brownish
grey matrix. In thin sections (51 434 and 51 435) the rock is seen to contain tabular andesine-
labradorite micro-phenocrysts in a granular matrix consisting of augite. iron ore and small
plagioclases. In the matrix are several skeletal crystals ofaltered iddingsite. some individuals
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being almost opaque. The iddingsite contains greenish fibrous relics which may represent
serpentinized olivine. Several specimens collected by Shackleton during his survey are of
basalts from the 01 Keju Nero riverwthey are similar to those already described and include
specimens 5122, 5 l (21, and 5l 20. Another of Shackletons specimens (Sl 28) from the scarp
north—east of the Prehistoric site is of a basalt similar to the specimens collected by the writer
at the same locality and confirms that, whereas the basalts in the river section carry no
microscopically recognizable plagioclase felspars, plagioclase microphenocrysts are common
in the basalts of the scarp north-east of the Prehistoric site.

The 01 Keju Nero basalts are seen to overlie the northern terminal flows of the Olor-
gesailie volcanic series. They also are overlain by the orthophyric trachyte of the Plateau
Trachyte Series and by other trachytic lavas east of Legemunge. The Ol Keju Nero basalts
are therefore intermediate in age between the Olorgesailie and the Plateau Trachyte Series.
A further series of basaltic lavas occurs in the area—the Kirikiti Basalts~which form the
step-like ledge on the Nguruman escarpment, and basalts also outcrop near Singaraini
railway station. It is probable that the Singaraini and 01 Keju Nero basalts are contempor-
aneous since they are both overlain by the plateau trachytes. Whether these basaltic series
in the eastern part of the area can be correlated with the Kirikiti basalts in the west is open to
speculation. Nevertheless the Kirikiti basalts are also older than the plateau trachytes and
it can be stated that after the close of the Olorgesailie vulcanicity basalts were erupted over a
wide area in the Rift Valley and must have covered a large part of its floor. After the eruption
of these basalts faulting took place along the Nguruman escarpment and along the Kwenia
trough and probably also to the east of the area, on a line west of Turoka railway station.

(3) KlRIKlTl BASALTS

The Kirikiti platform has already been described as a ledge some one to three miles
wide forming the lower part of the Nguruman escarpment. The inaccessibility of both the
northern and southern section of the Kirikiti platform did not allow the writer to make as
thorough a survey of these parts of the escarpment as could he wished. Sufficient evidence
was seen, however, in the best sections available. to make it clear that the Kirikiti basalts rest
against the lower part of a pre-existing fault escarpment of Basement System rocks, and that
a further movement along the earlier fault-line in the south and along new fault—lines north
of the Oloibortoto river, left a ledge of the basalts on the lower part of the Nguruman
escarpment and downfaulted the rest of the series, which is ofunknown extent, into the floor
of the Rift Valley. Previous to the eruption of the Kirikiti basalts the Nguruman escarpment
was approximately half its present height. having been formed by faulting and having suffered
extensive erosion so as to give its scarp face a moderate to steep eastward slope. After the
eruptions the floor of the then Rift Valley must have been covered over an extensive area
by basaltic lava flows to a depth, at the western side, of at least 1,000 feet,

There is evidence that near the Nguruman escarpment, where numerous streams must
have descended the slope, considerable thickness of conglomerates. sands and silts were
laid down at intervals during the eruption of the basalts, with the result that conglomerate
and sand lenses are interbedded in the Kirikiti basalt sequence. At the entrance to the lower
end of the Oloibortoto river gorge a small cliff shows the following section :

_/t't'I
8. dark grey basalt .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12
7. quartzite conglomerate . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
6. yellow sandstone with grey grit in upper part . . . . . . l5
5. conglomerate of quartzite pebbles . . . . . . . . . . (s
4. yellow-brown grit and sandstone . . . . . . . . . . 7
3. conglomerate of quartz. and quartzite pebbles . . . . . . 4, 8
2. light brown current-bedded sandstone with pebbles . . . . 5
l. tine-grained dark grey basalt . . . . . . . . . . -1 7h

Further up the gorge, up to the fault breccia separating the Kirikiti lavas from the Basement
System quartzites, are hard tine-grained dark gre) basalts, which are probably higher in the
sequence than the members of the succession given above. One of these, specimen 51 394.
is seen in thin section to contain numerous clear crystals of olivine, together with crystals
ofpale purplish brow n augite, opaque iron ores and plagioclase felspars.



Ascending the escarpment about one mile south of the entrance to the Oloibortoto
gorge the lower part of the escarpment is found to consist of scree and rolled alluvial boulders
near stream—channels. The lowest e\posures of rock in vim are at 3.774 feet OD. and consist
of grey tine-grained lava with no phenocrysts but rare amy gdalcs. ln thin section (specimen
5f 389) the rock is revealed as a rather tine-grained equigranular olivine basalt with labrador-
ite. augite. olixine and iron ore. Similar rocks continue upwards to 3.264 feet O.D. where
the lava (specimen 5] 390) is a basalt similar to those below but is rather more coarse-grained
and has calcic andesine plagioclase (Anwt: the rock also contains iddingsite in which one
or two relic oliv ines can be seen. The rocks at the edge of the escarpment (specimen 51 391)
are exactly similar to those previously described. being typical oliv ine basalts with the olivine
partly altered to iddingsite.

The upper surface of the Kirikiti platform. which is at an altitude of 4.298 feet OD.
at the point climbed. is flat and level and has occasional outcrops of olivine basalt. The
platform is approximately two miles wide at this point and the ground west of it slopes
upwards at an increasingly steep angle to the forested upper slopes of the Nguruman
escarpment. Although that part of the escarpment was not visited. since it is just to the west
of the area being described. outcrops of Basement System gneisses are discernible on the
upper slopes.

Traversing up the narrow ridge immediately north of and overlooking the entrance to
the Oloibortoto gorge. rocks similar to those described above are found. Although the
exposures in the face of the escarpment are not sufficiently good to enable one to discern
individual lava flows, it is possible to distinguish a bedded sequence when the escarpment
is viewed from a point a few miles to the east. The lava flows are then seen to be regular and
level, their surfaces being parallel to the upper surface of the Kirikiti platform.

The river section up the escarpment west of Camp V on the Uaso Nyiro passes along the
north side ofa tilted fault—block of Kirikiti lavas. At the north—eastern extremity ofthe fault-
block are fine-grained grey olivine basalts. These rocks are traversed by curious curved
joints partly infilled with dirty white kunkar limestone. The whole of the fault-block is
built of at least three superposed basaltic lavas with intervening brecciated and reddened
weathered zones. On entering the gorge in the Nguruman escarpment proper, at the north-
western end of the fault-block. the basalts are seen to overlie migmatitic gneisses of the
Basement System. The cliffs at this part of the gorge are too steep to climb. but viewing
the cliffs from below it seems as if the Basement System surface. which slopes eastwards, is
overlain by a succession of several hundred feet of alternating conglomerates and sands.
High up in the cliff. near the top ofthe Kirikiti platform, are one or two lava flows. Specimens
obtained from scree at the base of the cliff suggest that these lavas are olivine basalts similar
to the others described. '

The character of the Kirikiti platform changes somewhat in the northern part of the
area. The main Kirikiti fault which is responsible for the scarp at the east edge ofthe platform
splits into several distinct faults which trend north-eastwards and finally amalgamate again
east of Leshuta. where the fault is along the gorge of the Uaso Nyiro. East of the Naimi-
thigirya plateau the westernmost fault of the system lowers the plateau surface considerably
and tilts it eastwards. This eastward tilt is maintained as far east as the Uaso Nyiro where the
lava surface rises again. The structure of this part of the area east of the Naimithigirya
plateau is that of a tectonic depression with the west side of the basin raised somewhat by
faulting. The platform of the ledge descends by a series of outward tilted steps instead of
being a single high cliff-like scarp as is the case in the rest of the area. The sequence of lavas
in the tilted fault—blocks south of Leshuta is clearly seen in a number of sections in streams
flowing off the Naimithigirya plateau down to the Uaso Nyiro. In several of these sections
two distinctive lavas occur separated by a variable thickness of red earth. The upper lava,
a basalt. has a spheroidal type of weathering which is characteristic throughout its outcrop.
while the lower lava is cut by curved joints filled with kunkar limestone. The intervening
red earth also contains more or less vertical kunkar limestone veins which are cut off by the
upper “spheroidal” basalt. lit the sections south of Leshuta both the "spheroidal” and
“veined” basalts together with the red bed dip at gentle angles eastwards in sympathy with
the surface of the ground.

On traversing up the Lengitoto river towards the west two basalts are seen to overlie
the red bed. In the main scarp bounding the Naimithtgirya plateau on the east at least eight
horizontal superposed lava sheets can be seen in a vertical cliff. On climbing this escarpment
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a mile or two south of the Lengitoto river waterfall. at one of the few places where it ispossible to get up the scarp face. the rocks at the base of the escarpment are seen to be darkgrey compact basalts.

The surface of the Naimithigirya plateau. which is at an altitude of 4.500 feet 0.D.. islevel and has few exposures. The plateau continues westwards outside the area and finallyabuts against the lower slopes of a strike ridge of Basement System rocks. The uppermostlava of the Kirikiti series. which forms the Naimithigirya plateau surface. is an olivine basalt(SI/417) which is very similar to the Kirikiti olivine basalts near the Oloibortoto gorge. Therock contains olivine partly or completely altered to iddingsite. augite. labradorite and ironore. It is non-porphyritic. grey and massive in hand-specimen. ,

t4) LENGITOTO TRACHYTE AND ASStX’lATED SEDIMEVTS
To the north of the Lengitoto river there is a low plateau. the Lengitoto plateau. standingup from the Naimithigirya plateau. It is bounded by a distinct scarp about ISO to 200 feethigh and is composed of a lava overlying tutfaceous silts. which rest on the Kirikiti basalts.The sediments consist of approximately lOO feet of beds. the upper part of the sequencebeing exposed and consisting of but’f clays, and laminated green and white tufir which iscurrent-bedded in parts. The overlying lava (specimen 5l/4l9) is a hard pale greenish greyrock showing faint colour-mottling but no vesicles or phenocrysts. ln thin section the rockshows a marked similarity to the plateau alkali trachytes. its groundmass being identicalwith that of the widespread alkali trachytes described in the following section. The rockcontains dusty stout tabular orthoclase crystals of rather ragged habit which are usuallytwinned 0n the carlsbad law. These form approximately 70 per cent of the rock by volume.The ferromagnesian minerals. which are intersertal to the felspars. are green aegirine,kataphorite pleochroic from pinkish brown to greenish brown. and strongly pleochroicbrown to almost opaque cossyrite.

The occurrence of a trachyte lava resting on the Kirikiti basalt series suggests that i'may be the lowermost member of the Plateau Trachyte Series which was erupted previouto the faulting of the Kirikiti platform. The rest of the plateau trachytes occur on the floorof. the Rift Valley at a much lower level. where they were erupted subsequent to the Kirikitifaulting and where they are assumed to overlie the Kirikiti basalts.

(5) THE PLATEAU TRACHYTE SERIES
The Plateau Trachyte Series consists of alkali trachyte lavas which are widespreadthroughout the area. They are well exposed in all the fault escarpments throughout thecentral part of the area. and in these escarpments it is frequently possible to trace individuallava sheets for many miles. The megascopic and microscopic features of the rocks remainthe same over large areas of outcrop and the constancy of their characters and the evidencethat the lavas are widespread makes it probable that the same lava outcrops over most of thearea covered by the series. In some of the larger escarpments the presence of tip to ten oreleven distinct superposed lava sheets. and the regularity with which the uppermost lavasrecur in nearby escarpments. suggests that there is little lateral variation in the thickness andnumber of the lava flows. This widespread regularity of members of the series. and the factthat no vents from which they could have been erupted have been discmered. suggests thatthe series is composed of plateau-type lavas that may have welled up quietly through fissures.
The lavas of the Plateau Trachyte Series are seen to overlie all the preceding lava seriesin various sections of the area. Their contact with the Kirikiti basalts was. however. notobserved. although the contact could probably be found in the upper reaches of the Uasol\_viro southeast of Leshuta.
The surface of the ground cmered b) the laxas of the Series consists. on the tip-standingfault-blocks. of lava debris. rubble and. over considerable areas. of bare rock. The soil is alight brown dust and is contined to depressions in the lava surface. (irass is scant and lowthorn bushes are scattered. Exposures are therefore escellent and the numerous faultescarpments offer opportunities to e\aminc \ertical sections. Surface structures in the lavasare often seen and lineation due either to lines of \esicles or to a prefcrr ‘d orientation of thelong ascs of the \esicles are often seen. In general. surface e\posurcs are highly \esicular andhrccciatetl. while cracks and curved flow layers indicate the rough nature of the original la\asurface. In small escarpments the surface irregularities frequently gi\e way a few feet below
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the upper surface of the laxa flow to massive rock traversed only by rather closely spaced
horizontal joints and much tnore widely spaced vertical joints. Many of the outcrops of the
trachytes are slabby while only a few consist ofiissile or massive rocks. The exposures ‘are
usually weathered to a black or deep brown colour and a few inches below ground surface
the lava fragments are often coated with dirty kunkar limestone. ()n weathered surfaces
rather scattered characteristically yellow—brown felspar phenocrysts are usually \isible btit
no other minerals are discernible with the naked eye.

()n clean unweathered surfaces the trachytcs are seen to be line-grained. the matrix
being a medium greenish or brownish grey colour sometimes being mottled in lighter
and darker shades. Scattered clear. often yellowish. idiomorphic felspar phenocrysts about
a quarter to a half centimetre in size are seen. Some specimens are rather lighter grey than
most and others have a reddish tinge. but generally speaking the rocks of the group are
yery similar in both macroscopic and microscopic characters.

in thin section the uniformity throughout the rocks makes it unnecessary to describe
individual specimens. the group characteristics of the commonest types are described in the
next few paragraphs followed by descriptions of varieties.

Three generations of felspars are discerniblerivphenocrysts of 6 to S millimetres size,
micro-phenocrysts which reach ll to 2 millimetres. and the felspars of the groundmass
which vary somewhat but are approximately 01 to 0-3 millimetres in size. Since the pheno-
crysts are rather rare. there being usually only one or two visible per square foot of surface
area of the rock. they are rare in the thin sections. Twinning is rather rare but when it
occurs it is according to the Carlsbad law. The phenocrysts are probably anorthoclase.

The felspars of the groundmass and the micro—phenoerysts are anorthociase which 15
evidently rich in sodium. as is indicated by the norms calculated from analyses of members
of the series from near Lake Magadi. The micro—phenocrysts are more common than the
phenocrysts. and are rather ragged in outline, showing only one or two crystal faces.
Extinction is undulose in many examples. and an ubiquitous feature is a dusty zone of
included prisms of Legirine near the margins of the crystals. This feature is so common that
it is diagnostic of the Plateau Trachytes. The felspars of the groundmass are small and
comprise approximately 60 to 70 per cent of the volume of the rock. They are rather stout
tabular crystals commonly with a rectangular outline and frequently have dusty inclusions
in their centres or. where the groundmass felspars are rather larger than usual. as in specrrnen
51/320 (S.W. lagoon. Magadi) they have a zone of dusty inclusions. The zone of inclusrons
tends to be in the central part of small crystals and occurs more towards the margins in larger
individuals. 4

lntersertal in the groundmass of felspars are green atgirines occurring as small. usually
elongated. crystals. The zegirine is rather variable in quantity and in the majority of the
specimens is associated with cossyrite and kataphorite. but in some cases it is the sole
ferromagnesian mineral. while in others cossyrite is the predominant dark mineral. The
cossyrite is almost opaque in some rocks and has an ophitic relation to the felspar in the
groundmass. Angular grains of opaque iron ores are rather rare in these rocks. Quartz
was found in four rocks, \viz. specimens 51/323. 51/331. 51,9332 and SI 412. from the south-
west lagoon. from the south-east lagoon. from six miles east of the south-east lagoon, and
from the south end of the Koora trough respectively. The quartz occurs as interstitial grains.
usually in groups, in the matrix of the rocks. The presence of quartz in the norms of the
rocks analysed to. 20) suggests that small amounts of this mineral may be widespread in the
trachytcs. The observed occurrences of modal quartz are. however. in specimens from near
the southern boundary of the area. and it is possible that the plateau trachytes are represented
locally by quartz trachytes. The general petrographic character of the trachytes and the
occurrence of quartz in some of them suggests correlation with the limuru quartz trachytes
of the area west of Nairobi (cf. Shackleton. 1945. table opp. p. 6 and Sikes 1939. p. 22).

The textures of the groundmasses of these rocks vary from trachytoid almost to granular.
the determining factor being the degree of elongation of the felspar crystals. The rocks are
probably most nearly related to the kalitrachytes described by Johanssen (1937. pp. 18—20)
as consisting principally of potash felspars, sodic pyroxenes and one or other sodic amphi—
bole. They are referred to by the more general name of alkali trachyte for the purposes
of this report.
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Coates (.m- Anonymous, l9321 pp. 435, 440) collected several specimens of lavas nearLake Magadi and these were analysed with the results tabulated in the following table. Therocks were identified as soda-pitchstone (A) and soda-trachytes (B, C. D, E) by the writerof the paper, but they are all alkali trachytes in the sense used for the present work.

ANALYSES or ALKALI TRACHYTES FROM THE VICIMTY or LAKE MAGADI

A ‘ 13 g C 1 D 1 E
pL‘I‘ (I’ll! [)t’l‘ ('8!!! per 66"! pt’l' can! p(’l‘ (1’!!!$102 .. .. 1 59-41 59-38 1 61-24 - 60-25 , 63-81A1203 .. .. 12-03 10.94 13-53 10-87 12-76Fe203 .. .. 4-53 3-92 4-52 5-08 4-74FeO .. .. - 3-93 1 4-28 5 3-36 3-50 1-65MgO .. .. ‘ 0-63 0-89 1-06 1 0-83 057C30 .. .. 1-39 3-31 ; [-98 2-73 0-40NaZO .. .. 6-37 5-60 1 4-95 1 6-29 5-67K30 .. .. 4-36 5-01 3-86 4-77 5-12H20 .. .. 1 4-05 3-14 1 2-50 1-25 2-67C02 .. .. 1 11- 1-30 1 0-35 : 1-06 0-18T102 .. .. L 0-81 0-81 0-99 ; 0-88 0-699205 .. .. 5 1-06 1-00 ‘ 0-99 1-62 158so} .. .. ; 0-27 0-04 0-09 0-03 024C1 .. .. - 0-05 - 0-007 ‘ 0-02 . 0-06 trMnO .. .. - 0-65 0-35 1 0-34 0-83 0-31

Toms .. : 99-54 99-877 1 9978 100-10 ' 100-39

Anal: Imperial Institute.
Nona—Subtraction of oxygen equivalent to chlorine was not made in the original analysesNo alteration has been made here as the equivalents do not exceed 0014 per cent.

NORMS
, 1 1

A B 1 C D E

Q .. .. .. 7-74 6-78 1 15-29 11-40 15-53or .. .. .. 26-05 29-50 ‘ 22-80 28-35 30-01ab .. .. .. 37-73 29-85 ‘ 40-08 3 29-32 " 37-20an .. .. .. --— i 1'66 3 - -- -ns .. .. .. -‘ --— 1-00 - ~ --— —di . . . . . . 0‘69 206 ~— --A ~~~hy .. .. .. ; 2-98 7-99 4-28 7-94 0-20ac .. .. .. 12-47 11-05 - m 12-46 6-00mt.. .. .. 0-23 6-50 l-l6 3-94il 1. .. .. 1-52 1-52 1-82 1-67 l-22ap .. .. .. - 2-35 2-34 1- 2-35 - 3-70 2-35cc .. .. .. ~ 290 0-80 1-60 040C .. .. . . 1 2.- 081 ~— .,,._hl .. .. .. 012 0-20 - 0-06 0-24 2..th .. .. .. 0-42 0-07 0-14 0-14 042he .. .. . . - .2 0-76

AfiFrom one mile north-north-east of “Needle Rock"B—From near Magadi Hospital
(’7 ~-From two miles south of Magadi golf—courseD----- From three miles north ol‘ the south—west lagoon hot springsE From hall a mile west 01‘ the north end 01' "Little Magadi" lake.
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The norm of analysis L‘ shows excess alumina and a high tigure for albite. with a lack
of acmite in consequence. It is possible that the divergence of this norm lrom the others
is due. in part. to analytical inaccuracies.

Varieties of the plateau trachytes are found in a number of places but the variations
are only slight and do not alter the naming of the rocks. The thin section of specimen 51"326
(from three miles west of Kooral shows the presence of one or two rather large twinned
augite crystals and has rather a higher proportion of dark minerals than usual. In specimen
N324 (from the SW. Lagoon. Magadi) there are again occasional micro-phenocrysts of
augite. and in the matrix cossyrite occurs with a‘girine-augite. and kataphorite is also present.

In the northern part of the area a distinctive lava covers a considerable amount of
ground. This lava. which is an ()I‘l/Inp/I_W'('-fl‘t'I('/l}'lt’, conformably overlies the uppermost
members of the Plateau Trachyte Series. and is the lava on which the "tor" and “hot cross-
bun" surface structures are found (see p. 7). Both in the scarp north of fin Doinyo Nyiro
and in the scarps at the northern end of the Legemunge plain there are sections showing the
orthophyric trachyte resting with conformity on the alkali trachytes. there being no inter-
vening sediments.

The areas of outcrop of this lava can always be clearly observed from a distance because
of the distinctive surface features to which it gives rise. The surface is much more rough
than in any other part of the area. soil cover is more extensive and thick. and through the
soil the lava outcrops as piles or large rounded boulders resembling “tors". The appearance
of the orthophyre-trachyte is similar wherever it is seen; tlte surfaces of the boulders are
weathered dark brown or black and the numerous large felspar phenocrysts. which make
up about 50 to 60 per cent of the rock by volume, protrude from the weathered surfaces.
In hand-specimen clean surfaces of the rock are light to medium grey in colour. sometimes
with brownish tinges. The felspar phenocrysts. the cleavage faces of which impart a sheen to
the rock are of much the same colour as the groundmass. and do not stand out by virtue of
their colour as one might expect. The rock is usually only vesicular at its lower contact but
hand-specimens appear to be rather porous. having numerous minute angular cavities in the
groundmass. which is rough to the touch. On striking with a hammer small rocky outcrops
usually disintegrate into small angular fragments. and, as has been mentioned in the dis-
cussion of the surface structures. the exposures appear to be subject to extremely rapid
weathering.

ln thin sections the rocks show little variation. The felspar phenocrysts (as in specimen
51 40L from two miles west of the two "hot cross-bun" structures) are anorthoclase and
reach over one centimetre in size. They frequently occur in glomero—porphyritic aggregates.
the individual crystals havingtrounded outlines. Smaller phenocrysts are frequently idio-
morphic and are often traversed by cracks or spotted with dusty inclusions. A wide variety
of twinning phenomena is found: indistinct lamellar twinning is rather rare but cross-hatch
twinning is more common, particularly in the euhedral anorthoclase phenocrysts of st cimen
51 3l4 (north of Kisamis). The felspars are characteristically iron-stained on cracks and,
rarely contain small augite inclusions.

The groundmass is somewhat similar to that of the plateau trachytes. Pale green augite
microphenocrysts are quite common; they are anhedral and vary considerably in size. The
matrix is felspathic and consists largely of small stout prisms of alkali felspar which rarely
show Carlsbad twinning. The crystals vary considerably in perfection of crystal form.
In all slides. particularly in specimen 51 402 from a point north-east of the two "hot cross-
bun“ structures. some of the felspars are rather angular in outline, but the majority show a
semblance of rectangular outlines. Red-brown cossyrite is the ubiquitous dark mineral
of the groundmass. ln specimen Sl 402 it is seen mantling green augite, but generally it
occurs as shards and wisps in the matrix. One or two rutile crystals as well as magnetite
and apatite occur in the same thin section as accessory minerals. and in some slices secondary
calcite is present in small amounts.

The orthophyre-trachyte occurring on the top of the scarp north-east of the Olorgesailie
prehistoric site difi'ers somewhat from the usual type. In hand-specimen (51 433) the rock
is highly porphyritie and weathered to a dark reddish brown colour. In thin section. however.
it is seen to have the same minerals and textures as those described above. The pale green
augites are rather larger and better formed and the anorthoclase phenoerysts are of rounded
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irregular outline with lobes of the groundmass penetrating into them. They are dusty withminute inclusions near their margins and in the vicinity of cracks. The groundmass, whichconsists of subhedral rather granular alkali feslpars. contains numerous small opaqueiron ore grains. The orthophyre-trachyte on this scarp directly overlies Ol Keju Nerobasalts.

(6) 0L DOINYO NYEGI VoLCANIcs
Ol Doinyo Nyegi. the second largest mountain in the area after Olorgesailie, rises to3,835 feet above sea-level and some 1,000 feet above the level of the surrounding country.lt is more or less hemispherical in outline and is conspicuous from the main road to Magadibecause of the cliffs and lines of lava clearly visible on its western flank. The mountain,which is a volcano, is almost cut in half by a fault down-throwing to the east. the easternthird of the mountain being buried below the sediments filling the Koora valley. A faulthas also thrown down a small part of the west side of the mountain. giving rise to the cliffsthere. The structure of the volcano is indicated in Fig. 4.

The mountain is constructed of more or less hemispherical sheets of porphyritic obsidianof varying thickness, separated, on the south—west slopes, by beds of brown to yellow-brownscoriaceous ash. The ratio of glassy lava to ash in the south-west slope of the hill is aboutone to three. The cliffs on the west side are composed of black obsidian with prominentdevitrified brown laminations. The obsidian contains numerous phenocrysts of orthoclasein the form of rather stout prisms about a quarter ofan inch long. On the south-west slopeseight distinct obsidian flows of which the fourth and the eighth are the thickest are visiblein the hillside. The eighth is some 200 feet thick. at the same horizon as the obsidian whichfomts the cliffs on the western slope and may be composed of several flows.
The slope of the upper part of the hill on the western side conforms to the surface ofthe “main obsidian" band, as the eighth and thickest lava may be termed. On approachingthe summit ridge the slight rise to the summit is found to be composed of a laminated paleand dark brown highly vesicular porphyritic glass. ln thin section this rock (specimen51,336) is found to consist of red—brown glass with numerous vesicles with opaque oxidizedrims and filled with colourless spherulitic and flamboyant growths ofchalcedony. Orthoclasemicrophenocrysts are rather common. showing Calsbad twinning and slightly resorbedmargins.

The summit ridge is curved and concave to the east and from the ridge the descenteastwards rapidly steepens into a deep amphitheatre cut off on the east by the cliffs descendingto the Koora plain. The amphitheatre presumably represents the crater of the volcano, andthe summit ridge the last lava. which failed to flow very far down the hillside.
At the base of the north-west slopes there is a total of seven small ash-vents. None ofthese small ash-cones is more than l00 feet high and those on the west slope are situatedon the fault-plane. The cones, which are steep—sided and have no depressions at theirsummits. are extremely freshfl—no soil has developed on them and only a little grassy vegeta-tion. The ashes consist of yellow-brown highly scoriaceous fragments tip to half an inch insize in a fine brown volcanic dust. There is only a trace of bedding and the rocks are un-compacted. Ash beds extend from these cones to the west and cover the flat ground tip to amile to the south-west of the hill.

A satellite vent, some 303 yards in diameter at the base and approximately 150 feet highis foand at the foot of the southern slope of the hill. It is composed of vesicular dark greyline-grained lava with a few felspar phenocrysts approximately halfan inch in length. Thisvent probably formed before the faulting and appears to be older than the ash \ents. ltslavas did not flow further than the slopes of the vent itself.

A section in a stream-bed about one mile south—west of O] Doinyo Nyegi is shown inFig. 5. Here ashes overlie the uppermost of the alkali plateau trachytes and are overlainby and interbedded with green. black and brown glassy lavas similar to those found on()l Doinyo Nyegi. The se:tion includes a fault upthrowing the plateau tracliyte to the east.The ashes. which in this section clearly belong to the main eruptne phase of the volcano. areolder than the faulting.
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About threeouarters of a mile north-west of the hill a section e\hibits reddish brown
and black microcrystalline to glassy lavas overlying plateau trachvte lavas. The junction is
not visible and the glasses. which total about 32 feet in thickness. dip at —ll to the north-east.
The reason for the anomalous high dip is not apparent.

The fault-scarp truncating the eastern part of ()l Doinyo \‘yegi was \isited to see if
part of the neck of the \olcano was exposed in the cliff. The cliff on this side reaches some
800 feet in height and its lower part is obscured by scree while the upper part is inaccessibl}
steep. So far as can be observed from below. the neck of the volcano is not cut by the fault
and the cliff seems to consist of plateau trachyte in the lower part. followed upwards by more
or less conformable sheets of obsidian without interbedded ashes.

The volcano was therefore built on a platform of alkali trachytes and its e\trusions
consisted of glassy lavas alternating with ashes, some of which travelled at least one mile
from the centre. Two faults then cut through the volcano. one downthrowing the eastern
third of the hill to the east. by at least 800 feet, the other downthrowing a small part of the
western flank to the west by at least 300 feet. A number of small ash cones then formed.
mainly on the western fault-plane. and brought the vulcanicity to a close.

(7) ASH AND S('UR1A('H)US LAVA Vi-‘Nis
Several small vents composed of ash or scoriaceous lava are found overlying the plateau

trachytes. Since some ofthese have been cut by grid-faults, and since they are all petrologically
related to the plateau trachytes, it is supposed that they represent the closing phase of alkali
trachyte vulcanicity.

The largest vent ofthis type is Kisamis, an almost undissected hill with the typical outline
ofa volcano and a central crater depression. The hill was not examined in detail but exposures
at the base suggest that it is composed almost entirely of fine—grained highly vesicular
porphyritic lava. similar to that forming the summit ridge of 01 Doinyo Nyegi. Some
exposures consist of fragmental and brecciated rocks while others are of agglomerate com—
posed of small fragments of lava similar to that forming the bulk of the hill

A small hill situated about five miles south of OI Doinyo Nyegi near the edge ofa fault
escarpment is about 300 vards in diameter at the base rounded in outline and composed of
a finely vesicular, almost pumiceous. lava of fine grain carrying sparse clear felspar pheno-
crysts. The rocks are highly weathered to a red-brown colour. On the western slope of the
hill and at its base bedded brown porous ash is found dipping steeply away from the vent.
The ash is confined to a zone about 50 yards wide on the west margin of the hill and the ash
beds rest on a weathered surface of plateau trachyte.

Situated some two miles west of the Legemunge plain, en the edge of the main fault
escarpment forming the east wall of the central Magadi trough. is a rounded hill rising some
300 feet above the surrounding plateau trachyte surface. lt is composed of laminated brown
and black cryptocrystalline lava (specimen 51/370) which. in thin section. is seen to be
composed of small partly resorbed microphenocrysts of orthoclase in a reddish brown glass
groundmass. In the sides of small stream-channels on the eastern margin of the hill the lava
is seen to overlie thin impersistent beds of agglomerate containing lava fragments up to one
inch in size. The hill is bisected by a narrow fault—trough. the western part of the hill now
being several hundred feet below the eastern part; the central part in the trough has been
partly covered by alluvium.

Koriamat. a small hill a few miles east of Kisamis. was not visited by the writer but some
float fragments found in a stream-bed nearby were of pumiceous fine-grained lava probably
derived from this hill. lts appearance suggests that it is a small vent similar to those described
previously. It is bisected by a small fault downthrowing to the west.

F.n Doinyo Nyiro, a small hill on which a trigonometrical survey point is established.
is about one mile west of the fault escarpment bounding the west side of the Kordjya plain.
The summit and slopes show scattered exposures of a dark grey to black partly devitrified
glassy lava crowded with small felspar laths about one millimetre in length. In thin section
the rock of the summit (specimen 51 386) is seen to consist ofdark red-brown. almost opaque.
glass containing numerous partly resorbed potash felspar microphenocrysts.
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The principal features of these small glassy lava vents are their similarity in shape and
size, their relation to the plateau trachytes. and the likelihood that they are all of the same
age, that is, later than the plateau trachytes and earlier than the grid-faulting. They are
therefore probably of the same age as Ol Doinyo Nyegi. The small ash cones associated
with OI Doinyo Nyegi are. however. much younger than the vents described above, since
they are unaffected by the grid-fault on which they rest. and since the unconsolidated ashes
of which they are composed are almost untouched by erosion.

3. Laeustrine and Fluviatile Sediments
Lake beds are widely distributed throughout the area and bear witness to the fact that

at times large lakes existed on the floor of the Rift Valley. Unfortunately the numerous fault
escarpments make correlation between different series of lake beds difficult, and erosion
has affected these almost unconsolidated rocks much more than the lavas.

Almost without exception lake beds occur only in the bottoms of fault-troughs where
they have been protected from erosion. Thus it is very common that all depressions and
fault-troughs are partly filled and floored by sedimentary rocks. while the neighbouring
raised fault-blocks are of bare lava. Unfortunately in almost all the troughs alluvial silts.
clays and boulder beds cover and obscure the lake beds and it is in only a few places that
any useful sections in them can be found. Apart from the Magadi trough, where exposures
of lake beds are fair, there are only two places where evidence concerning the relationship
of the lake beds to the underlying rocks can be obtained: one is on the Oloronga plateau
and the other is at the southern edge of the Legemunge plain.

The Oloronga plateau slopes gently westwards and eventually passes under the alluvial
plain of the Uaso Nyiro. Resting coriformably on plateau trachyte lava is a thin sequence
of lake beds with gentle dip to the west, covered by kunkar limestone. The exposures indicate
that the lake beds were laid down on a more or less smooth level surface of plateau trachyte
and that both lavas and the lake beds overlying then were subsequently faulted and slightly
tilted. Faulting has also affected the Olorgesailie lake beds north of Olorgesailie mountain.
The faults are not large and the lake beds were deposited in the Legemunge fault-trough
and did not extend far, except possibly down the Koora and Kwenia valleys.

ln connexion with the deposition of the lake beds Parkinson (19l4, p. 42) states: . . I
conclude that the Nguruman scarp on the west and the great scarp near Mile 62 on the east
are older than those which lie between: the faulting took place during the deposition of the
lacustrine beds. and the lateral parts of the lake were thereby drained and deposition con-
tinued in the central area“. Parkinson therefore suggests that all the lake beds can be
attributed to one lake. though this lake was split into minor lakes by faulting and
persisted till the present day only in the Magadi trough. In the Magadi trough. however.
there is evidence for at least two distinct series of lake beds whose deposition was separated
by a period of faulting. and it is considered probable that similar series exist in the larger
basins of deposition such as the lower Uaso Nyiro basin and the Kordjya and Koora troughs,
although this cannot be demonstrated.

The lacustrine sediments have therefore been divided into series. occurring in different
places and between which correlation is to some extent speculative. A general correlation
table for the groups of sediments discussed below follows3~

Magadi trough Legemunge-Koora trough ‘ Uaso Nyiro basin

Evaporite Series
High Magadi Beds boulder trains and sands high terrace

kunkar limestonekunkar limestone : kunkar limestone

Iii/nor faulting ‘Chert Series* Olorgesailie Lake Beds Ngarc Nyiro Beds

‘t'ric/fim/Iing kunkar limestone
()loronga Beds

Plateau 'l’rachytes (in part ()lorgesailie lavas)
*Subscqucnt work has shown llHl lliL‘ t‘hcri SUI‘ILN occurs loucr in the succession, .811! Appendix

p. 81.
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(I) THE OLORUNUA BEDS
As pre\iousl_v mentioned the Oloronga beds overlie plateau trachyte lava and dip gently

to the west. The area of outcrop is not large since superficial hill-wash and soil cover the
beds at many places. and towards the west they dip below the Llaso Nyiro alluvium. The
surface of the beds is covered with two kinds of kunkar limestone ~va pale greyish white
platy variety and a brownish white nodular variety containing large oolitic bodies. Only
the upper few feet of the beds are e\posed in stream channels on the higher, eastern edge of
the plateau. where they consist of yellowish brown calcareous silts with irregular bedding.
Lower down the slope. near the point where the beds pass under the Uaso Nyiro alluvium.
a number of small sections show the following sequence: - ~

fl. m
3. Nodular kunkar limestone .. .. .. .. .. 1 6
2. Yellow-buff tine silt .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 —
1. Light brown porous ash . . .. .. .. .. 4 —

Northwards from the Oloronga plateau the country is broken into fault-blocks and
superficial gravels and light brown structureless loess-like silt fills the troughs. These
circumstances. where troughs are partly filled with fine-grained unbedded silts. are very
common throughout the area. and make it difficult to determine whether lake beds that have
been faulted and tilted like the Oloronga beds occur in other areas. It is clear in the case of
the Kordjya basin. which is connected to the Oloronga plateau, that the trough is filled with
several hundred feet of sediments of some sort. but exposures only show superficial material.
soil and fiuviatile deposits. The fact that in many of the longer troughs which decline gently
to the south the surface of superficial deposits declines southward also. suggests that the
troughs are floored with lake beds older than the faulting and which were tilted in sympathy
with the lavas on which they rest.

Of the few exposures indicating the existence of beds similar in age to the Oloronga
beds, one is by the roadside where the Magadi-Uaso Nyiro road crosses the narrow fault-
trough linking the Kordjya plain to the Oloronga plateau. The beds at this spot rest on an
irregular surface of alkali trachyte and dip at some 2” northwards. They show the following
sequencezw

ft. m
4. platy kunkar limestone . . .. .. . . .. — 4
3. brown silt .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 -«
2. honeycomb rock . .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 ~
I. light brown bedded silt .. .. . . . . .. 10 —

The honeycomb rock is most unusual; it is light brown in colour and consists of irregular
septa enclosing angular cavities about 05 to l centimetre in diameter. The cavities are
rarely filled with brown earthy material which effervesces slightly with acid. The cavities
may be due to the solution of crystalline salts, but, being irregular and dissimilar in shape
to most crystals of sodium salts this is considered unlikely.

About a mile to the south of the above occurrence, by the water pipe-line in the same
trough, a small section in lake beds with a dip of l0 to the north-west is seen:~

ft.
2. current-bedded yellow-brown silts . . . . . . . . . . 8
l. fine—grained buff-brown clay (unbedded) . . . . . . . . 10

A pillar of travertine limestone about 35 feet high and 12 feet across the base occurs
by the side of the Magadi-Uaso Nyiro road near the descent down the last escarpment on
the way to the Uaso Nyiro. The pillar is composed of brownish white and porous travertine
in the form of vertical pipe—like structures with horizontal septa. Under the microscope it is
seen to be composed (specimen 51/382) of fine-grained calcite. Temperley (1951, p. 22),
describing this pillar, concludes that it may have originated by calcification of lake beds.
possibly at the intersection of vertical joint—planes, and that the calcified rock remained
standing after the removal by erosion of the surrounding unconsolidated lake beds. The
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Writer. however. failed to see any trace of bedding or of lake beds included in the travertine
and although it is possible that a thin layer of lake beds rested on the lava surface in this
area and has since been removed by erosion. it is considered that the travertine pillar was
built by a feeble calcareous spring after the lake beds had been eroded away.

In the Magadi trough. between three and four miles north-north—west of Shanamu, at
the northern end of a plain consisting of unconsolidated silts. there are exposures of lake
beds beside the track shown on the map. The succession at this point isz~

ft. in.
5. yellow brown silt (superficial) . 8
4. brick red ashes . . . . . . . . . . .. l5 ~
3. green ashes . . . . 2 »3 —
2. green fine~grained silty clays 4 6
l. yellowish porcellaneous clays. . 2 —

The rocks dip gently to the south and it is uncertain whether they are part of a widespread
series of lake beds or were laid down in the trough after it had formed by faulting.

About a quarter ofa mile north of the north—eastern lagoon of lake Magadi in the
west side of a narrow steep-sided fault-valley a sequence of about 40 feet of green silty clays
is exposed dipping gently southwards and resting on a lava surface. The upper surface of
the clay beds is approximately 100 feet above lake—level and the exposures indicate the clays
were laid down after the formation of the valley. They may'possibly be equivalent to the
basal part of the Chert Series.

The sections described suggest that lacustrine sediments were deposited fairly widely
on the plateau trachytes previous to the grid-faulting. Such lake beds may be more wide-
spread than has been indicated and may be present as the lowermost lacustrine series in nearly
all the larger basins where they have been protected from erosion. It is clear. however. that
even if lake beds were deposited on the lavas before grid~faulting began, the series
could not have been very thick. no thicker perhaps than 50 feet. or some relics would be
preserved on the fault-blocks at the present day.

(2) NGARE NYIRO Beos
As indicated in the tabulation of the sequence the Ngare Nyiro beds are considered

to be equivalent in age to the Olorgesailie Lake Beds and possibly the (‘hert Series. These
groups of sediments are confined to the troughs in which they occur and were laid down
subsequently to the major grid-faulting episode which gave the Rift Valley l’loor more or
less its present shape. The lake beds are considered to have been deposited more or less
contemporaneously in the three tectonic depressionswthe Uaso Nyiro depression. the
Magadi trough and the Legemunge-Koora-Kwenia interconnected troughs. The lakes
in which these sediments were deposited were probably of different levels due to their
effective separation from one another by tip-standing fault-blocks.

The Ngare Nyiro beds are only exposed in the immediate vicinity of the upper llaso
Nyiro to the north of the point where the track from Camp lV reaches the ri\ er bank. They
are not shown by colour on the map as they outcrop in steep banks and are covered by
younger deposits so that their exposed horiyontal extent is negligible. Their position is.
however. indicated on the map. In a number of exposures some 20 feet above the river bank
where the river has degraded its high alluvial terrace. slightly dipping beds are exposed
overlain by platy kunkar limestoncs and calcareous tufa which were deposited on a smooth
horizontal plane. ()n the kunkar and tufa rests the horizontally-bcdded remnants of the
highest alltnial terrace of the L‘aso Nyiro.

The Ngare Nyiro beds consist of somewhat Variable pale reddish brown and dust}
white clays with thin gravel lenses. which rest on a westward-sloping rubbly lava surface.
The beds dip at approximately one degree to the west. The area of outcrop is limited to the
slopes of hills capped by the high terrace alluvium. ln the lower parts of the valley the high
terraces pass below the recent allmium. a fact which suggests that the Uaso Nyiro basin
has been tilted southwards in Recent times. Down r'i\cr the Llaso Nyiro flows in a deep
channel cut in its own alluvium.
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(3) CHERT SERIES

Parkinson (10H. p. 39) first drew attention to the existence of siliceous beds and rocks
in the Magadi trough. He regarded the chert as coating the lavas along fault-planes which
carried siliceous springs and thought that silica from the springs caused silicitication of
lake beds.

Temperley (WSl. pp. ll—lR). described some exposures in greater detail. and gaxe the
series its name. He recognized the main features of the series ——that it rests unconformably
on lavas and has been faulted and tilted since its deposition. From the fact that the series
is faulted Temperley (op. m. p. ll) concluded that the beds are older than the Magadi
trough and were down-faulted into it during the grid—faulting. The beds are. however.
confined to the Magadi trough. and certain sections described below suggest that the principal
boundary faults of the Magadi trough were already in existence when the series was laid
down. The writer therefore belie\es that the greater part of the grid faulting preceded the
deposition of the Chert Series and that the series. like the Olorgesailie lake beds. suffered
only minor faulting after its deposition (but S(’(' Appendix, p. 81).

The most extensixe exposures of Chert Series rocks occur on both sides of the south-
western lagoon and in the floor of the southern part of the Nengeba trough. The finger-
shaped fault-ridge to the east of the south-western lagoon is composed entirely of cherty
rocks. The ridge rises to approximately 30 feet above lake-level and is margined by a shingle
of chert plates. while the greater part of the top of the ridge is covered by kunkar limestone
filled with angular chert fragments. A good section on the western slope of the ridge shows
horizontal massive laminated greenish cherts interbedded with thin horizons of green clay
with thin stripes of greenish grey platy chert. The bedding planes of the cherts are often
slightly undulating on a small scale and have a porcellaneous appearance with white or dirty
buff colour. This section ends some six feet above lake-level. A section a little lower down
the slope. the top being about eight feet above lake-level, is as follows:~

ft. in.
3. superficial limestone (kunkar) .. .. .. .. — 12—18
2. irregular grey chert . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
l. coarse dark ash contented with calcite 3 ,.

The ridge in question declines to the south and the chert passes below fine-grained brown silt
resting unconformably on the chert-kunkar surface~the silts probably belong to the High
Magadi Beds. The level plain 4o the south of the ridge is covered with flakes and accumula-
tions ofchert fragments derived by the erosion of Chert Series rocks.

The ridge further east. which appears to be a fault—block tilted to the west, projects
northwards into the lake and is also composed of Chert Series rocks. It is covered principally
by chert rubble but on the crest of the ridge where it is crossed by the motor track. exposures
of platy chert occur interbedded with brown and yellowish brown clays dipping to the east
at shallow angles. On the crest of the ridge further north and as isolated outcrops a few feet
high round its edge are hard massive cherts of variable colours, with many small angular
cavities and cracks. some parts being white, others green and brown. The exposures are
structureless but are often arranged in lines and, on the crest of the ridge. a discontinuous
line of outcrops of massive chert up to a foot wide suggests that the rocks may have formed
in small faults or fractures. On this ridge and a short distance to the south of the area the
Chert Series rocks are seen to rest on lavas, the plane of the junction dipping northwards.

The “Bird Rock“ fault-block is similar to those already described but the exposures of
cherty rocks are limited to the margins of the ridge, where there are three or four outcrops
some two or three feet high at the western side near the motor track. and others at its north-
western and north-eastern extremities. There rocks are all massive chert and are assumed
to be on fault fractures.

West of the south-western lagoon a stream descends the low scarp bordering the lake
and affords an excellent section through Chert Series rocks. This section and Others in the
same area are illustrated in Fig. 6.
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Fig 6.—Sections in Chert Seriex‘ Roclzs. Mugadi.
.-\.—1n the valley half a mile north-west of the south—western hot springs.
B.—At ch”, 60 yards south of section A.
C.——In core. three-quarters of a mile north of Section A.

The stream section shows recent lake beds (probably high Magadi beds) ill present
lake—level overlying (‘hert Seriex‘ rocks with unconl‘ormity. At the junction there is locally a
bed of shingle composed entirely of law. chert rind kunktir fragments less than half an inch
in size, the bed itself only reaching one inch in thickncs» W est of the junction oli\e green
\ery faintly bedded silts dip Lll \Lll')’llll__' angles east rind nest in u shrilloxx S)‘11Cllllill fold. The
smrrll faults shown further west in the diagram LlI‘C till small with crush-mnex‘ one to two
inches wide. The western end of the section contains r1 thin bed of chert folloxxcd nhmc by
a more mussc bed overlain by fossiliferous part1} silicined limestone. '1‘hix ix certainly the
limestone referred to by l’airlxinx'on (1014. p. 41) in the l‘ollouing “ordx: “ . . . occurs tr thin
bed of limestone for the larger part silicilicd and crowded \xith fossils, associated above Lllld
below \\ith green Lind bull coloured \iltfi. Mr. Bullen Ncnton, of the British Museum of
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Natural History, has kindly had sections cut of these rocks. He describes the specimens 35A
A silico-calcareous limestone made up entirely of gasteropodous shell remains belonging

to Melanin resembling tubermlma. the common and well known species of Africa and other
countries. and a small fomi of Vi'viparm, besides the scale of a Teleostean fish. The rock
was deposited under fresh-water conditions, and vyould represent part of an ancient lake
region. lts geological age might be younger Pliocene or ancient post--Pliocene’ ”

The limestone oversteps the underlying chert beds and at its western margin rests
directly on lava. The limestone is estimated to be about twelve feet in thickness, and its
lower part is almost completely silicified, when it is hard and massive and contains silicified
Viviparux casts. It is yellowish buff in colour and is traversed by thin veins of greenish chert.
Locally the limestone is only partly silicified and in one specimen the casts of the Viviparus
shells alone are silicitied, so that they protrude on weathered surfaces. The unsilicified
limestone is also rather massive and devoid of bedding; it is composed almost entirely of
shell fragments containing moulds of Viviparus in large numbers. The rock is medium grey
when fresh. but within three inches of the surface it is weathered to a pale brown colour.
Solution holes and cavities are common.

The section described and figured is the only one showing folded lake beds. The folds
are very gentle and, it is believed, due to faulting and tilting rather than compression above.

Along the western margin of the south-west lagoon, half a mile north-east of the stream~
section low cliffs facing eastwards show platy chert overlying hard dark green silts dipping
at 7 to the south-south-west Other exposures in the vicinity indicate that these rocks are
repeated a number of times by small faults trending north-westwards

Further north along the shore of the lagoon, near the point where the Chert Series beds
taper out on the lava surface, a small cove surrounded by low cliffs yields the section illustrated
in Fig. 6C.

The cliff facing south in the cove shows the following sequence:—~

5. brown nodular kunkar limestone . . . . . . ( l
4. yellow-brown bedded silt . . O~~8 —
3. silicified Viviparur limestone with lava pebbles in its lower

part . .. .. .. .. .. 1~ 67»—
lava pebble conglomerate . . . . . . . . ~» 0-»

. pale olive--green silt with shell fragments . . . . . . — 6
lava (alkali trachy te type)

'—
I\

)

I

The cliff facing east is higher and shows the following beds dipping south—west at l2".
ft. in.

6. variable light to dark brown kunkar . . . . . , 2 9
5. light brown false— bedded silts . . . . . . 7 —
4. laminated brown and dark brown silts . . . . 3 —
3. massive dark brown silt .. .. .. .. 2ft. 6 in. to 3 ft.
2. pale olive-green silt with shell fragments . . . . . . — 4
1. light brown massive silt . . . . . 3 —

It will be seen that the middle part of this section is similar to that of the south-facing cliff
with the exception that the conglomerate and Viviparus limestone are not present.

At the northern end of the fault-block on which the Magadi works and buildings stand
is a fairly extensive area of Chert Series rocks. The whole works area, which is on the low—
lying ground near lake-level is covered with mixed lava and chert rubble. At the western
margin of the block there are numerous rocky exposures of massive chert, weathering brown
and fawn. The exposures are small, rising to three or four feet above the ground, and are
aligned roughly along the presumed site of the fault-plane on the west side of the Magadi
fault-block. The rocks show no structure, the chert being similar in every way to the massive
chert previously described, with the exception that some of the larger exposures between the
garage and the heavy workshops have curiously smoothed upper surfaces. These surfaces
are often convex upwards and oval in plan giving the exposure the appearance of representing
the crest of a small fold. There is no suggestion of folding, however, in the rocks themselves
and it may be that the rounding of the outcrops is due to erosion, possibly by wind action.
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On the flats at lake-level east of the factory area are numerous massive chert outcropsin the form of rocky hillocks separated by chert rubble. The chert is similar to that alreadydescribed, being patchy in colour, white, green and pale brown. with cracks, small cavitiesand local traces ofcolour lamination. The outcrops are aligned parallel to the lines of faultingand may represent silica deposited in the vicinity ofa buried fault. These chert outcrops arefrequently overlain by silts of the High Magadi series and by patches of superficial limestone.
Further outcrops of Chert Series rocks occur in the valley floor south of Nengeba andthese extend to the edge of Lake Magadi south—east of “Needle Rock". The valley floor ispartly obscured by alluvium and brown dusty soils. There are, however, scattered low mesaxa few feet high capped by kunkar limestone which give the following sequence:—

fI. in.
4. grey-brown kunkar limestone with chert fragments. . . . c. l >—
3. laminated white and brown platy chert 1 6
2. clayey brown silt with rootlets . . . . . . . . 2
1. green or grey silts and clays in which are thin brown chert

beds .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 45 ~

Some of the weathered surfaces of the chert flags exhibit a variety of unusual structures.The specimens collected (51,345) are composed of chert with two types of surface, one withcoarse reticulations and the other being finely reticulated. The surface of one plate ofgreenish brown chert about one inch thick showed small upstanding roughly spherical bodiesfrom a half to one and a half centimetres in diameter. The bodies have very small—scalereticulated patterns on their surfaces, but are composed of homogeneous chert showing noorganic structure. Other cherty bodies are more irregular, consisting of a central roundedundulating portion with numerous lobate extensions of all shapes. It seems as if these lobatechert plates were formed by the flow of plastic colloidal silica over an irregular body ofalready solidified chert. The reticular patterns may well have been formed during drying.Among the variety of forms of chert a rather rare structure is one consisting of rounded flatthin discs. These are about three centimetres in diameter, about one and a half millimetresthick, and have a reticular pattern on their surfaces. Again no organic structures are apparent.The reticulate patterns in all these cherty rocks are confined to a thin weathered porcellaneoussurface layer which is approximately one millimetre thick.

Four bore-holes were drilled in August, 1953, along the centre line of the Magadi tronadeposit and were continued through the trona beds to the Chert Series below. The positionsof the bore-holes are indicated on Fig. 9. The holes were not bored through much of theChert Series since the prime object of the drilling was to discover evaporite deposits. More-over the core recovery in the cherty rocks was extremely poor due to the alternation of hardand soft beds, only the hardest parts of the rocks drilled being satisfactorily recovered. Theintervening soft layers appeared to be green, judging from the appearance of the drilling mud.
In bore-hole A approximately 751 feet of Chert Series rocks were drilled from 70% feetto 146 feet below the surface of the lake. The cores were fragmentary and consisted of ratherporous massive black chert with many angular cavities. Some parts of the core were streakywith black and white chert. At 145 feet a few fragments were of the whitish green platytype of chert.

The chert in bore-hole B is similar to that described above but the core also includedfragments of light grey clay. The chert was cored from 156 feet to 201 feet below lake-level.The chert in bore-hole C, cored from 102 to 121 feet, is similar to that described. The coresfrom bore-hole D were poor and the fragments were ofgrey-black rather gritty chert composedof small grains about one millimetre in size cemented by silica. The Chert Series was pene-trated from 158 to 164 feet.

A fifth bore-hole, E, was sited at the south-west end ofa fault-scarp on the east side oftheflats on which the salt plant is situated. Chert Series rocks were encountered somewhat earlierthan was expected and the hole was abandoned at 32 feet. (‘hert was struck at 81 feet andwas found to consist of white and green platy chert interbedded with green clays.
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The evidence of the bore—holes supports the conclusion that the (‘hert Series underlies
the High Magadi beds and co\ers the lavas 0\ er the greater part of the floor of the Magadi
trough. The nature of the rocks encountered in the bore-holes is. however, somewhat
dicrent from the members of the Chert Series at surface. Almost all the cherts in the cores
are dark-coloured and masshe whereas, although massive chcrts occur at surface, they are
light in colour and not nearly so full of ca\ ities as those encountered in the bore—holes.

The small elongated island north of the Magadi factory area was not visited, but can be
seen from the Magadi ridge to consist of massixe chert. The island represents the northward
extension of the line of chert outcrops at the western margin of the Magadi fault—block and
the fault. which follows the same line, outcrops again in the centre of the Nengeba plain.
south—east of "Needle Rock". The area of thin trona crust and mud flats east of this fault is
underlain at a depth of only a few feet by bedded cherts, and is comparable to the dry south-
east arm of the lake. The only reason for the existence of a thin trona and mud layer north-
east of the Magadi factory area is the action of the springs in this area. West of the fault-line
mentioned the upper surface of the Chert beds is down-faulted to a depth of lOO to 300 feet
below present lake surface.

It is assumed, there being no evidence to the contrary, that in the deepest parts of the
lake, the Chert Series directly overlies the plateau lavas, as is the case in sections at the lake
margin. The thickness of the Series is unknown, but 76 feet were proved by the drilling and
ll may be that it reaches several hundred feet in thickness.

(4) OLORGESAILIE LAKE BEDS
This series of lake beds occurs on the Legemunge plain north of Olorgesailie mountain

and covers a large area. Not only is the series well exposed but it has also been mapped in
detail by Dr. R. M. Shackleton.

The Legemunge plain occupies the floor of a fault trough that has two southerly exten-
sions: one passing west and the other east of Olorgesailie mountain. The western trough
contains the Koora plain and continues southwards outside the present area, the other, the
Kwenia plain passes out of the area east of Olorgesailie and ends in a seasonal swamp some
eight miles north of Singaraini station.

Good sections in the Olorgesailie lake beds are exposed at the northern margin of
Olorgesailie mountain where the 0] Keju Nero has cut a shallow gorge through them
exposing, in part of its length, the lava bed—rock. Gregory and Hobley (Gregory, l92l, p. 221)
discovered Paleolithic artifacts here in 1919 lying “on a bank of white diatomaceous earth"
at a locality described as “near our camp at the 01 Keju Nyiro, at the northern foot of Mount
()l Gasolik“. It was on the eroded slopes above and to the north of the 01 Keju Nero that
Mrs. M. D. Leakey discovered in April, 1942, a large number of artifacts belonging to the
Acheulian culture. As a result of this re-discovery extensive excavations were made and
more artifacts, living floors and vertebrate fossils were discovered.

Dr. Shackleton, while an officer of the Mines and Geological Department, undertook
during [944 a detailed survey of the lake beds in the area that is now the “Olorgesailie
Prehistoric Site“. Since the maps and sections he prepared illustrate the greater part of the
lake bed sequence found at the south end of the Legemunge plain, his descriptions will be
quoted in detail and his map of the beds in the enclosed area of the Prehistoric site is included
(at end).

Almost all the information given here on the lake beds in the enclosed area is taken from
Shackleton‘s report (1944). He states: “The deposits in which the artifacts and fossils occur
are largely diatomites with varying proportions of clay, marl and volcanic ash. In most cases
the artifacts lie on surfaces which are sharply defined by lithological changes and evidence
of erosion. These surfaces are therefore interpreted as land surfaces due to temporary
recessions of the lake margin. The resultant non-sequences would be the natural horizons
at which to subdivide the series, but for the purpose of mapping this was less convenient
than the subdivision adopted, which is based on easily recognizable marker beds. The area
now enclosed, known as the main area, is taken as the type area for the part of the succession
(Ll—L10) which is exposed there, since it is there that several artifact-bearing horizons are
best seen close together. Some higher beds (L11~L14) are best exposed a mile and more
west of the main area".
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The succession, condensed from Shackleton‘s report (pp. 34)) is as follow53~

Approx.
thickness

ff-Ll4. Diatomite .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. l3
L13 Diatomaceous clays . . . . . . . l7

Flaky diatomite with a few grey ash stripes . . . . . . 22
U2. White diatomite underlain by tutfaceous grey diatomite and with strong

reddening at the top .. .. .. .. .. lll
~~local irregular erosion surface ~ .

Ll l. lmpure diatomites with ash bands .. .. ._ .. .. . . l‘)r—27
LlO. Gravels, volcanic sands and pumice tutfs . . . . . , . . . . 33—8

~erosion surfacew
L9. Grey bedded tuffs grading into white diatomite . , . . . . . . l8--2l
L8. Dirty buff diatomaceous clays—with manganese oxide films in cracks

Crumbly clays with the upper part locally reddened . . . . . . 3i 5
Reddened zone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

L7. Diatomaeeous clays with erosion surfaces . . . . . . . . 5~l0
L6. Greensand .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. H]

“erosion surface % 0W1
Yellowish white bed . . . . . . . . . . . .
Greenish sands .. .. .. .. .. .. .. My

Ierosion surface~ I
L5. Dirty cream clays and marls . . . . . . . . . . . . 4~~8
L4. Grey pumice sands and gravels . . . . . . . . . . , . 35—7

——erosi0n surface (in part)»—
L3. Greyish-weathering bedded tulfaceous diatomite . . . . . . . . 4H3

Thin purple or greyish purple band . . . . . . . . . . a few inches
L2. L2”’ Crumbly impure diatomite . .

L2” Brownish laminated clay . .
Pure white diatomite . . l l~-l4
Brownish laminated clay . .

Lg’ Pale brownish buff clay . . . . , . .
—--Aerosion surfacew

Ll. Laminated cream-coloured diatomite with a bluish grey stripe a foot from
thetop .. .. .. .} 8&7723

Purplish buff clays (in part) .

The lowest beds of the Ll group occur outside the enclosed area a few hundred yards
to the south-west and in some parts consist of purplish bulf clays. The erosion surface
separating Ll and L2 contains artifacts and fossils. Shackleton in his sections shows the
thin purple or greyish purple band or stripe separating groups L2 and L3. but does not
refer to it in his text.

The pumice sand and gravel of group L4 are seen in some sections to be current—bedded
and resting on an eroded surface. At other localities L4 appears to grade downwards into
the L3 bed. The clays and marls of L5 are well stratified and contain a zone about one and
a half inches thick crowded with spherical concretions tWo or three centimetres in diameter.
Both the erosion surfaces in group L6 yield artifacts. The upper sands of the Lt» group pass
upwards into the almost unbedded diatomaceous clay of the L7 group. This bed contains
two erosion Surfaces, one marked by desiccation cracks and lava stones; artifacts are
locally found on the erosion surfaces. Overlying the fissured surface is a brownish buff
concretionary bentonitic clay cut off by a further erosion surface which is oyerlain by small
lenses of greenish sand and white diatomite. The highest bed is a massive marly clay with
sporadic irregular concretions.

(iroup [-9 consists of several beds of soft powdery grey tutl‘. each grading into whitish
diatomite. All or part of these beds have been eroded locally before the deposition of the
succeeding sands and graxels (HO) which rest on a strongly eroded surface. They are :1
Variable series of lenticular grayels. Volcanic sands and black pumice gravel.
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Only part of the Ll I beds is exposed in the enclosed area and is composed of impure
diatomites with seyeral ash bands as shown on the map (at end) of the enclosed area. Some
distance to the west of the enclosed area the 1.11 beds are chiefly pinkish or beige clays with
layers of calcareous concretions in the middle of the sequence.

The LIZ beds consists of a bed of pure white powdery diatomitc Rl to 4 feet thick. with
strong reddening at the top. underlain by tutl‘aceous grey diatomite. The upper part of this
bed has in the past been sampled and used by the Magadi Soda Company.

The L14 bed. the highest in the Olorgesailie lake beds as mapped by Shackleton. consists
of hard white diatomite and forms the upper part of a scarp crossed by the Magadi road near
the south-western limit of the series.

The thickness of ()lorgesailie lake beds as determined by Shackleton along the north
bank of the Ol Keju Nero river amounts to some 175 feet.

At a few places in the scarp of lake beds north of the ()l Keju riyer and about one and
a half miles west of the Prehistoric Site. the writer saw the contact of the lake beds with the
lava floor; the section at this locality is as followsz~

II. in
whitish diatomaceous clays (Olorgesailie Lake Beds) . .
black clay soil locally .. .. .. .. .. .. 0. 3
brown soil with rootlets . . . . . . . . . I
brown soil with angular lava fragments . . . . . . 4 6

vv‘erosion surfacew
lava rubble cemented by kunkar limestone . . . . . . ~ 6718

—erosion surface~
Ol Keju Nero basalt

At the south-western end of the Legemunge plain, immediately to the west of the Magadi
road. impure rather massive diatomites are overlain by travertine limestone in the form of
four distinct hillocks some twenty yards apart. The travertine rests on a level surface of
diatomite and reaches 25 feet in thickness. It is massive and consists (specimen 5lf432) of
faintly laminated pale brown fine-grained calcium carbonate. some layers of which are
fibrous with the fibres perpendicular to the bedding. Parts of the lowest travertine bed are
traversed by many curved tubes about one third of an inch in diameter which are interpreted
as worm-borings. The diatomite surface between the travertine mounds is locally hard.
greyish and calcified to a depth of a few inches. while locally small plates of greyish-white
kunkar limestone litter the surface. There is a strong parallel between these travertine
occurrences and those found on the surface of the Ngare Nyiro beds (see p. 28).

Shackleton (up. ('if.. p. 12) appears to consider that the Olorgesailie lake beds extended
somewhat further to the east and west than they do at the present time and that the greater
part of the grid faulting of the area was later than the deposition of the lake beds. The fault
escarpment bounding the lake beds to the west was, however. already in existence at
the time of their deposition for the lake beds can be seen overlying the scree at the base
of the escarpment. Several small faults do cut the lake beds but they are not comparable
either in age or size to the grid faults which must have existed before the deposition of the
lake beds began. The fault downthrowing eastwards which runs to the north from the
eastern side of the Prehistoric Site is post-lake beds, but on the whole the faulting younger
than the lake beds was minor in extent and probably confined to intra—formational episodes
and small movements along some of the pre—existing grid faults.

The lake beds described dip very gently to the west or south-west along the north bank
of the Ol Keju Nero and. where this river turns southward into the upper Koera valley, they
pass below superficial deposits. The 01 Keju Nero section in this valley exposes about 15
feet of chocolate-brown bedded earths and clays overlying seven to eight feet of laminated
brown and yellow clays with gravel lenses. but no lake beds. From this point southwards
along the Koora valley to a point some 9 miles south-east of Koora station only superficial
deposits and soils of "black alkali" type are seen.

Parkinson (1914. p. 42) described a shaft he put down to nearly 100 feet on the Koora
plain some 10 miles north of the railway. The shaft must have been somewhere in the upper
Koora valley approximately on a line between the south summit of Olorgesailie and Shanamu.
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The beds encountered in the shaft were mainly finely laminated silts and clays, except for afew pebbles and boulders of lava at 73 feet below surface. The uppermost part of the shaftpassed through 14 feet of red surface clay and the underlying silts contained much volcanicmaterial, including pumice in unconsolidated bands. Parkinson also mentioned yellow tuftsand a four foot bed of grey kaolin which may, in fact. have been impure diatomite sincekaolin in such circumstances is unlikely. At 53 feet below surface Parkinson discovered asilt crpwded with fossils identified by R. B. Newton as Planar/Jr's pfci/feri (Krauss)* andPlanar-hilt",tri'hbdmi (Nelsoh)f.,‘ Associated with these fossils, but commoner in the underlyingbed were Melanin tuberculma (Muller) and Isadora conform (Michandfi.
Whether the beds penetrated by Parkinson‘s shaft are equivalent to any part of theOlorgesailie lake beds is impossible to say. The lithology is somewhat different and noinvertebrate fossils are known from the lake beds. Since, however, the Koora trough wasprobably in existence at the time of deposition of the Olorgesailie lake beds further north.it is likely that contemporaneous beds were laid down in the Koora trough but that consider-able thicknesses of fiuviatile deposits brought down from Olorgesailie mountain and bythe Cl Keju Nero river now cover the lake beds.
A bore-hole (C.l662) drilled in the upper Koora valley near mile 16 from Magadishowed the following succession:~

dept/z
(feet)
040 clay
40—95 gravel I95—31 1 sand mixed with lava (gravel)
3I1—370 lava
370—410 clay
410—600 red soil

The log, presumably recorded by the driller, is not easy to interpret and may be inaccurate.Water was struck at 350 and 4l0 feet, coming to a rest-level at 298 feet, but the yield was only30 gallons per hour. The water was. in any case, highly alkaline having a content of dissolvedsolids of about 0-6 per cent.
Some nine miles south of Koora station the Koora trough narrows and there are largeexpanses of diatomaceous soil. In the soil from bush-pig holes well-rounded vesicular lavapebbles are sometimes found. Apart from these there is no exposure of rock in the valleyfloor.

In the Legemunge area lake beds comparable to those described by Shackleton arefound south of the 01 Keju river. They overlie the northern and north-eastern lower slopesof ()lorgesailie mountain and dip gently to the north. The broad valley east of the Legemungeplain is somewhat lower than the latter and is covered by brown dusty soil containingisolated lava boulders. The Magadi road is a little below ground—level at some points onthis plain and a flat surface of homogeneous brown clay silt is exposed. In the shallow gorgeof the 01 Keju Nero where it crosses this lower plain exposures are of brown or grey laminatedclays overlain by unconsolidated reddish brown and buffsilty clays. In places the lava flooris exposed and is seen to consist of plateau trachyte. The deposits of the trough east ofLegemunge are therefore rather dilferent in character from the Olorgesailie lake beds. Sincethe two troughs were originally one area of deposition it is assumed that rocks of the 0101‘—gesailie lake beds are present locally in the deeper parts of the trough. but that when theeastern part was downfaulted a further sequence of lacustrine beds were deposited on the()lorgesailie lake beds in the lower eastern trough. The uneroded character of the plainsurface suggests that the later lake beds may be much younger than the ()lorgesailie lakebeds. The poor exposures. however, do not allow a certain conclusion to be found.
The upper Kwenia valley like the Koora \alley is covered with soils and sheets ofalluxial boulder beds derived from ()lorgesailie mountain. Both the Koora and Kweniac\tensions of the Legemunge plain slope gently southwards in harmony with the general[ill of the area and it is clear that this slope could not have existed while the ()lorgesailie

"\0\\ known as Bloom/inland p/t'i/Ii'ri.
T‘\0\\ knoun as (Armin/us ‘r'i'blw/Lri. ':Noty knonn as b'u/inm mnmrmx (Michand) and is probably synonymous \Vllll B. ”Hiram/1' and B, tangy/nit.
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lake was in being. otherwise the waters could haxe escaped southward. It is possible that
some of the southward slope of this region was due to deepening of the troughs subsequent
to the deposition of the ()lorgesailie lake beds.

Vertebrate fossils haxe been found in the ()lorgesailie lake beds. in excayations in or
near the Prehistoric Site. some ofthe bones being found on the actual li\ ing srtes ofprehistorie
man and assocrated with artifacts. The fossils recorded (Leakey, Nil. pp. 32—33) are: ~

.S‘I'mopt’I/iit'm
‘fl‘('/lf(lf.\'/\'()(I’(’Il rec/xi (Dietrich) . - : . ; . ' ‘ ' '
H_t'p.si/iippuriun cf. a/hr'rtt’nsis (Hopwood) M1‘\‘ (“'8‘ AN 0 i " i H‘U‘”) 1k AL
[it/um ()ldt)lt'(l_\‘('lI.\'f.\‘ (Hopwood) l. l i“. R l \i i,.‘§T
[Squirt (/uugw subspecies
('t'ramllit’rimn .w'nimz germano-q/i'it'mmm (Hilt7)
PoIamut'liot’rux mujlm (Hopwood)
Nonrelive/‘11s t/I't'lrit‘lu' (Hopvvood)
P/Iur'nr/rm’rus afi‘r'calmx (L'uvier)
lifppo/NHCHIHIS gorgopx (Dietrich)
SI'vaI/ivr/‘Imi ()lt/Irn‘c/rsis (Hopwood) _____,,,._,_, ”A--. a _,_,,,._.‘._.........1..x.an i
Gila/[21 cf. (upstart/Is (Geoffrey)
Tamwrmgm sp.
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The above fossils and the Acheulian artifacts found on the living sites are comparable
with those of Bed [V at Oldoway in Tanganyika (Leakey. 1952) and are interpreted as being
of upper Middle Pleistocene age (upper Kamasian or in Leakey‘s more recent terminology,
Kanjeran *NUU Leakey, 1950, p. 63).

(5) HIGH MAGADI BEDS
Temperley (1951. pp. lS-lo) first described and named these beds, although Parkinson

may have had them in mind when describing horizontally bedded brown silts in the south-
eastern mud flats of the lake (Parkinson, I914. p. 43). Temperley named the beds “High
Magadi Beds" on account of the fact that they represent the remnants of the deposits of
Lake Magadi when it stood at a level some 40 feet higher than the present lake surface.
White (1953) has also described these beds. and believes that they are due to sudden repeated
floodings of the lake. No extensive areas of the beds remain at the present day, most of
the exposures being found on the steep sides of the west—facing escarpments on the east side
of the lake. The beach-line of the former high Magadi lake is clearly discernible in the
scarp bounding the eastern side of the lake. where it is seen to be horizontal and undisturbed
by any faulting*features that are common to all the exposures of High Magadi Beds, and
which show that no tilting or faulting has taken place in the Magadi trough since the formation
of these beds.

The High Magadi Beds rest unconformably on Chert Series rocks and plateau trachyte
lavas and frequently overlie a kunkar limestone horizon. They consist princrpally of brown
silts and clays with occasional fossil horizons.

Where the High Magadi Beds are preserved at the base of fault escarpments they can
often be traced downwards to the level of the lake and appear to be continuous with the
brown silts that make up the floor of the mud flats in the south-eastern arm of the lake.
Although much of the area of mud flats surrounding the lake is covered with superficial
shingle, mud and thin efflorescences of salts, it seems as if the High Magadi Beds continue
downwards below the level of the surface of the present lake and that part of the series of
evaporites and their interbedded clays may be included in the High Magadi Beds. In any
case there must be a stratigraphical break due to a period oferosion somewhere in the succes-
sion below the lake, but whether it is at the Evaporite Series—Chert Series junction or
somewhere in the Evaporite Series is not known. The question whether any part of the
High Magadi Beds contained evaporites is, at the moment, impossible to answer, nor is it
known whether the whole or only a part of the High Magadi Beds under the lake were eroded
away previous to the deposition of the Evaporite Series. It seems reasonable to suppose that
originally the High Magadi Beds covered the entire trough and that the greater part of them
have been removed by erosion. This erosion was probably eflected initially by streams
escaping from the south end of the lake and later by wind. The reduction in lake-level below
the present level must have been due to evaporation and probably took place during a
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relatively dry period when the supply of meteoric water was greatly reduced. It is not
necessary to assume, however. that the lake dried up completely~ it is possible that evapora-
tion concentrated the lake waters to such an extent that the crystallization of trona beds
began. Once trona crystallization begins and the trona reaches the lake surface the rate of
evaporation drops considerably, for the area of brine exposed to the atmosphere is much
reduced. In the case of lagoons skins of floating crystals of sodium carbonate monohydrate
develop and the liquor below is protected from evaporation.

In the central part of the Magadi trough there may therefore be no stratigraphical break
between the High Magadi Beds and the Evaporite Series. In any case it must be assumed
that due either to rise in the water—table or to the activity of alkaline springs more alkaline
water was supplied to the lake and that by alternate evaporite formation and clay deposition
the Evaporite Series was deposited up to the present lake-level.

For descriptive purposes the High Magadi Beds are taken as those outcropping at and
above present lake—level as will be described below, while the Evaporite Series are the beds
cored during drilling on the lake and comprise evaporites and clays resting on Chert Series
rocks.

The most instructive sections in High Magadi Beds are seen in the “dry lagoon". a small
cove traversed by the motor track leading south from Magadi. Here yellowish brown fine-
grained silts showing little bedding overlie lava, vertical sections exposing tip to l5 feet of the
silts. The basal bed consists of 16 to 28 inches of lava shingle cemented by kunkar limestone
indicating that the lava surface was similar to that at the present day. Diagram A, Fig. 7.
illustrates a section in the “dry lagoon". The floor of the lagoon consists of lava and kunkar
shingle mixed with dark grey dusty hill-wash, and outcropping in'the floor is a small exposure
of green clays about two feet high dipping at 18 westwards. This exposure probably
represents disturbed Chert Series rocks underlying the High Magadi Beds. The upper surface
of the outliers ofsilts in the “dry lagoon" are more or less level and are about 30 feet higher
than present lake-level.

By the side of the lake about half a mile north of the “dry lagoon" a facet of High
Magadi Beds comparable in altitude and type to the “dry lagoon" sections, rests on a west-
ward slope of lava in a small valley. The beds are unconsolidated fine yellow-brown silts
without any bedding or characteristic basal bed. Scattered black fish scales are common in
the silts.

At the south-eastern extremity of the south-eastern arm of the lake a stream has cut an
unusually deep and precipitous gorge along a fault-plane in lavas. Facets of boulder beds
and fluviatile silts occur in the lower part of this gorge at a level some 25 to 45 feet above
present lake-level. It is probable that these beds are the marginal fiuviatile equivalents of
the High Magadi Beds that formerly filled the south-east arm of the lake. The section is
as followszw

ff.
3. boulder bed (boulders from 3’ to l” diameter) . . . . . . c. 6
2. thin bedded brown silts grading upwards into the overlying boulder

bed .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. l5
l. roughly graded conglomerate containing lava fragments frcm

24" to l" size in a matrix of brown silt .. .. .. .. l0
The mud flats round the mouth of the gorge are covered by a shallow alluvial cone of lava
boulders about 300 yards wide. The lloor of the southern part of the south-east arm of
the lake. immediately north of the gorge described. is quite flat and smooth and consists of
yellow-brown dust, unconsolidated and traversed by sun-cracks and partly overgrown with
reeds. At the northern end of this area ofyellow-brown dust. in the narrow part of the trough
between the Magadi and Rifle-range scarps the ground is of undulating brown and grey loess
rising to some 25 feet above lake-level. The brown and grey dusty loess overlies an eroded
surface of relatively compact High Magadi Beds consisting of homogeneous light brown silts.

In the Rifle-range scarp immediately east of the range High Magadi Beds occur as
facets adhering to the scarp face. The lower part of the section consists of some 35 feet of
homogeneous unl‘edded brown silts merlain by a zone ofhighly irregular arborescent white
chert bodies in a n‘.:itri\ of silt. Above the chert zone are 15 feet of finely laminated brown
and bull‘elays t'tvz'riing, at their upper limit. a narrow impersistent terrace on the side of the
scarp which is itself composed of plateau trachyte lava. ()n the surface of this terrace there
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are often man} tubular kunkar limestone bodies. some bifurcating. others curved. which
ha\c clearly formed by the deposition of limestone on the outside of twigs and fragments of
branches. The kunkar limestone is usually a quarter to half an inch thick and the tubes are
from two thirds to one and a half inches in diameter. \o organic material remains in the
tubes but in some specimens the mould of the original outer surface of the bark can be
discerned.

The flat floor of the trough in the vicinity of the rifle—range is composed of the homo—
geneous brown silt of the High Magadi Beds locally overlain by thin beds of shingle and
dust. Where the silts are e\posed. however. they frequently have an irregular surface
composed of numerous rounded knobs from three to five inches in diameter projecting up
to six inches above the smooth silt surface. The lower part of the knob is usually narrower
than the upper part. giving the structures the appearance of being on small pedestals. The
knobs are continuous with the silt floor and lime been formed by wind erosion ofthe saturated
silts. it is also interesting to note that the silts at and near present lake-level always appear
massive and rather darker in colour than those occurring a few feet above lake-level. This
is attributed to their being saturated with alkaline waters. The knobs and the smooth silt
floor of the trough are locally covered in dry weather by thin crusts of varying colour con-
sisting of etlloresccnccs of salts containing silt particles.

Resting on the nodular chert outcrops about 600 yards north—west of the rifle-range are
silts of the High Magadi Beds. Their relationship to the chert is shown in diagram C. Fig. 7.
The beds rise from si\ to ten feet above the level of the surrounding shingle surface and
consist of brown fine-grained friable silts. having locally a dip of 67} ' towards the south-west.
They rest on an eroded massive chert surface and have patches of kunkar limestone at their
base. In this section the small outliers of High Magadi silts resting on chert are dry, friable
and visibly bedded whereas the adjacent silts which pass below the shingle are damp,
saturated and massive in appearance.

At the base of the scarp below and to the east of the golf-course a section exposing a
grey-brown loess overlying an eroded surface of High Magadi Beds similar to those previously
described is seen. The section is illustrated by diagram B, Fig. 7. About half-way down the
section a thin horizon of white slightly plastic powder about one and a half inches thick was
found interbedded in the brown silts. A similar bed was seen at lake-level on the flats about
200 yards north—east of the section. At this point, however, the bed was plastic like putty
and about three inches mick. Specimens (51/427 and 51/428) of this material proved to be
extremely finely divided silica devoid of orjpnie structure which. on the drying out of some
specimens. became hard and porcellaneous. ‘;‘t is concluded that the bed represents a chemical
precipitate of colloidal silica which has not yet been converted to chert by recrystallization.
This occurrence and the zone of arborescent chert found near the rifle—range represent the
only two known occurrences of silica as discrete bodies in the High Magadi Beds.

Other exposures of the High Magadi Beds occur as relic outliers at the base of the high
eastern boundary scarp of the lake. One of these is found at the point where the road and
railway converge about one mile east of the factory. Here, as in the other exposures. the
beds are horizontally bedded silts.

The scarp bounding the lake north-east of the Magadi factory has a well-marked
terrace at the upper limit of the High Magadi Beds. It is best developed some distance to
the north of the factory area, on the south-east side of the Nengeba valley. Here a well-
defined terrace with clitT exposures below it shows the section illustrated by diagram E, Fig. 7.
The fish bed referred to is a narrow zone of laminated brown clays crowded with black
fish skeletons. The fish have been identified by H. Copley. Fish Warden of Kenya, as Ti/apia
Iii/mica, a fresh-water type common in existing African faunas.

A section almost identical with that described above occurs in two small outliers of
High Magadi Beds below the “needle“. at the base of the "Needle Rock" scarp. The section
is illustrated in diagram D, Fig. 7. The silts and clays at this locality rest on a slightly
sloping surface of cherty kunkar limestone which overlies the Chert Series. The outliers
are well rounded and covered by a thin efilorescence of salts. Their squat, rounded and
flat-topped character may have caused Gregory. who probably saw them from the top of the
escarpment to the east. to misinterpret them as mud-volcanoes. for he says (Gregory. 1921.
p. 178) “A group of mud-volcanoes on the eastern shore. a few miles north of the Hospital.
indicates the ascent of hot water under pressure“. In fact no mud-volcanoes were seen in
this area.
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l'ntil recently nothing was knt of the rocks underlying the uppermost trona bed ofLake Magadi. though the Magadi Soda ( ompany has for many years carried out routine
tests on the lake and made numerous analyses of the upper 8 to 12 feet of the Eyaporitc
Series. ln general it “as found that at about 8 to 10 feet below lake-level an increasing amountof black mud “as included in the trona and. in places. a bed of almost pure black mud was
found at appro\imatcly 11 to 12 feet. It was assumed that this mud continued downwards
\xithout interbedded eyaporites.

During August. 1953. core drilling was undertaken by the (‘ompany at the writer‘s
suggestion and five bore-holes. of which four were on the central part of the lake, were put
down. each penetrating to (‘hert Series rocks. The principal object of this drilling was to
discover whether sodium chloride evaporites or brines existed in depth. but a secondary
object was to discmcr the geological sequence of lake beds. The drilling was carried out bythe Mowlem (‘onstruction Company with a "Sulliyan" diamond rotary drill-rig mounted on
a truck. Drilling water was obtained from a well dtig in the trona alongside the rig and
consisted of lake liquor (m. 35 per cent solids in solution). The sites of the bore—holes are
marked on Fig. 9 and the log of the cores is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 8. The bore—
holes penetrated considerable thicknesses of trona beds and showed that over an extensive
area of the lake the trona occurs as a series of maporites interbedded with clays. Crystalline
sodium bicarbonate (nahcolite) occurs with the trona (see p. 44). On later pages, however.
the evaporite beds are referred to in general terms as trona. The cores are logged anddescribed below and an indication of the core recovery is given in parenthesis.

Bore-lw/t' A
0 to 7 feet .. medium—grained crystalline trona—core buff to greenish-white, crushed

(28 03).
7 to 12 feet . . medium-grained crystalline trona (40%).
12 to 15 feet .. about 18 inches of pure trona at 12 feet. grading downwards into pale

green clay with scattered trona crystals (66 91;).
15 to 21 feet . . two inch bed of coarse grey tronamno other core (3 ‘35).
21 to 31 feet .. pale olive-green clay with thin bands containing trona crystals—two

small half-inch trona beds at about 25 feet, five inch massive bed at
29 feet grading upwards into green clay and trona needles (50 7/3).31 to 38 feet .. pale olive-green clay spotted with grey trona needles grading into pure
olive clay at 32 feet and continuing to 35 feet where the clay lightens
to a light yellow—brown colour; trona crystals are present in the clay
at 35 and 38 feet (100"0).

38 to 41 feet . . pale green clay with large acicular trona crystals (10090).
41 to 483 feet . . pale green clay with large acicular trona crystals (7 ‘1; . '
48$ to 65 feet . . pale greenish brown clay without trona crystals, grading at 64% feet into

yellow brown clayey silt (37%).
65 to 701 feet . . pale brown clayey silt (50"0).
70$ to 91 feet . . at 701 feet a few inches of pale brown silt containing a fish scale. followed

by fragmentary black chert (2%).
()1 to 146 feet .. fragmentary patchily black and buff chert. some fragments tip to three

inches long. The drilling record indicates alternating soft and hard
drilling and the drilling muds indicate that green clay is interbedded
with the chert (400).

It will be seen that core recovery in the chert was extremely poor and the recovery of the
rest of the c'ore was rarely satisfactory.

B()I'(’-/l()/(' B
0 to 3 feet . . crushed pure trona (33 ”4).
3 to 10 feet . . white and pale grey pure crystalline trona (452;).
10 to 16 feet . . white pure fine-grained to medium crystalline trona (33“0’).
16 to 20 feet . . white crushed trona (50%).
20 to 36 feet . . fragmentary crystalline trona grading downwards into massive fine-grained

yellowish white trona (6%).
36 to 50 feet .. coarsely crystalline massive dark grey trona in beds ll} inches thick—

some beds are up to 5 inches thick (39%,).
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50 to 72 feet
72 to 82 feet

8'2 to 92$ feet ..

921 to 96 feet

96 to 1 12 feet

112to 125 feet ..

125 to 138 feet ..

138 to 141 feet ..

141 to 153 feet ..

153to 158 feet ..

158 to 201 feet ..

0 to 10 feet
10 to 20 feet
20 to 33 feet

33 to 52 feet
52 to 62 feet
62 to 72 feet

72 to 75 feet

811 to 91 feet ..

91 to 102 feet ..
102 to 121 feet ..

0 to 6 feet
6 to 21 feet

21 to 51 feet
51 to 84 feet
84 to 87 feet

955 to 124 feet ..
124t0158feet ..
158 t0164 feet ..

. massive coarse dark grey trona;
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. . massive coarse trona in beds up to 6 and 9 inches thick (43 °,’,).
. acicular trona crystals in pale greenish brown clay. the trona predominat-

ing over the clay; nahcolite detected at 81 feet (30%).
massive coarse dark grey trona; nahcolite detected at 92 feet—fin beds

several feet thick (100 “,,).
olive—green silt with trona crystals

9 inches thick near 96 feet (1009;).
. Three inches of coarse trona at 96 feet; trona crystals in dirty green silt

to 111 feet; last foot is of pale greenish buff clay with brown spots
(83 ‘71,).

pale greenish brown unbedded silts with acicular trona in 3 inch bed at
125 feet (80%).

pale olive—green silty clays; the lower part of the core is of dark grey chert,
some platy, some massive with irregular colour lamination, whitish
to green-grey in colour; the exact depth of the chert/silt contact
is not known (4%).

cream and dark grey chert with cavities, possibly pseudomorphous after
trona (30%).

pale olive-green silt with trona needles; the lower part of core is frag-
mentary black and white chert (53g).

fragmentary chert above, some coarse trona (nahcolite detected) in lower
part of core (20 31; .

fragmentary chert with adhering olive-green clay (8 9;).

Bore-hole C
. crushed pure trona (2533).

. . i—no core—
. coarse massrve trona, yellowish in colour, occurring as three inch thick

beds—grading at 25 feet into trona-bearing green clay (43 93).
. . pale green silty clay with rare one-inch trona beds (10%).
. . pale green clay with several 2-inch trona beds (55% .

. One inch whitish green trona grading into 1 ft. 9 in. pale green spotted
clay, then 2-inch transition through clay with trona to a 1 ft. 2 in
massive coarse grey trona bed, followed by 44; in. of green clay wrth
trona crystals and 6 ft. 6 in. of massive white and grey trona (10090).

. . massive coarse grey trona (35 %).
75 to 81% feet .. 75 to 78 feet massive trona, underlain by one foot of brown spotted clay

followed by pale green spotted clays (50 ‘31, .
pale brown clay grading downwards into pale greenish brown clays at

the base (75 ‘35).
light brown clays grading downwards into dark brown silt (90 ‘1’; .
fragmentary chert, coloured green, white and grey (531,).

Bore-hole D
. . white clean trona (17%).

. white clean trona grading into pale green silt with trona crystals at 20
feet (15 5%,).

. massive clean coarse trona beds 4 to 6 inches thick (20 33).
. . ~—no core—
. . pale greenish buff clay containing trona crystals (20%).

87 to 98 feet ..
91% to 95% feet ..

fine-grained trona (90 3f, .
approximately 2 feet of very pure large trona crystals with massive coarse

trona below (50 ‘70).
fine-grained white and brownish grey trona in massive beds (43 9x; .
«no core*
fragments of pale green clay and nodular dark grey chert (5 3f, .

From the logs and the figure (Fig. 8, p. 42) it can be seen that it is not possible to make
obvious correlations between the trona beds cored in the different bore-holes. The bore-holes
do show, however, that the Evaporite Series beds rest on an irregular chert surface and that
considerable bodies of trona occur below the surface.
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The underground trona beds are similar in appearance to those found on the surfacewith the exception of colour and degree of compaction. The underground trona is oftendark grey or brownish due to the inclusion in the crystals of black mud. Within ten to twentyfeet of the suriace. however. the trona is often white or yellowish. and in some beds muddy.

deposition of the clays was under anaerobic conditions and that these conditions persistto the present day. The evolution of hydrogen sulphide may be due to the action ofanaerobicbacteria on sulphates. reducing them to sulphides and generating hydrogen sulphide. Thehydrogen sulphide may in turn attack the iron salts in the clays with the formation of blackamorphous iron sulphide. The reactions suggested are as follows (Pettijohn. I948. p. 458):«~
R504 *F2C92C03 + RS
RS+C02 e'r H20-»s+ RCO3

The change in colour noticed in the cores is therefore probably due to the oxidation ofmetallic sulphides in the clays.

Deposition of the Evaporite Series may be considered as coptinuing at the present time.The material being deposited now is composed almost wholly of sodium sesquicarbonateand this is being added to by the introduction of salts from the springs. Small amounts ofdust are contributed during dust storms and probably account for the small amount(in. l per cent) of clay fraction in the surface trona.
The surface of the lake, when seen from a distance. is slightly off-white in colour. someparts near the margins being pinkish due to the presence of algae. The surface is mostly flat.but locally is slightly hummocky or traversed by cracks and small thrusts where plates oftrona have overidden each other due to expansion of the surface. The thrusts often resultin the formation of ridges of trona plates leaning together like the two sides of a roof and in

height. The ridges produced by expansion enclose perfectly level areas of trona which varygreatly in size. In general. where the interstitial liquor is a few feet below the surface theridges are either absent or few. Where it is near the surface, however, the ridges are closetogether and enclose plates of trona a few feet in diameter. Most commonly, however, theridges enclose roughly circular areas of trona some ten yards in diameter. The trona surfaceitself consists of upstanding bladed crystals with sharp points that sometimes reach two anda half inches in length. On breaking a piece of the surface trona it is seen that the crystalsgrow upwards as stellate groups penetrating each other and forming a firm mesh of crystals.Frequently successive growths of crystals give a section in the upper part of the trona alayered appearance, the nuclei of the stellate crystal growths being in the same plane. Thecrystals radiate upwards and terminate against the overlying layer. which consists of thenuclei of the succeeding generation of crystals It is assumed that these layers, which areapproximately one inch in thickness. represent seasonal growths. On the trona surface thinflat plates of small interf’lted trona needles are found, varying in size up to several inches indiameter. They represent the thin skin of floating trona crystals that forms on the liquorsurface when it rises above the trona after the rains. The thin plates only form after the floodwaters have been concentrated and often occur in depressions in the trona surface wheresurface water collects and remains longer than in other places.
ln wells dug near the causeway over the lake the upper six feet of trona are exposed.The trona is massive. porous and coarsely crystalline. there being no obvrous stratification.In general the lower layers are light grey to grey in colour due to mud included in the crystals.
The interstitial liquor of the lake is usually between a few inches and two feet below thetrona surface in dry seasons and is turbid and reddish brown. blood red. or greenish brownin colour. Where the liquor is near the surface of the trona the trona is sometimes tingedwith the colour of the liquor.
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The composition of the trona is straightforwardwit consists of trona crystals (sodium
sesquicarbonate vNa3(‘()_:.NaHCO_z.2H;O). sodium fluoride (NaF). and rarely of small
amounts of common salt (halite. NaCl) which sometimes crystallizes on the surface of the
trona due to complete exaporation of shallow pools of liquor. It seems that the existence of
fluoride in the lake was unsuspected until l923. In 1943, .l. A. Stevens. in an unpublished
report to the Magadi Soda Company. suggested that the mineral had not been previously
reported in a natural occurrence and proposed to name it magadite. Naturally-occurring
sodium fluoride had. howeyer. been discovered in a rock collection made by Villiaume of the
alkaline igneous rocks on the islands of Los. French Guinea, where it fills small miarolitic
cavities in nepheline syenite. The mineral was described by Lacroix in I908 (see Dana, 195l.
p. l0). and named yilliaumite. Since then \‘illiaumite has been reported from alkaline rocks
in the Lovozero and Khibina tundras of the Kola peninsula, U.S.S.R.

The writer made efforts to separate sodium fluoride from crushed crude trona by means
of heavy liquids. without success. Recrystallized sodium fluoride obtained from the Magadi
Soda Company was examined and was seen to have the optical properties of artificial
\illiaumite. It consisted of rounded greyish white crystals giving translucent cubic cleavage
fragments when crushed; the specific grayity was determined as 2-80. and the refractive index
as less than P3323. Villiaumite was observed as well-formed cubic crystals occurring as
inclusions in the larger trona crystals, and also occurs as clots of crystals adhering to the
margins of the trona crystals. The villiaumite is present as crystals of remarkably uniform
size which are easily released by crushing, and which have been separated from the trona by
panning and washing. The washed concentrates show an abundance of clear cubic crystals
which are isotropic. and have the optical properties given above. It is of interest to note that
villiaumite in igneous rocks is red and anomalously anisotropic until heated to 300” C, when
it becomes isotropic.

The occurrence of villiaumite at Magadi is particularly interesting in view of the fact
that previously it has only been reported in igneous rocks. The crystallization of villiaumite
from cold aqueous solutions, as has taken place at Magadi, is probably not unique but does
not seem to have been reported before.

A typical analysis of the surface trona is quoted below:—
per cent

Na3C03 .. .. .. .. .. .. 45-2
NaHCO3 .. .. .. .. 35~7
NaF 0’9
NaCl .. .. 1-7
N’sO4 .. .. .. .. .. 0'06
Combined H30 .. .. .. .. 15~3
lnsoluble.. .. 0'9

AnaI.—Magadi Chemical Laboratory.
Analyses of lake liquor taken on 19th August, 195], from the dredge paddock are given
below:—

‘ 1 11 111
i i

. Nazcoj ..; 15-9 159 l 18-1NaHCO; .. 3 1-4 1-6 1-0NaCl .. .. 5 6-9 7-1 5.9NaF .. .. ; 0-272 0-304 1 0-336Total Alkali .. 1 16-8 16-9 1 188
l
l i
l l

All figures are in grams per 100 grams liquor.
l Paddock liquor at surface.

I] Paddock liquor at 4 feet below surface.
Ill Paddock liquor at 8 feet below surface.
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A number of analyses were carried out on liquors and cores from various depths duringthe drilling of the bore-holes on the lake. Since it was impossible to pump the bore-holesdry before taking each sample and since surface liquor was used as drilling water, the analysesof the liquors at various depths represent mixtures of surface and underground liquors. Asthe composition of the surface liquor is known it is possible, however, to obtain a roughimpression of the nature of the sub-surface liquors. All figures in the analyses of the liquorsare expressed as grams per 100 grams solution unless otherwise stated. The analyses werecarried out by Dr. W. Goldsand of the Magadi Soda Company unless otherwise stated.
Liquors from Bore-hole A

11

l

Feet below trona surface :. 41 i 65 : 120 '

NaHCO3 .. .. .. 1 0-5 1-8 2-0N82C03 .. . 5 17-3 8-8 15-3NaCl 1 9-6 4-2 6-3
NaF i 0'29 026 ‘ 0'42

1 -‘ .Specific gravity . . l 125 1 1-13 1‘ 1-22

Care from Bore-hole A
sign-1143045,51821915: 201611134)‘ .._,,.,_u
Feet below trona surface 1' 38

3 per (‘0!!!Na2C03 .. .. .. ..1 53-2NaCl .. .. .. ..| 4-4NaF .. .. .. M! 0-5
SiOz .. .. .. . 3 25-1
Insoluble (other than $102) . 1 16-8

NOTE—Analysis recalculated to 100%.
Anal.—J. Furst, 15—12—53.

Liquors from Bore-hole B
l :Feet below trona surface ‘ 20 l 50 5 72 1 112 5 125 170

NaHCO3 012 E 019 3 0-8 - 0-18 : 0-12 0-92N32C03 .. 1 20-4 1 187 F 12-0 19-5 ‘ 20-3 12-5NaCl .. 1 10-9 11-8 11-9 ‘ 11-3 10-6 7-25NaF . . 0-32 ; 0-30 , 0-29 ; 0-27 0-28 017
Specific gravity .. .. .. l 1-30 : 128 i 1-24 ‘ 1-31 1 1-30 120

W , _, ,Q”€’if"‘_’"' 3058150193 leakiné’iyv'iq) ._._
Feet below trona surface 15 20 60

1 per cent per cent ‘ prc ('r'nt
NagCO; .. .. .. 1 97'4 89'6 . 96‘6NaCl .. .. ., ,. [-63 2-55 0-63NaF .. .. .. .. 0-85 1-2 1 0-30
Insoluble .. .. .. 0-22 6-5" 1 250

100-10 99-85 . 100-03
‘lncluding two per cent of giiylussite (NugCOg. (‘;i(.‘O_x. SHZO)



( Unca/cincd Uvaporin'1

l-cct belo“ 1101121 s111face -: 81 92 158

[70’ ( ( III [:C/' (‘k’lll [7(‘1' ('UHI
N:1;( Oi N;1H( 03 21130 .. 50 7 66-6 40-3
N;1H( ()3 .1 i. ‘ 444 29-0 56-3
FICe moisture .. .0 .. 0-93 0-42 0 67
NuCl .. ., .1 .. 1 1-00 0-3 0-1
NaF .. .. .. 1 0-12 0-05 0-17
CaCO3 (acid soluble) .. .. 1 0-25 0-28 0-11
8102 (acid insoluble) . . . . 2-24 3-00 2-00
Organic matter . . . . . . 1 0-20 0-28 0-20

1 99 84 99-93 99-85
._‘7 7 ,77777 2 7 277727.: __..»V 7 i——-Ar-- - ‘77 .7,

Liquors from Bore-hole C__ __. - , A 1 1 ......... 2 _
Feet below trona surface 5 20 1 52 i 62 ; 75 121

1 i I1 1 1 "—
NaHCO3 0-12 :- 0-12 0-24 1 0-25 0-24NazC03 19-9 1 19-8 ‘ 20-0 1 20-1 18-7NaCl 106 1 10-7 10-4 1 9-8 11-5NaF 0-25 1 0-34 1 0-28 1 0-31 1 025
Specific gravity .. .. 1 1-29 1 1-29 1-30 ‘ 1-28 1 1-29

Core from Bore-hole C
(trona, calcined)

1

Feet below trona surface 1 78

“ per cent
Na'zCO3 . . . . .. i 95-6
NaCl . . . 1 0-4
NaF 1 0-2
S102 . 1 2-6
lnsoluble (0ther than $102) ' 1-2

N()1E.—Analysis recalculated to 100°;

Liquors from Bore-hole D

Anal.—J. Furst. 15—12—53.

. i 1 1
Feet below trona surface 1 21 1 87 1 91 104 1 128

1 1 1 1NaHCQ3 1 0-12 5 0-25 1 0-31 0-50 0-31N33C03 .. ,. .. 1 17-8 1 15-8 1 14-4 15-1 16-3NaCl .. .. .. .. 1 10-7 1 12-0 13-7 11-3 11-3NaF 1 0-23 1 0-28 1 0-25 0-22 030
l 1

Specific gravity 1 1 3 1 1-27 1 1-27 1-27 1 28
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Care from Bore-hole D

(trona, calcined)

Feet below trona surface l20

per a 'm
N32C‘03 .. .. .. .. 895
Na(‘l .. _. .. _. l-3
NaF .. .. .. .. 0-2
Sl()3 .. .. .. .. 8-l .
Insoluble (other than SiOg) . . ()4)

Nora-«Analysis recalculated to l0()"”

.‘lfIU/guj. Rust, 15 12.53.

The above analyses indicate that the sub-surface evaporites consist primarily of sodium
carbonates, and a cursory examination of the cores shows the abundance ol‘ trona. Theanalyses of the lower part of the core from bore-hole B. hOWC\Ci‘, indicate the presence ol‘substantial amounts of sodium bicarbonate (nahcolite; see W.F. Foshag. Amer. Milt, vol,
25. I941), pp, 76‘) 778). and the occurrence of nahcolite as small needles in the clay matrix
between trona prisms in this core was confirmed microscopically. Owing to the fact thatmost of the core samples were calcined before analysis the bicarbonate content in generalwas not determined. lt is possible that much bicarbonate occurs with trona in the sub
surt‘ace evaporites. lt will also be noted that, in the case of bore-hole B. the fluoride content
at depth is considerably less than at surface.

It is evident from the nature of the succession of the Exaporite Series that the beds were
deposited under conditions similar to those obtaining at the present day. The trona bedsare probably impersistent laterally and are almost certainly lenticular. During the deposition
of the lower part of the series the lake was probably a more or less level area ot‘ mud flatswith shallow depressions containing concentrated alkaline liquor similar to but probably
much less rich in sodium chloride than the present-day lake liquor. In these depressionstrona would crystallize as well as in the liquor-saturated muds. Climatic fluctuations bringing
wetter weather would allow the dilution of the surface liquors and preyent the crystallization
ol‘ trona, and at the same time lead to the deposition ol‘ more mud.

To account for the continual supply ol‘ sodium carbonate in solution. a supply whichmust have been more or less regular during the deposition ot' the series. it is necessary topostulate either alkaline spring activity or the supply of alkaline ground-water. The question
of the origin of the salts is fully discussed in a later section tp. 55).

Parts ol' the trona bed that were dredged by Magadi Soda (‘onipany to a depth ot‘
5 7 feet twenty or twenty-the years ago have now been rctillcd b} “reiormed” trona. This
trona is similar to the rest ol‘ the upper part of the trona bed btit is slightly purer since it
contains less mud and probably slightly less thioride. The rate ol‘ cr_\'st:illi/ation ot' retormed
trona is approximately three inches per unmmz.

Since solutes are being added to the lake l‘astei‘ than salts are rcnioted b} the \lagadiSoda Company. the trona deposit \\ ill continue to grow in si/e until either climatic or tectonicchanges alter the present conditions.

(7) l it‘yiniii- l)ri’o.‘~its
[be main area ot‘ llus'iatile deposits is in the st'itith—westcrn part ol' the area wl‘cre thereis a wide llat plain ot~ alltnitim deposited by the [Jaso Nyiro. l‘Ltl’llUt‘ than this espansc ol'ttlllnltllll surrounding the lower reaches ol' the river are the high :illtnial terraces. remains

of which are town! as outliers at the northern estrcmity ol‘ the area ot'l giso \_\iio ;illii\ itini.l‘hes‘c high terraces are at a level ol~ some otl t'ect abos'e the bed ol‘ the thiso \s iro and consist
of small outliers ot' tinc dusty iinbeddcd clayey silts with their light and darker brown colour~laminations. l'hc outliers rcst partly on law and partly on gently dipping clays ol. the \"’tl'C~k
T\_\iro beds. At the contact with the \garc Nyiro beds there is ti ktinlsar limestone hori/on.
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some parts of which contain nodular travertine casts of twigs and. in one case. ofa tree trunk
about nine feet long. Where the allmial terrace has been removed by erosion the kunkar
surface is locally preserved as a paxement of slabby dirty-white or bi'o\\nish limestone on
which two low mounds of travertine were found. The alluvium resting on kunkar limestone
which in turn rests on dipping lake beds recalls the relationship of the High Magadi Beds
to the ("hert Series and it may well be that the High Uaso Nyiro terrace can be correlated
with the High Magadi Beds.

The High L‘aso Nyiro terrace is not seen at the latitude of the Oloibortoto gorge and
is probably overlain by the more recent alluvium which covers the whole of the lower Uaso
Nyiro depression. This alluvium is quite homogeneous and structureless and contains no
gravel or boulder horizons where it is seen in section in the 40-foot gorge cut by the Uaso
Nyiro. It is composed of yellow—brown dusty clays and silts stretching to the base of the
Nguruman escarpment in the west and to the Oloronga plateau in the cast. Two partial
analyses have been made of the silts near the bridge over the Uaso Nyiro and are given
below :-—~

Per cent Per cent

SiO; ,. .. 54-72 55-40
FC203 . t .. W
Al303 .. .. j 22-84 2426
TiOz ..
CaO , . . . trace trace
Loss on ignition .. . 14‘58 ll-ZO

Altair—Magadi Chemical Laboratory.

Two areas of river alluvium occur at the northern extremities of the western and northern
arms of lake Magadi. This alluvium has been brought down by seasonal streams descending
the slope of fault-blocks. which have the usual southward tilt. The alluvium at the north
end of lake Magadi is fine-grained brown silt without bedding or coarser beds. The alluvium
is in the form of low dunes and wind—eroded hummocks and has been partly redeposited as
loess in the same area.

The alluvium or hill-wash that floors the numerous fault-troughs is generally speaking a
red-brown or light brown dusty silt with a high proportion of clay minerals. It is usually
quite structureless and although some of the material was originally deposited by streams
much of it is local hill—wash derived from neighbouring fault-plateaus and should be
considered as soil.

The alluvial boulder fans at the base of the Nguruman escarpment and those surrounding
()lorgesailie are the only coarse fiuviatile deposits in the area. This is due to the fact that
the streams descending the Nguruman escarpment and. to a lesser extent. Olorgesailie
mountain. have steep gradients and more rainwater discharge than the others. Also they
have been in existence longer than the streams on the younger rocks. The outwash fan or
alluvial cone of the Oloibortoto river is typical of those occurring at the base of the Nguruman
escarpment. The fan is approximately 400 feet in thickness at its masimum and is several
miles wide'and consists of quartz sands and gravel beds in the lower parts and boulder beds
with interbedded sands in the higher parts. The boulders are well rounded and consist
principally of Basement System quartzites with rarer boulders of Kirikiti basalts. Near the
entrance of the Oloibortoto gorge some boulders are several feet in diameter, but over most
of the alluvial fan the boulders do not exceed one foot in diameter.

Small areas of boulder beds are common where seasonal streams descend the escarpments
and are particularly noticeable on the flat ground round the margin of lake Magadi. These
boulder beds, in common with those described above, are too large to be in process of forma-
tion at the present time and their present extent must be due to the fact that the streams were
more active in the recent past than they are at present.
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(8) SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS

On the raised lava-blocks soils are frequently absent or confined to small depressrons.
In the fault-troughs, however, the surface almost invariably consists of light brown dusty
soils which are derived partly by hill wash and partly by wind erosion of the neighbouring
plateaux. In the centres of the larger alluvium- and soil-filled basins. such as the Kordjya
and Koora valleys. the soil darkens and becomes similar to black cotton soil, with con-
traction cracks when dry and a rough surface. This dark soil is probably allied to the “black
alkali” soils referred to by Robinson (1949, pp. 383-384) which are considered to be formed
by the accumulation of alkaline humic matter. The dark soils in the Magadi area bear a
much thicker vegetation than elsewhere.

I

Kunkar limestone is widespread as a superficial deposit. It is met with more often on
lava surfaces and in small seasonal stream-beds where it forms a matrix for lava rubble. As
is normal in semi—arid areas the kunkar, when in the soil, lies near to the surface. The lime-
stone is precipitated in the soils by the loss of carbon dioxide from bicarbonate of calcium
which is formed during the weathering of numerous silicates (soc pp. 57—61). Since calcium
is precipitated at an early stage in the weathering of the lavas. which are the source-rocks
for all the soils in the area, the remaining transported soils are relatively calcium-free and
kunkar limestone forms on them only rarely. The part played by calcium carbonate in
base exchange in the Magadi soils is outlined in a later section (13957-61).

Some partial chemical analyses of kunkar limestones have been carried out by the
Magadi Soda Companyzu a

i I ‘ 11 i 111 [V

i p(’l' (‘8!!! l per ('6!!! per (‘6‘!!! [K’I‘ (‘E’Ni
SiOg .. .. ;‘ 17-84 1 18-06 1874 1734
TiOz . . . . l 025 0-26
A1203 .. .. , 0-75 5-46 6-26 6-51
Fe203 .. .. 5-91 2-02
(‘aO . . . . 3978 39-50 39-99 1 40-54

CaCQ; (calculated)? 72-6 i 7051 71:4 i 7239

1. Average of nine samples taken in one square mile, three miles south of Magadi
golf—course.

11. Average of nine samples taken from small area at south end of Oloronga
plateau (south of area mapped).

111. One sample from western edge of Oloronga plateau.

1V. One sample from low plateau near bridge over the Uaso Nyiro.

The principal feature of the analyses is their remarkable similarity.

The character ofthe soils ol'the Magadi area generally appears to be the result of leaching
following base exchange, resulting in soils with marked superficial concentrations of relatively
insoluble carbonates and the absence of soluble carbonates. Such clay minerals as have
formed in them are predominantly bentonitic. The alkaline solutions released during base
exchange carried with them silica in solution and when the silica-rich alkaline waters entered
lake basins such as occurred during the Pleistocene history of the area. the growth of diatoms
was favoured. giving rise to extenshe diatomaceous deposits as are found in several places
near Magadi.

A complete study ol‘ the nature and development of the soils in the \lagadi area is
beyond the scope of this report. Such a study would. however. yield interesting information
and would ha\c an important bearing on the possibility of the origin of some ol. the Magadi
trona by surface leaching.
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4. The Alkaline Springs and Lagoons
J. A. Stevens. formerly ol‘the Magadi Soda Company. in one of the Company ‘5 technical

reports entitled "Lake Magadi and its Alkaline Springs" ([932), gave a full account of the
various springs near the lake and quoted numerous analvses of the spring and lagoon waters.
Almost all the information in this section is taken from his report. The distribution of
springs and lagoons is shown on the drawing presented in Fig. 9 in which the numbers used
for the various groups of springs are the same as those employed by Stevens.

The number of individual springs near the lake is large since a group of springs often
consists of a large number of small seepages rising in the mud and shingle at the lake shore.
Others. such as the main springs feeding “little Magadi“ lagoon are larger. and with a much
greater flow. Although certain sections of the lake shore have no springs at all. there are
many stretches along which there are innumerable springs. rising usually within three feet
of lake-level and running down to form a strip of alkaline liquor which separates the tronafrom the shore.

It has not been possible to measure directly the flow of individual springs but Stevens
(up. ('11.. p. 30) described a method whereby the inflow of the groups of springs feeding
isolated lagoons can be measured. The method is described later (p. 54). The temperature
of the springs varies considerably, from 33“ C. to 86“" (T. but there appears to be no relation-ship between temperature and rate of flow. In any group of springs the temperature may
vary bv 5° C. in individual springs. The temperature and composition of the various springs
are given in the following table (Stexens, 1932. p. l6):~

SPRING LIQUORS, MAGADI
t Analyses expressed as grams 100 grams liquor)

Spring 1Temperature{NaQCOyNaHCOQ NaCl lNaQSO1 NaF Total Sp. Gr.

- 1lt 1 1

No. 1 9C. Solids

i 1 35-5 1 0-878 1 1-037 1 0-768 0-013 0-022 1 2349 f 1-0172 1 37 1 0476 . 0-862 1 0-513 1 0-013 : 0-015 1 1-561 1 1-0143 39 : 0 336 1-302 1 0-610 1 0-022 1 0-014 : 1-824 ‘ 1-0164 45-5 1 0-265 1-673 1 0-708 1 0-029 ; 0-015 1 2-092 1-0195 ('. 44 0-255 1-690 1 0-699 1 0-029 1 0-016 1 2-082 1 1-01856 c. 48 0 338 , 1661 i 0728 ‘ 0-031 1 0-017 1 2-176 1-01957 38 0.780 1 0-699 1 0-566 1 0-021 i 0022 1 1-844 1 1-01558 39 1 181 1-272 1 1-042 1 0-027 ‘ 0-022 1 3-093 1 102759 37 0-203 1 0-522 0-247 ; 0-019 1 0-007 1 0-820 1 1-00610 37-5 1 0-560 1 11-705 | 0-476 0-028 1 0-016 1 1-537 1 1-01311 1 38-5 1 0-539 1 0-655 1 0-462 1 0-027 1 0-016 1 1-470 1 1-012512 38-5 1 0-817 1 0-890 0-714 1 0-034 1 0-019 1 2-160 3 1-01913 42-8 1-067 1 1203 l 0-969 3 0-032 1 0023 2-864 1 1-02614 ; 44-2 1 1-173 1 1-250 ‘ 1-035 1 0-033 ; 0-025 1 3068 i 1-027515 ‘ 40 1 538 1 0630 i 1-025 1 0-029 0-024 1 3-021 ! 1-026516 u 40 1 548 1 0-630 1-025 1 0-028 0-024 1 3-035 1026517 35 0111 1 0-381 1 0-217 0-028 1 0-004 j 0-617 1 1-00418 85 0 345 1 2-076 1 0-838 1 0-026 1 0-027 1 2-564 1 1-02419 1 , 81-5 , 0-595 1 1-695 1 0-842 . 0-024 1 0-028 2-569 5 1-023520 1 81 0-590 2-055 1 0-955 1 0-025 1 0-033 1 2-913 1 1-02621 1 67 1 0-487 2 063 1 0-912 0-022 0-028 1 2-763 1 1-02522 1 33 1 0-492 1 0438 1 0378 i 0-010 1 0-009 1 1-174 1 1-01023 ; 34 1 0-419 - 0-442 i 0-338 0-009 1 0-009 1 1-063 2 1-0090-597 5 0-009 1 0-012 1 1-817 : 1-015
1 1

24 ‘ 36 10-822 j0-581

All the spring waters observed are clear and colourless at their points of issue but in the
small pools and seepages near the springs the liquors are frequently found to contain dark
green. bright red. light brown and dark brown algae. The algae seem able to tolerate
temperatures up to 68’ C. but in the very hot springs at the north end of Little Magadi lake
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there are no algae. These hot springs are unusual since the group rises along the bed of a
dry valley at the base of the tall escarpment which forms the western edge of Little Magadi
lake. The various springs combine into a rapidly—flowing steaming stream of hot water in
which are lava boulders fallen from the escarpment above. The boulders are corroded and
coloured grey on their lower parts where they have been exposed to the action of the hot
spring water, while the upper parts are weathered dark brown and black similar to the other
lavas in the area.

The actual sites of the springs vary considerably in character. Most commonly the
springs issue at the bases of the fault escarpments bounding the lake and in these cases, if
not all. the liquors must rise in the fault-zones and then trickle through the scree at the
base of the escarpments or tind their way through small channels in the lake sediments
abutting against the escarpments. The numerous small springs rising on the lake shore
south of “Bird Rock” are seepagcs nine to eighteen inches wide through shingle and mud.
The seepages are surrounded by small green, brown and red plants. Those rising at the north
end of Little Magadi lake trickle from the base of the lava rubble at the lake shore while
others issue from small cauldron—like depressions one to two feet in diameter.

South of the south—western lagoon one of the larger springs issues in the middle of a
shallow valley filled with lava and ehert shingle. The water issues from small holes and
cracks in the centre of a shallow mound of lake sediments (probably High Magadi Beds)
whence it flows northwards in a shallow stream four to eight feet wide and two to three
inches deep to the south-western lagoon. None of the springs haxe sullicient pressure to
throw water into the air and no gas was seen to bubble up with the liquor.

Nearly all the spring liquors eventually find their way into the stagnant lagoons that
margin the main trona bed at lake—level. Most of the lagoons are known to be shallow and
near the points of inflow of spring liquors their bottoms consists of lava or chert shingle or
black clays; further out into the lagoons, where the liquor is more concentrated by evapora-
tion, the bottoms are formed of a thin layer of trona crystals. Further away from the springs
and towards the margin of the exposed trona bed the trona at the bottoms of the lagoons
becomes thicker and slopes upwards until dry trona emerges at the lagoon edges.

The lagoon liquors are always cloudy and vary in colour from pale green to yellow and
brown. The colouration is probably due to micro-organisms which feed the dwarf Illa/111:
gruhumi that inhabit the more dilute parts of the lagoons.

There are some ten lagoons. all of which are shown on Fig. 9; they are as follows: ,,

Soutli—western lagoon -- the largest with the exception of that at “Little Magadi". which
is really a lake. It is fed mainly by a small but relatiycly powerful group of springsw numbers13 and 14 7 and occupies a fault-trough. but also spreads out on to the trona surface and is
linked by a narrow channel to the ll’inrri'r/i .\(‘L’ll‘p mew/i and the .\'or///—nt'vi mmm The
North—west lagoons are fed by relatixely dilute springs. numbers I. I. .‘x 4. 5 and (w. The
smaller lagoons include the Bird Rot-A Argon/i at the south end of the lake. which is connected
to Graham's lagoon by a narrow channel: both are the homes of numerous w titer-birds
flamingo. waders, duck‘ etc. (iraham's lagoon narrows northwards and linally forms a
narrow discontinuous channel near the base of the escarpment of the ridge on which the
Magadi Soda Company's plant is built, This is called the l‘tlt’VUI‘J' warp [(IL’UU/l. The l-i‘x/i3-Way,“ lagoon is an oval pool on the soda—encrusted mud tlats north-east of the factory it
receives its liquor from the springs numbers 21 23 and 24, A little to the north of the I-‘ls/ispring" It'ls’t’ll” is one circular lagoon ncrghboured by two \ery small lagoons. These are
fed by any springs at the lake‘s edge and it must be assumed that they are supplied by springs
issuing through the lake sediments. The Nti/'!/i-t'<1,x/iwi[us/ion. like that in the southwest
arm ofthe lake. occupies a l'ault«trough and is fed by a group of hot steaming springs t \o, _‘ll
in the northern extremity of the trough. The liquor from this lagoon mertlow‘s b_\ a windingstream to the AQi/‘Ilii'r/I lagoon which separates the trona bed from the allmiunt brought
down by rivers flowing into the lake from the north. ‘

not
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Little Magadi iake. though not strictly a lagoon is. like the true lagoons. maintainedby the inflow of spring water. It is bounded east and west by fault escarpments. to the northby lavas and to the south by river alluvium and a shallow trona bed. It is probable that acertain amount of liquor from Little Magadi lake. which is some 50 feet higher than themain lake. finds its way through the narrow lava hoi'st separating the two lakes, to replenishthe western arm of the northern lagoon.

Such analyses of lagoon liquors as are available are quoted belowz~~

i ii iii 1 iv v v1 vii Viii

N33C03 0 7 1-31 2-1 9-57 10-20 4-03 0-1 11-4NaHCO3 . . 2-1 . 0-40 0-48 2-17 3-10 . 1-11 3-: 3-1NaCl .. . 3-0 1 0-76 1-37 0-53 0-15 1-94 0-: 7-7NaF 0 2 0 :1 0-27011 0075 0-020 n.d. ' n.d. 06: 0-

Noit‘.il~‘igures are grams 100 grams liquor.
11.d.—not determined.

Anu/.——Magadi Chemical l..aborator_\.
!ll

ll Factory scarp lagoon.
ill

W South end of Western scarp lagoon
V Centre of south-west lagoon

VI Bird rock lagoon.
:-Stevens 1932. p. 18.

VII Little Magadi lake. l.l00 yards north of the south~east corner ol‘ the lake. 3 feet fromlake edge.

Vlll Little Magadi lake. liquor in contact with trona 100 yards south of WI.

The above tigures indicate the variability in concentration ot‘ the lagoon liquors fromplace to place and suggest that the solutions represent partially concentrated (evaporated)spring liquors.

From the table of analyses of spring liquors (p. 51! it can be seen that although theconcentration of spring waters varies considerably. from 0-6 to 3 per cent ol~ dissolvedsolids. there is a remarkable constancy in the ratio of the principal acid radicles carbonateand chloride. Thus the N(13C()3 NaCl ratio for almost all the spring waters is l“) to 2-0.The proportion of sodium sulphate is the most variable of the constituents. while the amountof sodium lluoride is comparatively constant.

Stevens (W33. pp. 3l-321. showed that according to mailable e\idcnce the compositionand temperature oi‘ individual hot springs had not apprecial‘tly changed in the It) _\ears duringwhich chemical work had been done at Magadi. To calculate the amount of salts they addto the basin he assumed that the rate of flow remains constant and. since direct measurementsare impossible in all cases. that the rate ol‘ How of groups ol‘ springs could be estimatedby measuring the total area ol‘each lagoon and the average rate ol'evaporation ol' its liquorin dry weather. on the further assumption that during dry weather the rate ol‘ iniloxt isbalanced by the rate ot‘cvaporation. He measured the rate ol‘evaporatioit ot‘ tap water in apan at the Magadi laboratory over a period ol' l2: da_\s in W710 and lound the axerage ratewas l-t)t> centimetres per day (up. «it. p. 26). 'l‘aking into account the fact that Wit) was anunusually “ct year. Stevens calculated that the inertige rate or emporittioii from the lakewhen cmercd by water is apprmimately 0'63 centimetres per day. and assumed that thelagoons evaporate at a similar awragc rate. Having measured the areas ol‘ the lagoons l'romthe map he then calculated the ma\imum rate ol‘ inflow ol‘ spring liquor into each ol~ themand. b) iising the awrage analyses tor the group or springs l‘eeding each lagoon, computed
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the amounts of sodium carbonate and chloride introt‘luccd. The results obtained (516608.up. (‘17.. pp. 27-28) are as follows:

lagoon Total inflow Input Na3(‘()5.
Cubic feet day tons day

l’isli Springs . . , . . , 380,000 106
Factory Scarp . . . . 270.000 90
Graham‘s . . . . . . 555.000 278
Bird Rock . . , . . , 315.000 166
South-western , . . 2.490.000 1 1,175
Western Searp . . . . 390,000 3 141
North-western . . . , 1,560,000 564
Northern . . . . . . 720,000 360
North—eastern . . . . 180.000 90
“Little Magadi" .. .. 2,820,000 1,330

Tm ALS . . . . . . 9.680.000 4,300

The validity ofthe figures also depends on the assumption that there are no springs underneaththe lake or the lagoons and that there is no recirculation of carbonates. The most interestingfeature they reveal is that the amount of soda in the lake is increasing much faster than theMagadi Soda Company remove it. On this estimate, therefore, the soda deposit has aninfinitely long life.

(1) ORlGlN or THE SPRINGS AND SPRING SoLurEs
The question of the origin of the solutes in the hot spring liquors has been treated byalmost every investigator who has worked at Magadi. The problem is interesting fromthe scientific as well as from the economic point of view and since a considerable mass ofevidence has been accumulated due to the Magadi Soda Company‘s chemical work and theinitiative of J. A. Stevens, while working as chemist for the Company. it is possible to assessthe relative merits of such theories as have been put forward. Theories that have beendeveloped in the past can be broadly classified as Parkinson‘s Theory, Stevens’ Hypothesis,and the Re-Circulation Theory. These are considered in detail below, and followed by astatement on the writer's ideas, which are collated as ”The Surface Leaching Hypothesis”.
Before considering the various theories it will be useful to define terms to be used. asthe phrases “hot springs“ and “alkaline springs”. have not been defined by previous workerson the Magadi area. Barth (1950, p. 16) quotes Allen and Day's definition of hot springsas used by them in their monograph on thermal activity in the Yellowstone National Park(1935). The definition is: “Hot springs are circulating ground water of surface originheated and augmented by steam originally in a superheated state rising from an underlyingmagma through deep cracks in the earth‘s crust”. Barth supports this definition as a resultof his comprehensive work on the Icelandic hot springs. “Alkaline springs" or “alkalinewaters“ are defined for the purpose of this report as waters whose principal cations aresodium or potassium and which have a concentration of dissolved solids exceeding 2,000parts per million tie. the salinity is greater than 0-2 per cent).
Parkinson's Theory.—Parkinson (1914. p. 45) states: "These hot springs . . . appear tome to be clearly of plutonic origin . . . the term ‘plutonic‘ signifies a deep-seated origin,implying that the water was an original constituent of the rock magma, as distinct from being'meteoric‘ or ‘vadose‘." it is clear that his statement does not fit Allen and Day's definition,as he believed all the spring water to be juvenile. This is unlikely since juvenile water orsteam is almost certain at some stage to come in contact with ground—water and give up itsenergy to it and become mixed with it. Parkinson suggested that the juvenile hot water,charged with magmatic carbon dioxide, reacted with the sodium silicates in the lavas throughwhich it passed and formed sodium carbonate and silica. In support of this reaction hequoted Gautier (Ami. dos Mines, Memoires 9. 1906, We Ser.. p. 358) who gave the reaction 2»—

Naglyi 2(‘02 { l‘lgOr‘>SlOZ'-*2N8HCO3
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That breakdown of sodium silicates does occur by the action of carbonated waters isknown (Kelly, 1950, p. 67). but whether significant quantities could be dissolved by springwater in its relatively rapid rise to the surface is. in the writer's opinion. doubtful.
Parkinson‘s suggestion that the spring waters are juvenile is not borne out by a considera—tion of the salts dissolved in them. Many springs due to volcanic action are known and theprincipal compounds carried in such springs or released as fumarole gases and deposited asprimary magmatic sublimates are ammonium chloride. sulphur, gypsum, silica and sulphatesin minor amounts (Barth, I950, pp. 46-47). Shand (I947. pp. 39-40) gives analyses of primaryvolcanic gases and sublimates and concludes that water vapour is the main constituent ofvolcanic gases followed by variable amounts of carbon dioxide and monoxide. sulphurdioxide and trioxide. nitrogen. hydrogen and chlorine. As would be expected thereforeprimary magmatic salts in juvenile springs and gases give them a strongly acid reaction(Barth. I950, p. 43). The Magadi springs are altogether different in character to knownjuvenile hot springs and it is concluded that they carry little if any juvenile water or salts.
Gregory (l92l, p. 79) followed Parkinson‘s theory in outline but suggested that theplutonic (juvenile) waters attacked and leached sodium from nepheline crystals in thenepheline tephrite and nepheline augitite lavas that he believed underlay the lake. Willis(1930, pp, 239-240) held similar views. This theory is essentially the same as that of Parkinsonand the same difficulties, outlined above. apply to it. Gregory also mentioned the possibility“that the lake is a great evaporating pan in which is deposited soda leached out of the adjacentlavas by percolating water". Gregory. however. inclined to Parkinson‘s hypothesis becausehe saw the other Rift Valley lakes during years of good rains. when there were no encrusta-tions of salts round the edges of those that are saline. and when the possibility of LakeNakuru drying out until it was an almost waterless salt-pan. as has happened in recentyears, could not be imagined. The possibilities of the “leaching" hypothesis are discussedat greater length on a later page.
Stevens" Hypo!/wsis.~Stevens H932. p. 39) discussed both Parkinson's and Gregory‘ssuggestions and pointed out that were nepheline the source of the soda in the springs potassiumshould also be found. since natural nepheline usually contains some potassium as well asits predominant sodium. He also drew attention to the fact that no explanation had beengiven of the chloride, sulphate and fluoride of sodium found in the spring waters. A furtherdifficulty recognized by Stevens rested on the relative proportions of carbonate to chloridein the lake as a whole and in the spring liquors. If the lake salts were supplied entirely bythe springs one would expect the ratio to be the same for the lake (trona and interstitialliquor), and the springs. Stevens showed that this is not the case. He also objected to thesurface leaching process followed by evaporation put forward by Gregory. He mentioned

lake Kabongo, a seasonal lake fed by the Turoka river. which when it dries up does not leaveany efilorescence of salts, and regarded it as evidence that leaching by surface water couldnot bring about any concentration of salts. He. therefore, concluded that the greater partof the lake salts of Magadi must be derived from the spring liquors. in spite of the contrarysuggestion offered by consideration of the ratios of salts in the waters. Continuing, Stevensconcluded that the constancy of the carbonate(chloride ratio in the springs implied a commonsource for them all. a source which he believed to be “an enormous body of concentratedmother liquor miles below the earth‘s surface". As pointed out by Temperley (l95l. p. 7)the existence ofsuch a body of liquor is quite incompatible with the pressure and temperatureconditions known to exist at those depths.
lt seems that Stevens in his 1932 paper made little advance on the hypotheses ofParkinson and Gregory. Later. however. he proposed an entirely new theory. the re—circulation theory. in conjunction with N. J. Guest (Guest and Stevens. I951, p. 7).
The Rv-cirt'u/u/imr T/It’tll')". The rc—circulation theory was put forward by Stevens

(Guest and Stevens. 1951. p. l) to account for the apparent high rate of inflow of salts intoLake Natron. a rate of inflow which suggests that the Natron springs could have supplied
all the saline material in the lake in [00 to l50 years. Stevens ( l932. p. 2‘) had made similarcalculations for Lake Magadi. and concluded that the cvaporrte could have accumulated II]US to 460 years. In these calculations the rate of flow of the springs was estimated bycalculation of the area of lagoons and the rate of evaporation of water from them. and llwas assumed that no lake or lagoon liquor disappears underground. It is impossible for theevaporitcs and intcrbedded clays at Magadi. which are known to be over one hundred feetthick. to have accumulated in so short a time and to resolve this dilliculty (iuest and Stevensput forward the re-circulation theory.
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The theory maintains that since the specitic gravity of lake liquor (in the ease of LakeMagadt) is 1‘3. and is greater than that of spring water or fresh water. there is a downwardmovement of liquor from the lake and that this liquor becomes mixed with ascending hotspring water. thus rendering the spring water alkaline. According to this view a part of thesalts contained in solution are in continuous cyclic mmcmcnt. and it can be deduced thatthe spring solutes are not contributing additional salts to the lake but only replacing thesalts remmed by downward seepage of lagoon or lake liqtror and by the crystallization oftrona. The theory is supported by the similarity in chemical composition between springwater and the lake and lagoon liquors (see fig. 10. p. (10). The carbonate chloride ratio ofthe lagoon waters does vary. but the ratio in the spring waters is remarkably constantthroughout all the springs and this lack of similarity in the ratios is one of the difficultiesof the theory. A further disability is that with the continuation of re~circulation over aprolonged period of time. during which the evaporites and clays were deposited. one wouldexpect a progressive enrichment of the re—circulating waters in chloride. since no chloridehas crystalli/ed out of solution so far as is known. An explanation of this may be that thesolutions from which the older evaporites crystallized were very poor in sodium chloride.
1f the assumption were made that no original salts are being contributed to the lake bythe springs. then re-circulation must diminish the rate of precipitation of salts in the lake.There is no evidence that the rate of crystallization of salts in the lake is diminishing andit would be necessary to postulate some way in which salts could be added to the cycle.
Guest and Stevens (1951, p. 16). as a corollary to their proposal of the re-circulationtheory. suggest that the salts of the Natron springs are juvenile in origin and James (1953.p. 16) supports their view by a study of the composition of gases and spring waters in the northTanganyika rift—zone. James (0p. (’if.) also mentions the evidence presented by .1. J. Richard(1942). who studied the 1940-41 eruptions of the volcano Ol Doinyo Lengai near the southend of Lake Natron. On the ash beds laid down as a result of the eruption there was a thinwhite crust of soda and some soda was also seen in cavities. James (0]). (in, p. 22) believesthat the soda crusts left after various eruptions have been leached by rain-water and thatthe solutions so provided have contributed to the accumulation of sodium carbonate inLake Natron. The origin of the soda incrustations seems to be in doubt for Richard refersto them as a sublimate (op. ('17.. p. 90) and later (p. 107) as derived from weathering ofvolcanic via-murmur]. Clarke (1924. p. 266) however, refers to sublimates of sodium chlorideand sodium carbonate deposited around fumaroles on a flowing lava from Etna. Thedifficulties of the view that the salts are entirely juvenile are summarized on p. 56.
The writer considers it unlikely that re-circulation plays any important part in supplyingsalts to Lake Magadi. though some of the smaller springs, which are little more than seepages.may be re—circulated lagoon' water in part. The greater part of the spring water is probablyalkaline ground—water. heated by contact with igneous rocks and forced to the surface as aresult of pressures generated by boiling of the water that is in contact with hot rocks deeperin the earth‘s crust.

Surface Leaching Hypo/Izmir.—-()rr and Grantham (1931. p. 12) considering the originof the salts of the lakes in the northern Tanganyika rift-zone state “ . . . these salts haveformed . . . by the evaporation of surface waters in a basin of inland drainage over a con—siderable period of time. . . . The main source of alkali carbonates is probably the volcanicareas. . . The possibilities of this view. which is similar to that mentioned but discardedby Gregory (1921, p. 79). are discussed below.

Another’view. that the Magadi salts were derived from ground-water rendered alkalineby leaching of felspathoid minerals from lavas. was put forward by the Imperial Institute(Anonymous. 1923. p. 441). and is in many respects similar to the process suggested in thefollowing pages.

The leaching of surface rocks by meteoric water to account for the formation ofalkalinewaters has also been discussed by Stewns (1932, p. 41) and Temperley (1951, p. 6). Thesewriters discounted leaching as being an insufficiently powerful process to give rise to largeaccumulations of salts. since, they argued. there are several lakes in East Africa with nooutlet. whose water recharge comes from volcanic rocks. yet they have no deposits of salts.Lake Kabongo. mentioned by Stevens (0p. ('11.. p. 41 ), is considered by the writer as a specialcase in so far as the greater part ofits catchment area is on gneisses and sehists of the Basement
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System. whose principal minerals are quart/ and l'elspar. 11 is doubtful whether Lake
Kabongo ever dries up through evaporation alone: although obviously much of the water
evaporates. much also seeps downward and the concentration 01‘ salts probably never
approaches saturation before the water disappears underground.

Other Kenya lakes such as Nakuru. Flinenteita and Naiyasha are most probably
“water-table lakes” or "hydrographie window's" (Barth 1951. p. 17). being lakes formed by
outeropping ground-water. With the exception 01‘ Lake Naivasha the contributions 01‘ surface
streams to their maintenance are small. and they are mainly kept in being by the inflow of
ground-water. both underground and by means of marginal springs. The analyses of lake
and spring waters quoted below show that some of the Rift Valey waters are alkaline and
that their ratios of dissolved salts have considerable similarities (m- also Fig. 10).

ANALYSES or soMt RIFT VALLEY LAKE AND SPRING WATERs
(in parts pt'r million)

(Tu/(en from Slew/Ix. 1946)

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 3

Na .. .. 135 262 ‘ 5.017 5.550 33.855 1.252 23.271 8‘)
Ca .. .. n.d. 42 n.d. 10 n.d. n.d. n.d. 15
A1. Fe .. -2, 2 ~ 7 6 ~ 10
Mg .. , 15 , ...... ' 2.. 2, -2,
CO; .. 170 421 1 6.640 6.150 37.400 . 1.245 20.100 146
C1 .. .. tr. 20 492 1.375 7.160 . 461 10.460 11
S04 .. tr. 1 j 131 253 1.457 104 1.317 13
F .. .. . 4 6-3 1 144 n.d. 1.400 95 1.627 5-3
$103 .. n.d. 69 : n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 96
K .. .. 4 , 256 ,, 7- 7

0., Salinity. . 1 0-031 0083 1-24 1-36 8-12 0-31 . 5-67 0-035

1 9 ‘ 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Na .. .. 81 g 1.619 29.671 . 14.360 1 5.100 1.584 1.228 [91
Ca .. .. 26 l 14 27 26 n.d. 4—18 10 26
Al. Fe .. 9 ‘ ' 2 21 tr. , , 8 2
Mg . . ..._ . . ‘ tr. W 7 6 4‘)
CO: .. l 153 1.720 31.906 17.650 5.125 1 312 1.405 174ct .. .. 6 ‘ 310 5.930 3.450 1.461) 424 452 134
$04 . . 13 58 270 201 143 120
F .. .. 5-2 73 1.170 n.d. 185 ~11 0-18 n.d.
SiO; .. 04 12—1 550 n.d. 1.210 150 134 515
K . . . . «7" ,, 304

, Salinity. 0-037 0-392 ms 3-51,) gins 0-395 0-347 0-073

1. Lake Naiyasha water. 0. Hot spring near Lake 1-1annington.
2. Seepage into Lake Naixasha. 10. (ieyser SW. o1~ lake llannington.
3, Water 110111 the “Crater Lake" near 11. Lake Hannington \hti'.

Lake Nairasha. 12. Lake Hannington \xater.
4. Lake .Nakuru \yatcr. 1“. Lake llannington water.
5. lake .Nakuru water. 14. Lake Baringo \xater.
6. Hot spring near Lake lilnienteita. 15. Hot spring near Lake Rudoll‘.
7. Lake lilmenteita water. 16. 1 ake Rudoll water.
N. Hot spring three miles 110111 Lake Hannington.
Now. All anal5ses earried out in the \1agadi Sod-.1 ( ompany‘s chemical laboratory
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The concentration of salts in the naters of Lakes Hannington. lilmenlcrla and \akuru
is even greater than the concentration of salts in the Magadi springs. Furthermore. Stevens
(1946, p. o) giyes analyses of mixtures of crystalline trona and common salt found in small
pools at the margins of the same lakes. This partly invalidates the obiections of Gregory
(1921) and Ste\ens (19321 that no alkali salts are found in Rift Valley lakes other than
Magadi.

The salts in the Rift Valley groundwater are derived from the weathering of igneoussilicates. The bicarbonates of the base elements sodium. potassium, calcium and magnesium
are formed by the action ofcarbonated meteoric water and can convert to normal carbonates
by the loss of carbon dioxide. The normal carbonates of calcium and magnesium are
relatively insoluble and. under semi—arid climatic conditions. are precipitated in the B
horizon (zone of accumulation) of the soil (Reiche. 1950‘ p. 65). Potassium is commonly
strongly absorbed by the colloids of the soil. where it participates in the formation of clayminerals.

Riyer waters are generally to be regarded as solutions of bicarbonates. with calcium
predominating o\er other cations. 1n lakes, however, especially lakes in closed basins.evaporation leads to the break-down of bicarbonates and the precipitation of the greater
part of the calcium (cf. Clarke. 1924. pp. 160. 162), and sodium is greatly enriched at the
expense of the other bases. Where surface or lake waters have not dissolved connate saltsor pre-existing evaporites from sedimentary rocks other than carbonates, as is the case in the
Rift Valley. carbonate is the dominant anion (.rw Fig. 10).

Sodium carbonate may have accumulated in the Rift Valley lakes by the process
described above. Sodium can also accumulate in soils by the process of adsorption and
base exchange, and this sodium may be leached out by carbonated waters under suitable
climatic conditions. Kelly (1950. p. 70) quotes an experiment by Mondesir which illustratesthe capacity of some soils to adsorb sodium~“Mondesir exhibited before the French
Academy of Science. in 1888, 100 grams of trona (NagC03.NaHCO3.2HgO) which he hadprepared from one kilogram of calcareous soil by twenty repetitions of the treatmentA
leaching with sodium chloride solution, then with water and finally with carbonated water“.

Evidence that several lakes existed in dilTerent parts of the Magadi area at diflerenttimes since post-middle Pleistocene times has been presented in previous pages. There isalso evidence that many localized lakes existed throughout the Rift Valley (Willis, 1930,
pp. 279-280). and that there has been a long period of time during which evaporation and
concentration of Rift Valley waters has taken place. Since the valley slopes southwards
from the watershed along the line Eburru-Gilgil-Ol Joro Orok to the Magadi-Natron basin,
residual ground-water wilP have found its way southwards towards Magadi. By repeated
evaporation of lake waters and by repeated fixation and re-leaching of sodium in the soils
of the numerous pans between fault escarpments. the greater part of the soluble salts leached
from volcanic rocks in the southern part of the Rift Valley will have become concentratedin the ground-water of the Magadi—Natron basin.

Calcium. initially an important constituent of the waters, has been precipitated largely
in the form of lacustrine limestones or occasionally as double salts such as gaylussite. Silica
has also been deposited from lake waters in large amounts to form Cherts and diatomaceous
deposits. Gypsum and magnesite may also have been deposited comparatively early in the
history of the concentration of the waters. It is to be expected that in some lake basins thewaters remained comparatively fresh. while other basins may have been little more than
swamps, but it is not likely that any significant amounts of salts, if any, were deposited in
basins other“ than the Magadi-Natron basin, for the slope of the Rift Valley floor is such
that the ground-water must have been constantly moving towards Magadi and this would
limit the development of concentrated alkaline waters at higher altitudes.

1n the Magadi area the first evidence of the existence of appreciably alkaline water is
the effiorescences of salts on the outliers of High Magadi beds e.g. near “Needle Rock".
The presence of stunted Tilupia ni/orim fossils in the sediments also suggests that the waters
may have been slightly alkaline, The deposition of tufa on twigs and roots on the upper
surface of the High Magadi beds has a parallel in the contemporaneous deposition of tufa
on tree trunks and branches on the shores of Lake Hannington, a lake which is distinctly
alkaline (cf. Clarke. 1923. p. 160). The High Magadi beds represent the deposits formed
in the Magadi basin during the most recent pluvial period. The recession of the High
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Magadi lake and the erosion of its deposits mark the onset of drier conditions. and the
subsequent l7\aporitc Series. with its interbcdded clays and cvaporitcs. represents alternating
wetter and drier phases of climate. with a general tendency towards and conditions. lt is
impossible that the comparatively small lligh Magadi lake. the waters of which had a
salinity of perhaps 0-5 to It) per cent. could have gi\en rise to the e\teitsi\e trona beds by
evaporation. Were it not for the acthity of the alkaline springs it is probable that the lake
would have dried up altogether and that the present l.\aporite Series would be represented
by only a locali/ed. thin trona bed. or no bed at all. and that the lake basin would subsequently
have been tilled by loesses and lluviatile clays. The onset of alkaline spring activity. however.
served to maintain the lake in being and to allow the uninterrupted evaporation of the
additional alkaline water so provided. In this view the spring waters are regarded as heated
alkaline ground—water. and as supply ing increments of salts to the lake over a considerable
period of time. Other factors influencing the course ofexents at Magadi are that there is no
outlet from the lake and that no signilicant amounts of fresh surface water reach it by them
and streams.

The principal factors leading to the accumulation of the remarkably large trona deposit
at Magadi are. therefore. believed to be}

ll) the large area of recent volcanics over which leaching has taken place.
(2) the repeated concentration of the waters by evaporation in many lakes over a

prolonged period.
(3) the accumulation of a body of alkaline ground-water beneath the Magadi basin

due to its Situation in the lowest part of the Rift Valley,
(4) the activity of springs in keeping the lake in being as a large evaporating pan and

in supplying the alkaline waters for evaporation.

The foregoing hypothesis thus classifies the Magadi trona with numerous other occur-
rences of “salt pan‘~ or "playa" type. The closest parallels are with the Lahontan basin of
Nevada, and the Owens and Searles lakes of California (Clarke. 1923, pp. 159-162).

V'I—STRL’CTL'RE
The Magadi area is unusual in that the structural elements of the geology are clearly

recognizable. This is due to the short geological history of most of the rocks, which, apart
from the Basement System rocks range from late Tertiary to Recent in age. Erosion has not
been sufficient to level off features of tectonic origin and. since faulting is the dominant
factor in the structure it, determines not only the geological lines but also the topography.

The most striking feature of the area. and one that is apparent even when viewing from
a distance or from an aeroplane, is the number of fault escarpments traversing it from north
to south. These escarpments are usually vertical cliffs in their upper parts. while the lower
parts consist of steep seree slopes covering in almost every case the actual site of the fault.
The ground between the escarpments is generally smooth and the whole of the central part
of the area gives the impression of an originally smooth level surface of lava. cut into table-
and step~like strips by the numerous sub-parallel faults. Details of the fault pattern are
apparent from the map of the area (at end), while the main structural trends are indicated
on Fig. ll.

The faults can be roughly grouped into three types-rift faults, grid faults and minor
faults. Of'thc Rift faults those at the base ofthe Nguruman escarpment are the most important.

The structure of the Nguruman escarpment suggests that it was initially formed by
faulting previous to the eruption of any Rift Valley lavas. The first fracture was a fault of
some 3,000 feet throw. cutting through Basement System rocks, down-throwing eastwards
and which can be traced along the base of the Nguruman escarpment in its southern part
but passes below the Kirikiti basalts north-north-west of the Oloibortoto gorge. The fault
is hidden from view by lavas and boulder beds except in the Oloibortoto river section, It
is the oldest fault in the area and is probably of middle or early Tertiary age judging by the
stage of dissection reached by the escarpment. It may perhaps be regarded as the fault
initiating the Rift Valley subsidence in the area. From a study of its fracture-zone it appears
that the fault hades slightly eastwards and that it is of normal tensional character.
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The upper laso Nyrro depression is margined on the west by these step faults. but tothe east there is no clear-cut boundary. the ground sloping gently to the river from the scarpnorth of fin Doinvo Nyiro.
The age of the rejuvenation of the faulting along the Nguruman escarpment is notprecisely known. but it must be considerably younger than the earlier fault, for the edge ofthe Kirikiti platform is comparatively uneroded. The fault may. therefore. be end-Tertiaryor early Pleistocene in age.
Whether any faults in the floor of the Rift Valley are contemporaneous with the Kirikitifault is unknown. The eastern edge of the Rift Valley, which is outside the present area. isnot so precipitous as the west side. and the impression given is that the main Rift faults arein the vvest and that the Valley floor sloped westwards throughout most of its history.
The grid faults. which occur across the whole width of the Rift Valley, are entirelylower .‘vliddle Pleistocene in age. and cut the level surface formed by the plateau trachytes.The resulting step, table and trough structures have the general trend indicated in Fig. ll.The fault pattern in the grid—faulted area indicates that the general Structure is that of quiteevtensive. raised and often tilted fault—blocks. traversed by marginal relatively shallow narrowfault-troughs. The ()rkaramatien-Oloronga block is a good example of this: the surface ofthe block slopes westwards and south—westwards over a distance of 30 miles and the easternedge of the block is marked by the m echo/on faults east of En Dorriyo Nyiro and those alongthe western margin of Lake Magadi. Such fault-blocks which retain their main tectoniccharacters throughout their length are common, and include the block south of Olorgesailieand the block west of the “Little Magadi" lake.
An interesting feature of the grid faulting is the effect of Olorgesailie mountain. Thebulk of this pile of lavas has effectively stiffened the crust on which it rests and to the southof the mountain extends a strip of lavas that has been protected from faulting.
The throw of the faults is variable from a few feet to several hundreds of feet and thefaults die out quite rapidly, the movement being continued on another fault en e’chelonnearby. Ramp structures often occupy the spaces between the ends of the en e'chelon faults.lit the centre of the Magadi trough. lines of narrow hog-back ridges with steep slopes arecommon, and represent up-standing fault slices.
The general trend of the faulting is remarkably constant in a direction a few degreeseast of north. though in the south-eastern corner of the area the direction swings a little moreto the east. It would be difficult to find an area where parallel grid faulting is so extensivelyand clearly developed as at Magadi. It demonstrates clearly that fault-lines even in com-paratively fiat—lying and hmnogeneous rocks such as a bedded succession of lavas, can takequite violent turns and curves and that the patterns produced are often complex, facts whichare often overlooked by those who have to map faults in areas where evidence of theirexrstence is scant.

Minor faulting took place in the Upper Pleistocene period, and affected the ChertSeries and the Olorgesailie beds. which are lacustrine sediments laid down in the troughsformed by the grid faulting. This latest faulting took place largely along pre-existing linesof weakness. The level and undisturbed nature of the High Magadi Beds shows that therehave been no tectonic movements subsequent to their deposition.
There is thus evidence for four periods offaulting, the two earliest being large movementsalong one or two planes in the west of the area, the third being grid faulting, which is pre-Kamasian in age in this area, and the last movement the minor faulting along pres-existinglines.

VII—ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
1. The Magadi Soda Company

(I) GENERAL
The following two paragraphs are taken verbatim from “Magadi Calling“, a brochurepublished by the Magadi Soda Company U951). Other information given subsequently iscorrect at the time of writing (December. I953) but may need modification in parts as timegoes on. as the company is continuously carrying out research on the extraction of soda,and progress in the methods used may be expected.
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“The lake was first surveyed in detail by Major 1’. Burnhaut in 1001 and later. in 1908.
by J. S. Coates. a Colonial Oflice geolt gist [we Anonymous. 1923]. The expedition of 190—1
included a chemist who had previously been with Chance and Hum Ltd. and who sub-
sequently became technical adviser to the promoters of the first Magadi Soda Company.
The first concession was taken out by T. Deacon. a private prospector who sold his rights
to the East African Syndicate. but nothing seems to have happened and the deposits were
not worked by them. Then the firm of Marcus Samuel and Company of the City of London
took a hand in the matter and sponsored the flotation. in 1911. of a Company called the
Magadi Soda (70.. Ltd. with a capital of {1.312.000."

“Work was started at once on a 91—mile branch railway linking the lake to the Kenya-
Uganda Railway main lins. on warehouses and a deep-water pier in Kilindini. and on a
factory at Lake Magadi. Most of this work was completed by August 1914. but fora number
of reasons, including the outbreak of war and failure of the Company to find a satisfactory
solution to the technical problems of soda recovery. the enterprise ran into heavy weather
almost from the start. Competition with Brunner. Mond and other rivals in the export field
became increasingly severe. and in 1923 the Company went into liquidation. A number
of reconstruction schemes were put forward. including one sponsored by Bruttner. Mood
and Co. Ltd. This was ultimately adopted. and it resulted in the formation of the present
Company at the end of 1924. Brunner. Mond (soon to become l.C.l.) were appointed
managers but held a relatively small minority of the shares. Since then. l.C.l. has acquired
virtually a 100 per cent holding.”

The Magadi Soda Company leases two areas of land. one covering the lake and part of
the surrounding country. the other covering the part of Lake (Vatron on the Kenya side of
the Kenya-Tanganyika border. The first agreement was signed on 20th March. 1928.
and leased the two pieces of land to the Company for 9‘) years with efl‘ect from 1st
November, 1934. A new lease was signed on Klst May. 1951. and replaces that drawn up
in 1938.

The two portions of land leased are L0. 1026, the greater. covering an area of 21 1.1 10
acres and bounded by latitudes 1’ 40’ S. and 2" 05” S.. and longitudes 36" 10’ E and 36" 20’ L...
and L0. 3867. the smaller. covering an area of l 1.364 acres. bounded by latitude Z‘ 05’ S
and longitudes 36" 00’ E. and 36’ 05’ E. and the Kenya-Tangany'ika border. The boundary
of L0. 1026. the leased area covering Lake Magadi. is shown on the geological map.

A few of the more important terms of the lease are summarized below. The lease gives
the Company the right to work. process and dispose of the deposits of sodium carbonate
and other salts mixed with it. and also sodium chloride occurring in the leased areas. Rights
to all minerals apart from the Magadi salts referred to above. precious stones. relics.
antiquities. etc, discovered in the leased areas. are reserved to the Government of Kenya
which also reserves the right to work such minerals. precious stones. etc., so long as the
working does not prejudice the Company‘s activities or property. local natives retain the
right to remove salts from the lake for their own purposes

The annual rent for the two leases is twenty shillings and royalties are payable on the
Company’s products at the rate of two shillings per ton of raw. untreated or unpurified
soda or common salt. l’urilied and treated soda. presumably soda ash and derivatives of
soda such as sodium bicarbonate. bath salts. etc. are liable to a royalty of three shillings per
ton. No further royalty or duty is liable on any soda products when they are e\portcd front
the Colony.

By the terms of the lease the Company agrecs to allow authorized (,iovernment ofliccrs
to enter. inspect and evamine the manner of working and managing the deposit with the
reservation that (iovernment oflicei's are not entitled to inspect or obtain information
concerning plant designed to improve the purity of the Company‘s products.

l-rom the time of its reconstructitui by Brunncr. \lond. the structure of the t ompany
and its production technique began to assume the outline of its. present—day form. \ dredge
was built and methods of production were brought into line with modern practice. The
world price of soda ash. always sabieci to fluctuations. \\11\ however not sullicicntly high
during the years 1921103” to allow the t ompan} to operate with any consistent protit.
In fact in several years the Company showed a considerable loss Nevertheless during this
period much c\pcricncc was gained and eilicicncy improved as a result and. when the
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opportunity for increased production came \\llll increased demand and rising prices duringthe post—193‘) period. the (‘ompany was able to expand its production capacity rapidly inspite of war-time difficulties. The (‘ompany has been able to effect considerable capitalexpenditure on new plant and on the replacement or modernization of existing equipment.Similarly construction and reconstruction schemes for l-‘uropean. Asian and African housinghave been drawn up and are being implemented at the present time.
The Company employs approximately 30 Europeans. I lo Asians and others, andL450 Africans. These are all locally housed. and supplied with water. lighting and medicalservices. Clubs and welfare facilities are provided and a shop is available to all resrdents.
Broadly the Company can be divided into two functional groups the productive departments and the ancillary services departments. Of the former the ash plant. salt plant anddredges are the more important while the latter comprise stores. electrical power. housing.garage. hea\ y repair workshop. labour and welfare offices and hospital. Offices include themanagement oflices and technical ofiices with a chemical laboratory attached.
Since the lake consists of a bed of almost pure trona. soda ash has always been theCompany‘s main product. The raw trona is dug by a dredge of shallow draught whichfloats in a paddock of its own making. Since the lake—liquor level is never far below thetrona surface the dredge remains more or less at ground-level and is designed to cut to atleast eight feet below trona surface. The dredge now used has been recently built but it hasgeneral similarities in design to an older. smaller dredge that has been in use for many years.From the dredge buckets the raw trona passes down a shute to the first breakers which crushit to fragments not exceeding six inches in size (Fig. 12). The second breakers crush thefragments to two—inch size. From the breakers the trona goes under an electro-magneticseparator to extract tramp iron as it passes on to a Locker Titan vibrating screen. Oversizematerial is passed through crushing rolls and with the material passed through the screengoes directly into the sump on the dredge where it is mixed with lake liquor pumped in byan eight-inch centrifugal self-priming pump. From the sump the slurry is pumped by anAllen centrifugal pump through a pipe—line to the factory.
A flexible pipe-line, often inches diameter. floats on drums in the dredge paddock andcan follow the movements of the dredge. From the edge of the paddock the slurry passesthrough a ten-inch fixed pipe-line with two booster pump stations to maintain the pressure,as the distance from the dredge to the ash plant may be up to one mile. On arrival at theash plant the slurry is passed at once into dewatering and washing equipment. It is firstpassed into a dewatering trommel, oversize material being crushed and passed into a secondtrommel. In the second trommel it is washed with the relatively dilute liquor from the“fish springs“ east of the factory. The tines from the first trommel are carried as a slurry tofour settling cones arranged in parallel, the overflow going to waste in the lake, and the settledtines from the settling cones then being fed into a stirring tank and thence into two BroadbentV-shaft centrifuges. The liquor drained off goes to waste while the centrifuged fines arereturned by conveyor belt into an elevator. The oversize fraction passes from the No. 2trommel into a gravity chute where it is again washed with spring water and joins the centri—fuged lines at the elevator. The trona crystal “mush", as it may be termed, is carried byscrew conveyor to the soda stock floor where excess liquor is allowed to drain off.
From the storage floor the “dry side“ of the process (Fig. 13) begins by the shovellingof the stocked trona on to portable conveyor belts which feed an elevator followed by ascrew conveyor. From a hopper the soda is passed by a feed table to screw conveyors whichsupply the calciners. The calciners. of which there are two. are oil—tired rotary kilns, theaverage throughput of ash being in the region of 250 to 290 tons per twenty—four hours.The calciners are worked continuously on a shift basis.
The soda ash leaving the calciners is fed by screw conveyor and elevator to four Christy-Norris pulverizing mills and thence by conveyor and elevator to six Newaygo screens“arranged in parallel. The oversize fraction passes through two Christy—Norris return millsand is put back into the feed to the screens. The fraction passing the first screens is passeddirectly into a silo for storage. Three Avery semi-automatic weighing and sacking machinesare fed from the silo and the bagged ash is loaded direct into railway trucks or is stacked ina warehouse, according to requirements.

‘The Magadi Soda Co. state that now (I955) the place of the Newaygo screens has been taken by six Rotc\
screens.
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(2) PRODUCTS

The principal products of the Magadi Soda Company are-.—
(a) soda ash

(b) common salt.

Other products that have been produced in the past arez~~

(c) bath salts
((1) household soda
(y) bicarbonate of soda

(f) sodium fluoride.

((1) Soda Ash

Soda ash or anhydrous sodium carbonate (N32CO3), the main product of the Company,
is formed during the calcining or heating of the natural crystalline carbonates of soda. The
principal carbonate passing into the calciners at Magadi is sodium sesquicarbonate and this
loses water of crystallization and breaks up into soda ash in accordance with the following
reaction:—

2(Na2CO3iNaHCO3.2H20)->3Na2CO3+ 5H20+C03 ‘
The end products of the reaction include steam and carbon dioxide gas which pass out of the
calciners with the hot flue gases and escape from Chimneys above the ash plant.

The average composition of the ash. quoted from “Magadi Calling", is as follows: -—

per cent
NagC‘O3 .. .. .. .. 97-55
NaHCO3 i . l. .. .. 0-05
Na('l .. .. .. .. .. 0-50
Nah .. .. .. .. .. 1-28
Na3804 . . . . . . i . 0-40
SiOg .. .. .. ,. .. 0-03
lnsoluble .. i. .. .. n.d,
Loss on heating . . . . . . n.d.
F630} .. .. .i .i ., 0'03

Insoluble in ”20 .. .i .. 0-50
”30 .. .. .. ., ., 0'“)

100-53

The size of the meragc soda ash supplied during l95l,52 was as l‘ollows:

pt'r (Wit retained
on serum

16 l.M.M.screen .. ,. .. 1-6
30 l.M.M. screen .. i. ., 28-7
()0 l.M.Mi screen .. ,. .. 58-5
80 l.M.M. screen , . .. i. 08-8

100 l.M,M. screen . . .. 71-7
200 l.M.M. screen . ,_ ,_ 88-0
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Production figures provided by the Magadi Soda Company for 1921 onwards are given
in the following table, together with export figures for 1916 to 1920, taken from an earlier
report (Anonymous, 1923, p, 444).

Production 1 Gross
(tons—2,240 lb.) realization on

salesAf.

1916-1917 .. .. 2,163 not knmm
191771918 1. ,. 4,688 1
1918-1919 .. .. 12,007 .
1919771920 .. .. 10,544 .,
1920771921 .. 1. 12.892 .
1921 .. 1. .. 38,898 ,,
1922 .. 1. .. 46,751 ,,
1923 1 . . . .1 23,846 ,,
1924 .. .. .. 44,321 ,,
1925 .. .. .. , 46,610 ..
1926 (4 months) .. , 15,221 ,,
1927 .. .. .. 56,857 i ,,
1928 ‘ 72,738 ,,
1929 1. .. .. 1 61,303 ,,
1930 .. .. .. 7 43,172 1 ,,
1931 . . ,. .. 1 43,072 1 249,553
1932 _. .. .. 43,642 1 213,612
1933 .. .. .. 1 37,143 1 215,686
1934 .. 1. .. 1 29,160 5 151,798
1935 ,. .. .. 1 43,122 . 155,527
1936 _. .. .. ‘ 42,733 ' 205,791
1937 1 41,700 1 212,048
1938 . 1 . . . . 1 27,666 “ 178,370
1939 .. .. .. 1 41,150 1 243,877
1940 .. .. 1. 'j 24,310 3 185,511
1941 .1 .. .. 1‘ 57,130 ; 428,448
1942 _ 1 . 1 . . 70,960 1 541,500
1943 1. 1. 1. 65,680 1 668,141
1944 ,. .1 .. 65,100 641,668
1945 .. , .. .. 1 66,110 797,552
1946 (9 months) . . 3 61,900 1 647,524
194647" . . . . , 89,665 ‘ 898,492
1947,48 .. .1 .1 ‘ 117,115 1 1,678,891
1948,49 . . 1 . . . ‘ 82,760 1 997,605
1949/50 .. .1 .. 5 87,100 ‘ 995,352
1950, 51 . . . . . . r 118,000 1 1,423,072
195152 1. .. .. , 125,110 ‘ 1,802,487
195253 1. .. .. 1 81,259 1 1,135,221

*Change-over 01‘ Financial Year from January/December to October September.

The production figures show a remarkable increase of output during and particularly
subsequent to the recent war.

The value of soda ash exported in 1952 was approximately 61 per cent of the total
mineral production of the Colony for that year, and amounted to approximately 5 per cent
of the total value of domestic exports from Kenya for the year 1951.

Among the consumers of Magadi soda ash the largest are the glass industries, next
soap and other cleansers, then the chemical industry, where it is converted into refined
bicarbonate, caustic soda, sodium silicate, drugs, dyestuffs and chemicals for the cotton,
rayon and paper industries, etc. It also finds a large use in water softening, refining oils and
in metallurgical processes such as desulphurizing steel. The principal countries importing
soda ash from Magadi are South Africa, India, Australia and some countries in South
America and the Far East.
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(bl Common Sal!
The Company has manufactured several grades of common salt (NaCl) for different

uses. The grades being produced at the present time are:w
coarse salt
crushed and screened salt
red cattle salt.

The following grades were produced but are now discontinued
finely ground salt
fine salt
dairy salt
cattle blocks.

The initial steps in the process of salt production are the same for all grades—— lake liquor
is pumped from a series of wells alongside the causeway over the lake. The wells are construct-
ed with a circular trench dug six or seven feet into the trona, in which a well—tamped clay
wall is built. The wall is approximately 15 feet in diameter, about two feet thick, and projects
some three feet above the trona surface. The well itself is dug inside the clay wall to a depth
of 10 to 12 feet. The raised circular wall of clay prevents the inflow of dilute surface liquors
into the well when the lake liquor rises up to eighteen inches above the trona surface for a
short time during the rains. The only liquor entering the wells comes from a depth of eight
to ten feet and is considerably richer in sodium chloride than the surface liquor. It was
discovered when using a single well that a high rate of pumping resulted in the drawing into
the well of some weak near-surface liquor and several wells, now totalling six or seven, had
to be dug in order to keep the rate of pumping from each well to a reasonable figure. The
liquor is pumped from each well by diesel-driven centrifugal pumps and fed into the most
easterly well. where a large electrically-driven centrifugal pump feeds the pipe-line carrying
the liquor to the evaporation ponds almost a mile distant. The rate of flow in the pipe-line
is 300 to 400 gallons per minute.

From the pipe-line the liquor discharges into the tirst~stage evaporation ponds. These
are simply constructed on the flats east of the factory; each pond is some 200 to 300 yards
square and is margined by a low wall of mud and shingle. The liquor in the pond is allowed
to evaporate till it reaches a concentration of 18 per cent NazCO3 and 14 per cent NaCl, by
which time all the sodium sesquicarbonate (Na2C03NaHCO32HzO) has crystallized out
and the monocarbonate has begun to separate. The concentrated liquor is then pumped
to the “salt-making ponds", where the liquor is kept one or two inches deep. Further
evaporation takes place, when monocarbonate crystallizes during the day and sinks to the
bottom of the pond. while sodium chloride crystallizes during the night. The salt is brushed
up into little heaps in the pond to drain and is then removed to the purification plant.

The salt raked off the ponds is called "crude salt" and is not sold in this form. A typical
analysis of crude salt is as follows:—

pt’r t't’nl
NaCl .. .. .. .. .. 94-1
N32CO3 .. .. . . .. 4'3

Natl-{CO3 .. .. .. .. 0-4
NaF .. .. .. .. .. OH

98"”

Anu/. , Magadi ("hemical Laboratory.

The refining process consists of washing impurities oll‘ the coarse salt. which involves
stirring the crude salt into a filtered brine solution which is saturated with chloride and
contains less than 3 per cent sodium carbonate and bicarbonate. The resulting brine is made
slightly caustic to destroy the bicarbonate and finally the pure salt is separated from the
sodium carbonate and fluoride in solution by screening. lt is understood that the salt will



ABSTRACT

This report describes an area of some 1,200 square miles in the southern part of the

Gregory Rift Valley in Kenya: the area is bounded by latitudes l‘ 30/ and 2‘ 00’ S. and

longitudes 36D 00' and 36" 30’ E.

The rocks exposed consist of gneisses and quartzites of the Basement System (Archzean)

which are exposed only in the western part of the area. the rest being built of considerable

thicknesses of trachytic, basaltic and alkaline lavas of Pleistocene and presumed Pliocene

age. Several series of Pleistocene lacustrine sediments and the trona deposits and springs

occurring at Lake Magadi are described. All the volcanic rocks and some of the lake

sediments are shown to have undergone extensive grid-faulting.

Various hypotheses relating to the origin and accumulation of the trona in Lake Magadi

are discussed. A short account of the Magadi Soda Company‘s works is given and the

economic possibilities of the area are discussed.
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shortly be extracted by centrifuging rather than screening. The salt thus obtained is referred
to as "
is as liollowsiw

Boiled Stilt

chloridet (11(13 1.
suitable lor dairy and domestic purposes.

25) is as lollows(alling . p.

coarse salt". A typical analysis ol‘ the “coarse salt“

Natl . .
\‘11(()
Nah
1nsoluble

Ana/. .1

(from “EV/lagadi t11lling",p. 251

[)(‘I' (WM
99-50

(1’40
0019
0'07

99'989

—Magadi Chemical Laboratory"
the material \\ hich formed the basis 01 the fine salt and (1311) salt “as

made b\ dissolxing coarse salt and precipitating out carbonates by the addition 01 calcium
The solution \xas then filtered and e\z1por'11ted.The tinal product “as

NaCl . .
N83C03
NaF
Insoluble
Mg

An analysis of fine salt (ttaken trom Magadi

[201' (on!
99188
008
0007
0'05

lrace

100-017

Anal —Magadi Chemical Laboratory
As can be seen the fine salt was exceptionally pure and was said to be purer than all

varieties of imported salt

Total production figures for salt are given in the following table: —

1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943

. 1944
1945
1946
1946,
1947‘
1948
1949?

'51
,52

1952, '

1950
1951

9 months . .
47*

53

Production
(tons~2,240 1b )

57
1,362
1,364
1,761
2,663
4,570
3,918
9,211

13,946
13.473
15,076
14,034
15,216
11,165
14,757
15.186
18.210
19.022
18,114
15,422
15.619

Gross
realization on

sales ~A£

not known

55,167
58,945
42.465
57,951
59,491
81,498
98.266

103.537
110,216
121,804

‘Change--0\er 01 1 in trici: 1 Y ear from Januarx December to octobcr September.
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((-1 Bat/i Salts
These consist of crystals of sodium sesquicarbonate which are tinted and scented and

sold in one pound cellophane packages or in bottles. No figures for the production of thiscommodity are available but it is probably limited to one or two tons per annum.

((1') Household Soda
Household soda was made of centrifuged, sun-dried and screened "washery fines".The material passing the screen was ground in a mill and packed in five pound lots in paper

bags.

The household soda consisted of small crystals of sodium sesquicarbonate. lts alkalinitywas approximately equal to that of soap so that its main use was for partly softening water
in which silks and woollcns were to be washed.

No exact figures of production are available but between 300 and 400 tons of household
soda were produced annually.

(c’) Bicarbonate ()m/o
Sodium bicarbonate was a further minor product until recently. It was produced and

sold mainly as a source of carbon dioxide gas for local mineral-water manufacturers, A
typical analysis (from “Magadi Presents". p. 13) is as followssfl

per cent
NaHCOg .. .. .. .. 99-15
NagCot .. .. .. .. I 0'58
NaCl .. .. .. .. ,. trace
NaF .. .. .. ,. .. 0-019
lnsoluble . . _ . . . . . 0-062
H20 .. .. .. .. .. 0-19

100-001

( f) Sodium Fluoride
Sodium fluoride (villiaumiteANaF) has been separated from the coarse fraction of the

slurry as pumped from the dredge. In one process the coarse fraction was washed in spring
water when the average content of NaF, as determined on several samples taken from 150
tons of the washed trona, was found to be 5-4 per cent. After washing, the trona rich in
fluoride was completely dissolved in water and salted out with sodium chloride (NaCl) when
the fluoride separated as a very tine white powder of the following composition: ,_

per cent
Nali .. .. .. .. .. 97-0
N83C03 .. .. .. .. 0-6
Insoluble .. ., .. .. 1-4
Loss on heating . . . . . . 0-3

ooh»

.Aluul. Magadi Soda Company Ltd.
NOTE. Analysis taken from “lVlagadi Presents". 1948. p. 15.

:\it earlier process involving the treatment of the coarse fractions of calcined soda ash by
“rolling" on an inclined table. yielded concentrates \at‘ying from 9 to 33 per cent Val“
the average being 15-4 per cent.

A certain amount of sodium fluoride was produced during the recent war for the use of
the air forces in Africa and lnditt but since then there has been no regular production. The
annual rate of production of recent years was of the order ot 4 to 9 tons.

It is clear from the analxscs of the soda ash tw- p. oh“: that sodium fluoride is the principal
impurity. Dredging operations are therefore limited to areas low in fluoride and this imposes
a limitation to dredging elliciency if frequent mmes ol the dredge have to be made. Also



the lower layers of the surface trona are, in places. somewhat richer in fluoride than theupper layers and this fact often limits the depth to which the trona can be dredged, Otherfactors influencing the amount of fluoride present in the ash are seasonal. During andshortly after wet weather, when the lake may be partly or completely flooded, the lake liquorin the dredge paddock becomes under—saturated with respect to fluoride and a certain amountof fluoride is dissolved in the slurry pipe—line. During such periods areas of relatively low—test trona (high Nah) can be worked.

As the disCovcry of a method of removing the fluoride from the trona would be of value
the writer suggested that the problem should be investigated by A. L. Stewart, Metallurgistin the Mines and Geological Department. It was known that most of the fluoride is presentin the +4 mm. and —-—(w() mesh B.S.S. fractions of the crushed trona, and experiments showedthat on crushing the coarser fraction the fluoride passed into the fine product. The process.therefore. reduces to the treatment of the —60 mesh portion of adequately crushed material.Other experiments proved that the fluoride can be concentrated from the —-60 mesh fractioneither by flotation with fatty acids or-by gravity concentration on tables.

The process recommended as a result of these tests involved screening on 4 mm.\ ibrating screens. the oversize being passed through a rodmill. and the total—4 mm. productthrough a rake or spiral classifier to yield —60 mesh and +60 mesh fractions. The coarsermaterial with low fluoride content would be passed to the trona plant, while the ——60 meshmaterial would be treated by flotation to yield a high fluoride fraction, suitable for furtherrefining. It was pointed out that further work was required, particularly on flotation.

2. Other Economic Minerals
(1) CINNABAR

A small piece of Cinnabar (sulphide of mercurymHgS) discovered in most unusualcircumstances, was found in the area some years ago. J. A. Stevens (1948) describes thediscovery as follows: "Two African laboratory assistants were making a bonfire to burnrubbish on 16th May, l945, and cut some fuel from a nearby tree of the species Calm/optspmccru. They stated that when breaking one of the branches at small dark red stone fellfrom the pith hole in the centre of the wood, and not knowing what this material was, theybrought it to me. The piece weighed nearly 50 grammes and had an overall specific gravityof 8-0. It was friable and had one large smooth flat surface perpendicular to the grain ofthe crystal which resembled Edinburgh rock in appearance. On the side of the lump oppositeto the large flat surface was a small flat surface approximately parallel to the large one. Dr.Pulfrey of the Kenya Mines Department suggested that the lump was Cinnabar or mercuric
sulphide. the chief ore of mercury, and a variety of tests amply confirmed this diagnosis."

How the Cinnabar got into the branch remains a mystery, but its presence in the Magadiarea may perhaps be explained by the fact that the tribes around the base of Mt. Kilimanjaro
are said to prize Cinnabar, and a piece may have found its way to Magadi in the hands of
Africans. In any case, no evidence of any natural deposit of Cinnabar was found in theMagadi area.

(2) SODIUM NITRATE
While doing geophysical work in the Magadi area in 1950 A. 0. Thompson discovered

a small deposit of sodium nitrate at the base of a cliff on the western side of the Magadi-Uaso
Nyiro road, some ten miles from Magadi (see Anonymous, 1951). Thompson found thatthe nitrate occurs at the contact of two lava flows and on the old land surface separating
the two flows, as well as in joints in the upper of the two lavas. In some places the nitrate
occurs as massive crystals while at others it is present as small powdery crystals. Thompson
considered that the nitrate has formed by infiltration from higher ground along open joints
and cracks, and by dissemination through the open structure of the old land surface.

Much baboon and bat excrement are visible about the cliffs btit Thompson consideredthat this is not the source of the deposit on account of its fairly extensive nature. though acontrary opinion was expressed in the published note, which was not written by Thompson.Nitrates are generally considered to be formed by the decomposition of organic wastethrough the agency of nitrifying bacteria. The deposits so formed are usually small, as is
the case in this deposit, which is not of economic interest.
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(3.) DIATOMITE
Diatomite and diatomaceous beds are widespread throughout the Olorgesailie lake

beds exposed north of Olorgesailie mountain. Small areas of diatomaceous earth are also
known from the southern end of the Koora valley. The beds at the south~western end of
the Legemunge plain are, however, the only ones which may be sufficiently pure and extensive
to be of economic interest.

For some years the Magadi Soda Company used diatomite from the Olorgesailie lake
beds for filtration in its sodium bicarbonate plant. The diatomite was taken in small quantities
from the L12 bed, which outcrops at the base of a conspicuous scarp that is crossed by the
Magadi road west of the Olorgesailie Prehistoric site. The diatomite was dug from the
uppermost part of the bed, which is a pure white powdery diatomite with rare pumice
pebbles. The bed is easily recognized by the local strong reddening ol‘ its upper surface. The
diatomite is very light in weight and free from clay and sandy impurities. Under the micro-
scope (x 400) it is seen to be composed mainly opi/lit'miu frustules (Kent. I947) and elongate
rod—like bodies akin to S_l’fl(’(/I‘(I. The purity and low apparent density of the diatomite
suggest that it would be an economically useful material were it not for the thinness of the
bed (it is only four feet thick), and its distance from rail.

The value of other diatomaeeous beds in the Olorgesailie lake beds succession is reduced
by the presence of impurities such as tufT, gravel. grit and calcareous nodules. Although it is
possible to remove some or all of these impurities by screening and air classification it is
probable that the necessity to beneficiate these diatomaceous beds would render them
uneconomic under present circumstances (but see footnote on p. 79).

Some figures and analyses taken from the technical records ol‘ the Magadi Soda (Wompany
concerning the Legemunge diatomite are given below:-

bulk density 25 32-2 lb. cu. ft. in Sill].
15-5 lb. cu. ft. powdered

Partial analysisz-rw
per cent

'1AlgO} .. _‘303
FexO . . 2'82l
Mgo3 0-393
(:10 0-595

Aria/.r—rMagadi Chemical laboratory.

(4) LiMEs'roNr
Limestone occurrences in the area are:v
(a) trayet‘tine mounds on the east bank of the Uaso Nyiro
lb) l'our travertine mounds halfa mile west ol‘ the Legemunge diatomite and immediately

west ot the Magadi road
to) l'ii'ipurus limestone west ot. the south-west lagoon
lt/l pillar-rock limestone at mile ll on the Magadi-Llaso Nyiro road.

None ol‘ the abme occurrences are large enough to be ol‘ interest e\ccpt perhaps tor
small-scale lime production. An analysis ol‘ the trayertine by the roadside at the south—west
e\treniit) ol the Legemungc plain is as follows:

pt'r ('(’III
SK): .‘ .. .. .. .r 2‘)
R:()t .. .. .. .. .. 0'8
tacot . . . . _ _ , . 90-0
Mgt'ot .. .. .. . o:
l):(i)5 , .. .. .. ll‘.
SH: .. .. t.
\ujtit): .. .. .. ., 3‘75

97-3}

.‘lll(1/. Magadi t‘hemical Laboratory; 4th March. 104‘).
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3. Water-supply
As the Magadi district has a semi-arid climate water—supply problems have assumed a

considerable importance both for the settlement at Magadi and for the indigenous Masai.
There is no perennial potable water—supply within a 15 mile radius of lake Magadi and

the development of the community there has been dependent on a supply of piped water
from the Ngong hills. This piped supply has of recent years become insufficient to provide
adequately for the community at Magadi and the demands of the works because of the
increase in the number of people at Magadi and the drawing off of water by the railway
and the township of Kajiado, which are also supplied from the same pipe-line.

The nomadic Masai tribesmen, who are almost entirely dependent on their cattle for food,
are also severely limited by the availability of water. although the situation has been improved
lor them by the provision on the Magadi pipe—line of one or two watering troughs.

Some water seepages on the east shore of the lake immediately north and south of the
entrance to the dry lagoon have been dug by the Masai to form small water-holes. The waters
are near to lake-level, are turbid, and have a composition similar to that of the most dilute
springs nearby. The water was probably used for watering Masai stock in times of drought,
before the prmision of water points elsewhere. A similar water-hole which is still used by
Masai occurs on the east shore of the lake two miles north-west of “Needle Rock“. A well
20 feet deep also has been dug by Masai in alluvial silts just beneath a low lava scarp one
mile east-south-east of the north end of “Little Magadi" lake. The composition of these
waters is as follows: ,,

l ‘ ll

Air/21.9100 grm. grm. ‘100 grm.
NazCO3 ,. , . . . 0005 0'08
NaHCO3 .. ., 0268 078
NaCl ,. .. .. 0174 0'33
NaF .. .. .. 0‘003 , 0'008

Anal.——Magadi Soda Company, llth November, 1953.

1. Water from water-hole 2 miles north—west of “Needle Rock".
ll. Water from well 1 mile east-south-east of north end of "Little Magadi" lake.

A drinking trough for cattle is situated on the water pipe—line at the "Black Tank” on the
scarp overlooking the east side of Lake Magadi and a bore—hole at mile 30 on the road, on
the plain immediately east of Legemunge, was also provided f0.r the Masai. The available
watering places during the dry season are limited and the Masai have to drive their cattle
over great distances to obtain water. They obtain supplies during the dry season from the
Uaso Nyiro in the western part of the area, where there is perennial flow. Other perennial
rivers flow down the Nguruman escarpment and comprise the Oloibortoto. Endosapia and
Lengitoto rivers. These, however, descend into the tsetse-infested areas west of the Uaso
Nyiro, which are avoided by the Masai. The 01 Keju Nero river carries seasonal water and
supplies Masai for about two months after a normal rainy season, and water-holes also
contain water for short periods after the rains. The areas surrounding troughs, bore-holes
and water-holes are liable to severe over-grazing.

Potable water for the settlement at Magadi is obtained from headworks on the south-
eastern slopes of the Ngong hills. The headworks consist of springs, reservoirs, wells and a
bore-hole the total yield being of the order of 75,000 to 95,000 gallons per day. A pipe—line
carries this water l0 Kajiado township where the Railways quarters, locomotives and some
other domestic users are supplied with water. The total consumption at Kajiado is approxi-
mately 20,000 gallons per day. From Kajiado the pipe-line follows the Kajiado-Magadi
railway-line as far as mile 65 (measured from Konza junction). The pipe-line supplies the
locomotive high service tanks at Turoka and Singaraini railway stations. The piped water
may be augmented by the addition of ground-water from three bore-holes situated near
Turoka station when the consumption at Kajiado is so great as to limit the amount of water
available further down the pipe-line. The Turoka bore-holes are together capable of yielding
up to 30,000 gallons per day.
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From mile 65 on the railway the pipe-line travels across country to Koora station where
there is a locomotive high-service tank. From Koora the pipe-line continues across country
to the “black tank”. a break-pressure tank, on the scarp overlooking the eastern part of
Lake Magadi. The average flow into the “black tank" is of the order of 37.000 to 40,000
gallons per day. The Masai and their cattle consume about 1,300 gallons per day at the drink-
ing trough at the black tank and this leaves some 38,000 gallons per day for the Magadi
Soda Company and railway requirements at Magadi. At times of drought, or when the
Railway consumption is abnormally large during heavy railing schedules. the total available

,at Magadi may drop to a little above 30,000 gallons of water per day. The company has
found that this amount is often insutficient for its needs and at times a stringent system of
water rationing has had to be introduced. As a result of these recurrent water shortages at
Magadi the Company has been forced to adopt measures to augment its water-supply. The
first of these measures to be implemented was the drilling of the bore—holes at Turoka.
Since the pipe-line is only three inches diameter over much of its length the amount of water
obtainable from it is strictly limited. It was eventually decided during 1948 that an indepen-
dent water-supply for the Company would have to be found.

The only bore-hole put down for water near Magadi was drilled on the Koora plain
near mile 16 on the Magadi-Nairobi road. This was unsuccessful since the yield was only
30 gallons per hour and the water contained 3,706 parts per million of dissolved salts and was
thus untit for continuous human consumption. It was. therefore, considered that a reliable
supply ofpotable waters from bore-holes was difficult. if not impossible, to obtain on account
of the highly minerali/ed nature of the ground—water in the Magadi part of the Rift Valley.
Attention was then turned to the use of the perennial rivers descending the Nguruman
escarpment as sources of water.

During W48 the Company sought the advice of Messrs. Balfour and Sons. Consulting
Engineers of London. who after a study of available sources of water proposed a scheme to
make use of the Oloibortoto river. The Uaso Nyiro water. though chemically suitable is
turbid throughout the year and in any case the river is too low to deliver water to Magadi
by gravitation. The lindosapia river is also chemically suitable and the water is clear but
since part of its flow is diverted into irrigation channels to water the fields of Kalemma
village, it was considered better to employ the ()loibortoto river water.

The Oloibortoto river has a large catchment area in the Looita hills which are over
7000 feet high. It descends to the floor of the Rift Valley by a series of precipitous gorges
and is not used by Masai. The flow at a “V notch" erected near the point where the river
leaves the lower gorge was estimated at 6 cusecs (3 million gallons per day). At the point of
exit from the gorge the altitude of the ()loibortoto river is some 623 feet above the surface
of Lake Magadi and 463 feet above the level of the reservoir tank at Magadi. The water
can therefore be fed to Magadi by gravity through a pipe-line 236 miles long. The first part
of the pipe-line is of seven inches diameter and the part nearer Magadi is of six inches
diameter. lts route is indicated on the geological map (at end) and is situated on as direct a
line to Magadi as the terrain permits. The pipe is already laid over the greater part of its
length and the reservoir and treatment plant, which is situated near the (iolf ('lub. is erected
and almost complete. It is e\pccted that the new water—supply will be in operation early
in 1954*

It was originally intended to construct a small dam at the mouth of the ()loibortoto river
but the actual intake works have been built on the alluvial tan some three hundred yards
cast of the proposed dam site.

The headworks are simple and consist of an unroofed concrete chamber some siv feet
wide sunk three or four feet into the side of the river-bed. 'l‘hc entrance is protected by
heavy iron bars in the form of a grill to pre\ent the entry of boulders. l rom this chamber a
pipe carries the water to a sedimentation chamber a short distance away, from the sedimen—
tation chamber the pipe-line (7 inch diameter) carries the water to Magadi. To prevent
damage by cattle and game the pipedme is sunk two feet into the ground throughout its
length. e\cept for the crossings of the western and central portions of lake Magadi. .-\t
thcsc crossings the pipe-line is carried some three feet above lake lcvcl on angle-iron struts
driven into the lake. The crossing over the l'aso \} no will probably be alongside the steel
bridge carrying the road.

* l lic work was coiiiplctcd tl‘. Junc. l‘iF-Jt.
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It is estimated that the pipe—line will be capable of supplying some 200.000 gallons t fwater a day to the treatment plant and rescnoir at Magadi. The resenoir has a capacitv of500000 gallons. a capacity large enough to maintain a good supply for two or three daysin event of failure of the pipe-line or the necessity to flush out sediment. it is understood alsothat one or t\\ o watering troughs for Masai cattle will be built on the section of the pipe-line
west of Lake Magadr These should extend the area of gra/ing axailable to Masai cattleduring the dry season.

The new scheme \\lll supply Magadi‘s water needs for many years to come and will
reduce or eliminate the need for water rationing. The old pipe—line will presumably continue
to supply the needs of the railway and possibly the factory at Magadi and should be adequatefor this limited purpose.

[tore-lut/t's. Two bore-holes have been drilled for water in the Magadi area by thePublic Works Department on behalf of the Administration of the District‘ which has itsheadquarters at Kajiado. The first of these near mile 16 on the Magadi-Nairobi road. inthe upper Koora valley. was unsuccessful. It was sunk to a depth of 600 feet and struckwater at 350 and 410 feet. the rest—level of the water being at 298 feet depth. The yield of
water was, however. only 720 gallons per day and was highly minerali7ed as is indicated bythe following analysisz~~

ANALYSIS or WATER rRoM BoRF-HOLE (1166lr—Miu: 16, MAGADI ROAD
per can!

total alkalinity . . . . . . 0-24
N213C()3 . . . . . . , . 0-045
NaHCO; .. ., .. .. 030
NaCl .. .. .. .. .. 0-066
F .. .. .t .. .. 32 parts per million
total solids at 240' C. . . . . 3,706 parts per million
pH . . . r . . . . . . 8-5

A second bore-hole was drilled in the centre of the flat plain east of Legemunge and
about half a mile north of mile 30 on the Magadi-Nairobi road. The total depth of the hole
is 391 feet and water was struck at 310 feet. with the rest—1eve1at275 feet. This bore-hole was
very successful and yielded a good flow (68,160 gallons per day) of potable“ water as the
figures below suggestzm

ANALYSIS or WATER FROM BORE-HOLE C.1559_M1Lr 30, lVlAGADl ROAD
l

per (on!
total alkalinity .. t. .. 0'04
NaQCOg .1 ,. .. .. 0-01
NaHCO3 .r .. ., .. 005
NaCl . .. .. .. .. 00025
total solids at 240° C. . . . . ,20 parts per million
F .. . . . . .. . , 8 parts per million
DH . . . . . . .. . . 8-2

The yield and quality of water from this bore-hole is remarkable considering the results of
the bore-hole drilled in the Koora valley. It is probable that the water of the successful
bore-hole (C1559) is derived from the Lasagut hills which rise to approximately 6900 feet
a few miles' to the north-east of the site. This may explain the ample supply of fresh water
at this spot.

Generally speaking, it is considered unlikely that fresh water could be obtained by
boring in the area. particularly in its central parts. At the base of the Nguruman escarpment.
however, particularly in the ill-sorted alluvial cones, an ample supply of underground water
is available and potable water could probably be obtained by drilling almost anywhere in
the Uaso Nviro depression north of Lake Natron. Surface water is plentiful in this part of
the area and, since the Magadi Soda Company has made provision for its water-supply for
some considerable time to come, no further bore-holes are likely to be drilled in the area for

‘The fluorine content (8 ppm) is‘ however. too high for human consumption over an exten ded period
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some years. Should the question of improving the water—supply for the Masai be raised, itwould in any case be more economical to make arrangements whereby a part of the Magadi
piped supply is drawn off to watering troughs, rather than to undertake drilling which would
probably result in a high proportion of dry holes.

In the next few years the water-supply position for Masai cattle will be most severe inthe area north of Lake Magadi. Here there is a large area stretching northwards to the slopes
of Mt. Suswa and north-eastwards to the Uaso Kedong basin which is devoid of water in
dry seasons. Underground water in this area is likely to be too highly minerali/ed to be
potable and it seems that the only way to provide water would be the construction of simple
earth dams on some of the larger seasonal streams. .

4. Economic Possibilities in the Area
The Magadi Soda Company is the sole producer of minerals in the area and the only

materials which are found in potentially economic quantities, and which are not yet being
exploited fully, are sodium fluoride and possibly diatomite. Sat/[rim fluoride. being found in
the Magadi Soda Company's lease area. and being under the terms of the lease a mineral
which the Company is entitled to work, is therefore not open as a proposition to individuals
and concerns other than the Company.

As previously described the Company has at various times in recent years produced
small quantities of sodium fluoride and has also conducted evperiments on various means
of separating the fluoride from the trona prepared for the calcining kilns. Recently. however,
the principal incentive behind the separation of the fluoride has been not so much to establish
it as a product but to remove it so as to produce still better quality in soda ash. Up to the
present, however. no economic method of separating the fluoride has been discovered.

The fluoride occurs naturally in the trona of the lake and is present in variable amounts
ranging up to two per cent. The fluoride content of the soda ash varies from 095 to 1-57
per cent. Since the percentage of sodium carbonate in the ash is not allowed to fall below
‘97 per cent, considerable difliculties are encountered when dredging areas of the lake relatively
rich in fluoride. The depth ofcut of the dredge has frequently to be reduced since the fluoride
appears to be enriched in the lower layers (7 to 8 feet below lake surface) and when the amountof fluoride in the slurry rises above the permissible amount. the plant has to be shut down
and the dredge moved to a less fluoridesrich area. There are, therefore, several advantagesto be gained from the separation of at least part of the fluoride. Investigations undertaken
in the Mineral Research laboratory of the Mines and Geological Department. Nairobi.
suggest that tabling or flotation may prove acceptable as methods of separation. Should it be
possible to concentrate it to a purity of approximately 95 per cent. it may have a value
between £60 and £80 per ton.

During recent years there has been an increasing demand for (‘mmmm ml! among the
African people of East Africa. The principal grades of salt used by Africans are ("oarse and
(‘rushed Salt and the entire Magadi production of these grades is sold in East Africa andthe demand cannot be fully satisfied. The Magadi Company has. therefore, been antious
to find means of increasing coarse salt production. The principal limiting factors are thesupply of salt-rich liquor and the area of evaporation ponds. Since salt garnering is done
irianually by African labour increases in the area of evaporation ponds would involve an
increase in the labour force employed and. at the moment, there is no accommodation for
more labour at Magadi.

A supply of liquor rich in common salt and with relatively minor quantities of other
dissolved salts would, of course. be ideal as a source material for salt manufacture. lt has
been assumed. on the basis of Stevens‘s calculations (Stevens. 1933. pp. 34) that since the
amount of sodium chloride in the lake is considerably less than would be evpectcd had thesprings supplied all the salts to the lake, that there must bean underground leakage ol‘chloridc‘
rich liquor from the lake. The Department was requested to assist in detecting the causc of
the supposed leaks. and ,-\. 0. Thompson carried out gcopliysical tests in the area south of
the lake in an endeavour to locate a fault or other fissure that might be drainingy saline
liquor from the lake. The geophysical work was. how'e\er, inconclusive and the writer
believes that no such fissure c\ists.
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Among the analyses of liquors sampled in the boreholes drilled into the lake surface

tquoted on p. 461 there are some which appear to contain almost as much sodium chloride
as carbonate. The liquors tested, however. were mixtures of underground and surface
liquor used in drilling and gi\e only a general indication of the nature of the underground
liquors. The writer considers that the question ot‘ the composition and amount of under-
ground liquor should be investigated further since there is a possibility that a liquor rich
in common salt might be found. Nevertheless. the relatively thin and impervious nature of
the deeper trona beds and the way in which they are interbedded with clay beds makes it
probable that individual bore—holes would yield only small quantities of liquor.

It seems. therefore, that there are no obvious sources of suitable saline liquor other than
those in use at the moment. In any case lake liquor appears to otler the best prospects and
an examination of the composition of the deeper liquors in the lake will show whether a
richer source of salt can be discovered.

The writer considers that there are no beds of pure dialomitv in the area that are sufficiently
thick to warrant e\ploitation at present Suitable material does exist at the south-west end
ol the 1 egcmungc plain in bed L12 and other material capable of beneficiation occurs in bed
L14, and these may be worthy of reassessment in the event 01‘ an increase in demand for
diatomite in the future.

The deposits at Legemunge are, however, a considerable distance from rail—25 miles
from Magadi and 43 from Nairobi. It would be difficult to arrange to rail the material from
Magadi in view of the fact that the railway is fully occupied in transporting soda ash. Trans-
porting the diatomite to Nairobi would involve the long haul by road, which climbs from
approximately 3,500 feet at Legemunge and over the southern spur of the Ngong hills at
approximately 7,000 feet. Moreover, steep hills on the Legemunge-Nairobi road would
limit the carrying capacity and economical operation of trucks. It is, therefore improbable
that the diatomite deposits at Legemunge could compete satisfactorily with other better
situated depositsn.L
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APPENDIX
Subsequent work in the area south of Magadi, where the relationships of the OlorongaBeds, the Chert Series and the Plateau Trachytes are well seen in numerous sections. necessI ~tates revision ol‘ the tabulation of lake sediments (p. 26). in a later report » 7-“Geology ol‘ theArea South ot‘ Magadi“. which is in preparation. it is shown that the Chert Series restsdirectly on the Plateau Trachytes. and that the Oloronga Beds overlie them with uneon-tormity. Both these groups of lake beds are older than the ‘grid‘ 1‘aulting. and it follows thatthe (‘hert Series is unlikely to be the time equivalent of the Olorgesailie Lake Beds. but isprobably older. The revised correlation and tabulation is as followszm

Magadi trough

Evaporite Series
High Magadi Beds
Kunkar limestone

Boulder trains and sands
Kunkar limestone

1",[nor full/ling
Olorgesailie Lake Beds

Legemunge-Koora trough Uaso Nyiro basin

High terrace
Kunkar limestone

Ngare Nyiro Beds
Grid fail/1mg
Oloronga Beds
Erosion
Chert Series

Oloronga Beds

Plateau Trachytes (in part Olorgesailie lavas)


